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 1                    P-R-O-C-E-E-D-I-N-G-S


 2                  DR. JIM KENDALL: It's 20 after, so we are


 3  going to start the meeting now in just a minute.  Before I


 4  make the introductions and go into any details, I want to


 5  ask someone to give a blessing in just a minute here.


 6  President Doreen, can I ask you to give a blessing before


 7  we start the meeting please?


 8             (Blessing offered by Doreen Lampe.)


 9                  DR. JIM KENDALL: Thank you very, very


10  much.  Good evening and thank you for taking time out of


11  your busy day to join us.  My name is Jim Kendall.  I'm


12  the Regional Director of the Alaska Regional Office of the


13  Bureau of Ocean Energy Management, Regulation and


14  Enforcement.  I know that's a long line there, but we just


15  go by BOEMRE.


16            Now, one thing I noticed at some of our other


17  meetings is, as we got into the meeting, someone asked who


18  are you, where are you from, just what are you.  Well, we


19  are a federal government agency.  We're part of the


20  Department of Interior.  We are not an oil company.  We


21  are not a nongovernmental organization.  Our job is to


22  manage the energy and mineral resources of the Outer


23  Continental Shelf.  We pull the information together and


24  we pass it on to the decisionmaker, in this case the


25  Secretary of the Interior.
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 1            Now, what we are doing tonight is holding public


 2  hearings on the Revised Draft Supplemental Environmental


 3  Impact sale for Lease Sale 193.  Now, that's mouthful.


 4            We are doing this meeting a little bit


 5  different.  What we are going to do is after I introduce


 6  the team here, I'm going to ask them to go through a


 7  series of flip charts so that we all start from the same


 8  knowledge base.  Okay?  So this is a little bit different.


 9  We are going to provide a lot more information at the


10  beginning so that when we get into public comment,


11  everybody has an idea of really why we are here.


12            Now, starting with introductions, at the front


13  table here I've got Sharon Warren.  Sharon is the project


14  manager for the supplemental EIS.  Next to her is Mike


15  Routhier.  Mike Routhier is the coordinator of the EIS.


16  He takes all the parts and pieces and puts it together.


17            Now, as it's being put together, we have got to


18  make sure it flows and everybody understands it and all


19  the definitions are there.  That falls on the back of


20  Scott Blackburn in the back there.  Raise your hand,


21  Scott.  Scott is not only a technical expert in what we


22  do; he is also a technical editor.  So he tries to make


23  the document written in a way that people can understand


24  it.


25            We also have back there Michael Haller.  Michael
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 1  Haller is our community liaison.  He helps us work with


 2  the communities, like here in Barrow, to get your input.


 3  We also have tonight with us James.  James is a


 4  translator.  If anybody feels something needs to be


 5  translated, James has agreed to help us out.  All right.


 6            Now, with that -- oh, I also have to introduce


 7  Mary Vavrik.  Mary Vavrik is our court reporter.  Again,


 8  everything that takes place at this meeting is very


 9  important.  Okay.  Our job is to put together the


10  information that the Secretary and his team, the


11  decisionmaker, will make.  So we put the information


12  together.  We send it up top.  Mary is instrumental to


13  make sure everything you say is entered.  So please, when


14  you speak, speak loud enough so it can be heard.  State


15  your name so we can get that for the record.  And if you


16  happen to have anything -- any written comments, Mary will


17  be happy to accept it.


18            Now, with that, we are going to go to a brief


19  introduction of why we're here.  Again, this is a little


20  bit different from the way we usually do things.  Okay.


21            Now, I'll give you a warning.  After the little


22  briefing is done, to maximize public input and so that


23  everybody can hear, we are going to move the chairs so


24  everybody sits in a circle.  And then we are going to go


25  around the room with the mike as long as it takes until
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 1  everybody feels they have had good input.  If we leave


 2  here tomorrow morning and someone didn't speak their


 3  piece, we failed.  It's very important that if you have


 4  something to say, we hear it, whether it's at the


 5  beginning or at the end.  It just has to be said.  Okay?


 6            With that, I'm going to give the microphone over


 7  to Sharon.  And Sharon, could you walk us through what we


 8  all need to know before we start getting to work.


 9                  MS. SHARON WARREN: Thank you, and


10  welcome.  Can you hear me?  Here we are.  Like Jim said,


11  we wanted to go through and let you know why we're here.


12  And we have got some posters to explain why we're here and


13  what we would like from all of you on this document.


14            Why we're here today, we get -- we need your


15  comments on the Revised Draft Supplemental Environmental


16  Impact Statement for sale 193.  The documents are back


17  there on the table.  We have documents as well as we have


18  CDs of the documents.  So if you haven't received one and


19  you would like one, please take one this evening.


20            What was Lease Sale 193?  Lease Sale 193, first


21  of all, we had done an environmental impact statement and


22  published it as final in 2007.  In 2008 we had a lease


23  sale.  And at that lease sale, we had six companies bid


24  on -- to explore for oil and gas.  We offered 29.3 million


25  acres, and there was 487 leases issued for about 2.8
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 1  million acres.


 2            Over here on this map is the area of the sale.


 3  And this was the sale area that was out here in red.  This


 4  is what we offered.  There is some alternatives that


 5  were -- there are some alternatives, and you will find


 6  that out in the supplemental EIS, that we offered off the


 7  coast and there is an alternative -- this alternative is


 8  Alternative 3.


 9            It was not -- the decision was made not to


10  select that alternative by the Secretary, and so that's


11  why you will see leases in this area here [indicating].


12  This alternative is on the table on this -- in this


13  document for the decision for the Secretary.  He can


14  either decide to affirm the entire sale area or he can


15  select this alternative and even with the leases in it.


16  And we will explain what kind of happens with that.


17            But this is the entire sale area that was


18  offered.  And you can see the blocks that were leased by


19  the six companies.


20            Then what happened?  Days before the lease


21  sale -- the lease sale was offered on February 6, 2008,


22  but before that time, the plaintiffs sued to validate the


23  lease sale.  They alleged that the EIS did not adequately


24  assess the environmental impacts.


25  A   In that litigation -- usually in litigation sometimes
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 1   plaintiffs will ask for an injunction to stop the sale.


 2   That was not asked for.  So the sale was not stopped.  It


 3   continued on.  And that's the reason why we have -- we


 4   have this lease sale is because the Court did not prevent


 5   us from holding it.


 6             Then in July 2010, the District Court for the


 7   District of Alaska ruled that most of the EIS was


 8   satisfactory, but there were three issues the agency


 9   needed to address.  And those issues were the Court said


10   the agency failed to analyze the environmental impacts of


11   natural gas development, despite industry interest and


12   specific lease incentives for such development.


13             In our notice of sale, we had a lease incentive


14   that if they purchased a lease for oil, then there was an


15   incentive for them to also produce the natural gas.


16   However, we didn't analyze that in the environmental


17   impact statement that was released in 2007.  So the judge


18   said go back and analyze that because you offered


19   something that you didn't analyze in the environmental


20   impact statement.


21             The judge also said that the agency failed to


22   determine whether missing information identified by the


23   agency was relevant or essential under the federal


24   regulations and, in addition to that, failed to determine


25   whether the cost of obtaining the missing information was
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 1   exorbitant or means of doing so was unknown.  The judge is


 2   saying that we didn't follow the regulations that were


 3   there for us to follow.  So he said go back and do it.


 4             So we went back and we followed the Court's


 5   order.  We drafted a supplemental environmental impact


 6   statement to address the three concerns.  Many of you may


 7   have attended the public hearing we had in November here


 8   on that document.  And so we were addressing the Court


 9   concerns with that document.  And we got comments on the


10   draft SEIS.  The comment period included public hearings


11   in Kotzebue, Point Hope, Point Lay, Wainwright, Barrow and


12   Anchorage, as well as a series of government-to-government


13   meetings at the affected communities.


14                   MR. MICHAEL ROUTHIER: So the next


15   question is, was the draft SEIS finalized after that.  And


16   the answer is actually no.  In this situation, we put out


17   the draft document.  We held the public meetings like we


18   are doing for this document tonight, and solicited public


19   comments.  We received over 150,000 public comments.


20             Many of those requested that the agency consider


21   the environmental impacts of a very large oil spill.  This


22   was occurring on the heels of the Deepwater Horizon event.


23   A very large oil spill was on everyone's mind, for obvious


24   reasons.  So we, as an agency, reviewed the comments and


25   considered our options and decided that the best thing
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 1   that we could do is to analyze a very large oil spill


 2   scenario.


 3             And so that we do it correctly, we decided to


 4   put it into an EIS form and add it to the draft SEIS,


 5   which we already had.


 6             So I mentioned a few times now a very large oil


 7   spill or VLOS or V-L-O-S.  And that begs the question,


 8   what is it?  Well, like it says up here, it's a very large


 9   oil spill.  And basically it's a tool for us to analyze


10   and understand all the potential environmental effects


11   that could happen in the event that something goes


12   incredibly wrong and there is catastrophic oil spill.


13             It's a scenario.  It's purely hypothetical.


14   It's an extreme case.  Basically, in developing this


15   scenario, our geologists who have the subject matter


16   expertise in these issues, were instructed to basically


17   consider or tell us what would be the largest possible


18   flow rate from any reservoir known in the Chukchi Sea.


19             So they looked at basically any sort of variable


20   that would go into determining how fast the oil will come


21   out or how big would the oil spill be.  They maximized all


22   those variables, and we got a very large number.  But that


23   could be good because it helps us understand all the


24   possible environmental effects, and it accomplishes the


25   main goal here, and that is informing the decisionmaker.
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 1             It is important to understand that the very


 2   large oil spill is purely hypothetical, obviously.  And


 3   it's also different than another concept that you are


 4   likely to hear in the context of our agency's work, that


 5   term being worst-case discharge.  I'm not sure everyone


 6   here has ever heard that term.  But that term comes from


 7   our regulations.  It's a term specifically within our


 8   regulations, and it's a calculation that's required


 9   whenever an oil company submits an expiration plan or


10   proposes to actually drill a well.


11             Now, that's not happening right now.  Right now


12   we are at the lease sale stage.  If some or all of the


13   lease sale is reaffirmed, then we could possibly go to the


14   next phase which would be an exploration plan phase.  We


15   are not there yet.  But if we get to that phase, within


16   the exploration plan from the oil company they would do a


17   worst-case discharge, which basically calculates how big


18   an oil spill could be, but it also takes into account a


19   lot of additional information that would be known at that


20   time.


21             And by additional information, I'm talking about


22   a specific location, specific type of well using specific


23   technology, having specific responses that would be on


24   hand.  So it's a much more detailed calculation.


25             And basically our agency would then review that
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 1   calculation as well as the rest of the exploration plan


 2   that could potentially be submitted.  We review that and


 3   make sure that it contains everything it needs to contain.


 4   It does the analysis properly.  We do that review before


 5   deciding on whether to approve anything.


 6                   MS. SHARON WARREN: So again, what input


 7   does BOEMRE need?  Again, this is in the lease sale stage.


 8   There are four stages in the OCS process.  We have a


 9   five-year program.  We have the lease sale stage.  We have


10   an exploration plan stage.  And we have a development


11   production stage.  We are at the lease sale stage.  So


12   this is a decision the Secretary will make, whether or not


13   to affirm the lease sale that has already happened in 2008


14   or make some other changes concerning that lease sale.


15             So we prepared the draft document, revised draft


16   supplemental that addresses the issues raised by the Court


17   and the analysis of the environmental impacts of a very


18   large oil spill.  When we were here in November, we had


19   just a document that was attributable to where we were


20   going to respond to the Court.  This document has


21   information in total from what we used to respond to the


22   Court, as well as the very large oil spill.


23             So this document supplements -- it's a draft


24   supplement, and it's supplementing the final EIS that was


25   prepared in 2007.  So in references to some of the -- in
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 1   the document you may see references to sections of the


 2   final EIS.  That was because that was already released in


 3   2007, and this is just supplementing the information


 4   that's in that document.


 5             We are now seeking substantive comments on the


 6   draft document.  So if you have information that -- and


 7   you want an opportunity to provide that information, this


 8   is the time to do it.  The public hearing and the public


 9   comment period -- we are going around the communities for


10   the public hearing like we are doing today.  The public


11   comment period is open until July 11th.  So we would ask


12   you to get your comments to us by July 11th.  There is a


13   website to go to.  We are using regulations.gov, but if


14   you go to this website, it will take you directly to the


15   regulations.gov where you can submit your comments, and we


16   have instructions on the back table on how to submit


17   comments using regulations.gov.


18             And if you have got any questions after you take


19   a look at that, please talk to Scott Blackburn, and he can


20   answer questions concerning how to submit comments through


21   regulations.gov.


22             So what happens after these hearings?  First we


23   will consider the comments that we received through both


24   of the public hearings, as well as through the


25   regulations.gov comments.  We will prepare a final
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 1   supplemental EIS.


 2             This is on a court schedule.  We are in


 3   litigation with this document, and this litigation is


 4   before Judge Beistline with the U.S. District Court with


 5   the District of Alaska.  He issued an order on May 19th


 6   saying, okay, you can do your very large oil spill


 7   analysis, but you need to have the Secretary to make the


 8   decision by October 3rd of 2011.


 9             In order for us to do that, we need to have the


10   final EIS out at least 30 days before the Secretary can


11   make his decision.  And again, this is a lease sale


12   decision whether to affirm the lease sale or to modify and


13   make changes to the lease sale; not to offer more land,


14   but it will be within the confines of what was -- what was


15   first offered.


16             Once the Secretary makes his decision, both that


17   decision and the final SEIS will be filed with the


18   District Court.  There will be a briefing schedule


19   established by the plaintiffs as well as the defendants,


20   and it will go through the litigation process.  The Court


21   will then decide whether or not the agency has met its


22   obligations under the National Environmental Policy Act


23   and the federal laws that we have to follow.


24             Again, this is on the lease sale.  This is not a


25   drilling plan.  We are not even to the stage of the
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 1   exploration on there because before even any exploration


 2   can take effect in this area is, one, the Secretary has to


 3   determine one way or the other that there is going to


 4   remain leases out there; and also the District Court has


 5   to decide whether or not we fulfilled our obligations


 6   under NEPA.  And then even that, the Court would have to


 7   allow exploration because right now the Court does not


 8   allow exploration or anything of activities like that on


 9   the lease.


10             And then there is further NEPA review.  So even


11   after we go through this and it just -- there is a lot of


12   ifs.  If this, if this, if this.  And even with the


13   exploration plan, there is additional NEPA review on it.


14   So it's another stage process.


15             And so that's what I wanted to say.  Thank you.


16                   DR. JIM KENDALL: Thank you very much.


17   Now the fun part starts.  And since we have this many


18   people in the audience -- we had about the same amount in


19   Kotzebue.  And we did something to try it and it worked


20   really, really good.  First everybody said, I don't think


21   so, but we tried it, and by the end of the night everybody


22   said, this is the way you have to do your meetings.


23             We took the chairs and we put them in a circle.


24   Everybody sat in the circle and we passed the microphone


25   around.  And you could either pass, pass it to the next
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 1   person, and that person could say something or pass.  And


 2   we have kept going around till everybody agreed I've said


 3   all I needed to say and I'm just going to pass.  And so


 4   I'd kind of like to try that here.  Would anybody be


 5   really opposed if we just moved our chairs a little bit


 6   and we could see each other's faces while we talk?  Thank


 7   you.  I see George shaking his head yes.  So let's make


 8   the circle up here so our court reporter can see our faces


 9   while we talk.  Thank you.  This will take about three


10   minutes.


11              (Off the record.)


12                   DR. JIM KENDALL: Okay, Friends.  Let's


13   take our seats.  I know we have a nice meeting in the


14   back.  James, come on up.  I think we may have to make our


15   circle closer.


16                   MR. GEORGE EDWARDSON: People will come


17   in.


18                   DR. JIM KENDALL: Okay.  Good.  Okay.  We


19   are going to start in 30 seconds.  Now, usually the best


20   way to start is to start with someone in authority.  And


21   so if it's all right, I'd like to go to a new friend of


22   mine to see if she would like to start it off.  And


23   Doreen, you are free to pass and pass the microphone to


24   your right or you can speak now or speak later.  It's up


25   to you.  The mike is yours if you want it.
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 1                   MS. DOREEN LAMPE: My name is Doreen


 2   Lampe.  I live in Barrow all my life.  I am married.  I


 3   have three kids and a couple of grandchildren.  I'm


 4   concerned about this draft supplemental EIS because our


 5   tribal members in Point Hope had to go the length to sue


 6   the government to get their voices and their concerns


 7   heard.  And we had a nice little briefing this afternoon


 8   with the ICAS board of directors from our villages,


 9   Nuiqsut, Point Lay, and Point Hope where it was called on


10   such short notice.


11             But my main concern is the -- the reason we had


12   to sue, and it seemed like the government has had a blind


13   ear to our concerns.  And even though it's not in our best


14   interest to sue the federal government, we had to listen


15   to our tribal members in Point Hope.  And there was a bad


16   year for them when they didn't catch any whales.  And they


17   were screaming and hollering that the seismic activity


18   that was taking place in the Chukchi Sea was the main


19   reason that they were not catching whales in Point Hope.


20             And we were not being acknowledged.  We were not


21   being addressed or respected.  So we had to join our


22   tribal sister government in Point Hope, one of our village


23   tribal governments under ICAS.  We had to join them in


24   this lawsuit in Lease Sale 193.  And from our discussions


25   this afternoon, I'm not sure that this draft supplemental
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 1   EIS will answer the concerns that -- that our primary


 2   community members of Point Hope, Native Village of Point


 3   Hope have sued for is because of the hardship of the


 4   access to their hunting and harvesting of our natural


 5   resources.


 6             And in briefly just looking at the table of


 7   contents today, first time I seen this draft supplemental


 8   EIS today, of all the days when we are having a meeting


 9   tonight, and I'm asked to comment on it in this very short


10   notice.  And the biggest concern that I feel why we joined


11   -- why ICAS joined the Native Village of Point Hope's


12   lawsuit is because of the trouble, the trouble that


13   hunters have in accessing subsistence resources and trying


14   to get the attention of the government when big oil is


15   right there blasting away seismic air guns and scaring all


16   the game away for miles around when this is the only one


17   chance to harvest those natural resources.


18             So I'm very skeptical about this draft EIS,


19   supplemental EIS.  I didn't see any real teeth in assuring


20   hunters that they will mitigate the impacts from all four


21   stages of your programs, or five stages now, including the


22   five-year program.


23             So I'm very concerned about how difficult our


24   future hunters are going to have so much red tape and so


25   much traffic from oil industry, so much interference that
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 1   our ice cellars might not get filled up.  We might not


 2   have seal oil one year.


 3             But I thank you for taking the opportunity to


 4   sit at our tables with us and discuss your draft


 5   supplemental EIS this afternoon.  And I hope that we can


 6   work with you, that you can provide better access to our


 7   hunters, better mitigation efforts for the hardships that


 8   a hunter goes through when trying to provide food on the


 9   table.  That's my biggest concern for this offshore


10   drilling on Lease Sale 193 and why we had to go the length


11   to sue the federal government to get our concerns


12   addressed, our voices heard.


13             And I hope with this new Administration that we


14   can work with the Obama Administration, the federal


15   cabinet members.  And thank you for coming up here.


16                   DR. JIM KENDALL: Thank you, Doreen.


17   Next.  Sir, you are welcome to pass or --


18                   MS. EMMA POKON: Emma Pokon with the North


19   Slope Borough.  I haven't cleared any comments with the


20   mayor's office, so I'm speaking on my own part, I guess.


21   I just wanted to, I guess, first acknowledge that your


22   meeting process seems to have improved since the last time


23   you were here with the Lease Sale 193 EIS.  There wasn't


24   much in the way of information other than what was shared


25   verbally for people who attended the meeting.  So I want
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 1   to say thank you for bringing maps and some visuals to


 2   help communicate with people who are coming to learn about


 3   the work that you are doing.


 4             And I also want -- was hoping that Sharon, you


 5   could clarify quickly.  In your presentation you had said


 6   that there would be additional NEPA processes for the next


 7   stages of the Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act process,


 8   and you specifically referred to the exploration plan.


 9             In the past, BOEMRE, MMS, the selected NEPA


10   procedure was an environmental assessment followed by a


11   finding of no significant impact.  And also the public


12   comment period is somewhat limited in part because of the


13   30-day time limit in OCSLA.  So I was hoping, given that


14   you mentioned that in your presentation, that you could


15   follow up on that and lay out maybe the differences that


16   BOEMRE sees in the input process for right now versus the


17   exploration plan stage.


18                   MS. SHARON WARREN: Okay.  Is that fine?


19   I'll take the time now.  Yes.  At the lease sale stage, we


20   do an environmental impact statement.  And the purpose of


21   that environmental impact statement is that we do tier, as


22   far as the National Environmental Policy Act says, that we


23   can use that document in the later process.


24             So with an exploration plan, if we do get an


25   exploration plan, the NEPA that we use to start out with
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 1   is an environmental assessment.  That's what we do first.


 2   And at that point in time we determine whether or not, in


 3   that NEPA review of the environmental assessment, is there


 4   any significant effects that we have not already addressed


 5   in the environmental impact statement.


 6             If we have addressed them in the environmental


 7   impact statement, then what we do is what they call a


 8   finding of no new significant impacts because they have


 9   been addressed in the bigger environmental document.  So


10   if we had -- if we find that there are significant effects


11   that we did not address, then what we would do is -- then


12   we would go to an environmental impact statement on the


13   exploration.


14             So it's a tiered process with NEPA because NEPA


15   you do the lowest -- not the lowest, but you do an


16   environmental assessment, and that assesses whether or not


17   you had -- if there is a need to do an environmental


18   impact statement.  And like Emma said, when we deem an


19   exploration plan submitted -- so a company submits their


20   exploration plan.  We look at it internally, make sure


21   they have all the information that's required by the


22   regulations, and then we deem it submitted.


23             Once that's deemed submitted, there is a very


24   short public time frame that we send it out because the


25   law requires us to either approve it or disapprove it
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 1   within 30 days.  So we have a real short time frame to


 2   address that exploration plan.  So that is why the public


 3   comment period is -- it's usually, you know, a short


 4   period of time.


 5             We do put out a notice to prepare environmental


 6   assessment with the exploration plan because the


 7   exploration plan goes out to stakeholders to review.  We


 8   do do a notice of preparation of environmental assessment.


 9   That's the opportunity for individuals and stakeholders to


10   come and provide comments to us.  We do not have the


11   environmental assessment out for public review.  So the


12   time for the public to get their concerns addressed is


13   when we issue that notice of -- a notice to prepare an


14   environmental assessment.  That's the cue to provide us


15   your concerns so that they can be considered when we do


16   the environmental assessment.  Does that answer that.


17                   MS. EMMA POKON: So there is a possibility


18   at the exploration plan stage that if the agency finds


19   that there were potential impacts that weren't considered


20   at the lease sale stage, that there would be a full EIS


21   rather than just an EA.  How would that work into the


22   30-day time limit?


23                   MS. SHARON WARREN: Good question.  We


24   haven't -- I haven't been there where we had faced that


25   where all the -- and it's just not impacts.  It has to be
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 1   significant impacts.  So I haven't -- I don't have that


 2   experience on how that would be figured in, so I can't


 3   answer that, Emma.


 4                   DR. JIM KENDALL: We have to work with the


 5   attorneys on that.


 6                   MS. SHARON WARREN: Attorneys and


 7   everything else on how to work that into the bigger


 8   picture.


 9                   MS. EMMA POKON: And I guess another


10   follow-up question is, I guess, if you are tiering from


11   the lease sale EIS, when you are looking at the


12   exploration plans, does that make, then, people's thoughts


13   or comments about possible exploration plans relevant at


14   the lease sale stage because of the tiering process?


15                   MS. SHARON WARREN: We do look at the


16   scenarios that we have in the final EIS.  I mean, we do


17   look at what the -- how many explorations, what the


18   resource and development would be in the area.  So yeah,


19   so if people have comments -- not only would we take them


20   at that point in time, but we would also take them at the


21   exploration time.


22             But the approval of the exploration plan is


23   dependent on the environmental review, both, you know,


24   if -- whether or not it's addressed in the EIS that we did


25   prior to it, and then in the document that we are doing
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 1   specifically for the exploration plan.  Because the lease


 2   sale EIS is very broad.  It doesn't have specifics of


 3   where somebody is going to drill.  So when we get an


 4   exploration plan, that's where we have specific -- where


 5   they are actually going to go out and drill, where the


 6   well is going to be.  So there is additional information


 7   there for us to do our NEPA on it we don't have at the


 8   lease sale stage.


 9             So it's taking -- it's going from a very large


10   program, like from the five-year to the lease sale to the


11   exploration plan.  So you are getting finite down to where


12   you are actually talking about.


13                   DR. JIM KENDALL: Let's go back here.


14                   MR. ELI NUKIAPIGAK: Hello.  I'm Eli.  I'm


15   a whaling captain from Nuiqsut.  I just got through


16   hosting a whaling feed for my people in the Village of


17   Nuiqsut.  I'm on the other side in the Beaufort Sea from


18   the Chukchi just around the corner from us.  It's all the


19   same Arctic Ocean to me.  Whether it's the Beaufort or


20   Chukchi, it's all Arctic Ocean to me.


21             That's the people of the whole North Slope's


22   garden.  That's where we hunt and gather food in a short


23   period of time, especially in the summertime when


24   migration of all different marine mammals that come to our


25   area.  Some might be lucky to get some, some won't because
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 1   the climate change is right now.  They're talking about


 2   climate change right now.  It's already started.  Our


 3   river, Colville River, is now two weeks ahead of time.


 4   That's how changing in our river now in Nuiqsut.


 5             The first (Inupiaq) come around, start to come


 6   at least one or two weeks earlier.  That's the changing of


 7   the migrations, the animals and the land and sea that we


 8   depend on.


 9             What kind of assurance are you giving me as a


10   subsistence hunter if that full-blown exploration and


11   full-blown barges that will come to our garden and to all


12   the marine mammals that we depend on from one coast all


13   the way up to Canadian border?  What kind of federal


14   assurance are you going to give me if something of mass


15   destruction happens like just happened in Gulf of Mexico?


16   What kind of assurance are you going to give me if the


17   marine mammals or the food chain die-off happen?  What


18   will happen that you --


19             The traditional knowledge of our Elders are


20   passing away real fast, and yet there is no -- the


21   scientific of the federal government and the Inupiat


22   scientists need to work together to address the need of


23   what -- most and do it right and compromise to help one


24   another so we will have our food on our table once we


25   start, because I have experience in the Beaufort Sea
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 1   Native ice.  We lost three boats, and I was one of the


 2   boats that was lost because of boom project.  Shell, they


 3   do the same thing.  Twenty years ago, it's the same thing.


 4   Now he's back there doing it -- what will happen now?


 5   What kind of assurance does Shell have for our people if


 6   something like mass destruction happens.


 7             Thank you.


 8                   DR. JIM KENDALL: Thank you.


 9                   MR. GEORGE EDWARDSON: My name is George


10   Edwardson.  I'm one of the councilmen for Inupiat


11   Community of the Arctic Slope.  And to continue where Eli


12   just left, when an animal, bearded seal, polar bear,


13   whale, beluga, when Point Hope misses it, then it


14   continues up to the east and Point Lay has a chance to go


15   after the same animals.  And if they miss it, it continues


16   over.  Wainwright then has a chance to attempt to catch


17   that -- harvest that for their family.  And it continues


18   right on into Canada.


19             This is the migration routes of the seals we


20   hunt, walrus, the whales, polar bear.  These are the


21   animals we depend on.


22             And when you look at the Chukchi, you have to


23   look at it from this perspective.  You mentioned VLOS,


24   very large oil spill.  Okay.  Let's look at a very large


25   oil spill.
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 1             Before we do that, let's look at what happens to


 2   oil when it hits the Arctic Ocean.  We had a sample of


 3   that in the mid 1940s when one of the Liberty ships


 4   building the DEW lines ran aground and was about to be


 5   destroyed by the waves and the only way they saved that


 6   Liberty ship at Lonely was to off-load its fuel, its


 7   bunker oil.  And then it killed the whole Admiralty Bay,


 8   the lagoons, you know, going to the west from Lonely.  It


 9   killed the whole ecosystem right there.


10             And then when the storm subsided, the oil that


11   was up in the high grounds, 50 years later a storm of the


12   same caliber hit again, and that bunker oil started


13   killing again.  See, the problem with oil in the Arctic


14   Ocean is the Arctic Ocean is cold, very cold in


15   temperature.  The light ends of the crude oil does not go


16   into vapor like it does in the Gulf of Mexico; the light


17   ends will, you know, disappear.  In the Arctic they don't.


18             And just to show you how effective that cold is,


19   cold weather is, driftwood that's been sitting on the


20   beaches for over 100 years, the outside might be rotting,


21   but when you cut the wood inside, oil -- the sap actually


22   starts to flow again.  That's how well the cold preserves


23   oil, whether it be tree sap or crude oil.  And that's, you


24   know, that kind of danger we have to watch.


25             And when you look at the Arctic Circle -- you
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 1   see my son-in-law right there with his mike, he's the


 2   North Pole, and all the way around is the way the currents


 3   flow.  And then a piece of ice sitting here in front of me


 4   will go all the way around and come back at me in ten


 5   years later and another ten years it will come back again


 6   if it doesn't flow south between down in the north sea


 7   flowing south.  That piece of ice don't go in that


 8   direction.  It continues in a circle.  It keeps coming


 9   back to me every ten years.


10             Now, if you put a pollutant inside the water,


11   and a very large one, there it is.  It's going all the way


12   around in a circle.  It comes back at me every ten years.


13   And you saw what happened 50 years later with bunker oil.


14             And looking at that VOL, when you put it in


15   between Siberia and Alaska, in summertime the currents


16   flow north.  In springtime -- in springtime that's when


17   the salmon fingerlings hit the ocean and the currents take


18   them up in the north.  And looking at a map Oceania had


19   made of the temperature gradients up to 168 miles from the


20   shore going north from Alaska and from Siberia and over


21   160 miles past Wrangell Island north of Siberia, the


22   temperature in this whole area was ideal temperatures for


23   the fingerlings to be in.


24             And those of us that played in that ocean out


25   there in our younger days when we get over 100 miles out,
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 1   we will run into schools of salmon; sometimes salmon,


 2   sometimes other fish, more than one species of salmon in


 3   one big school.  And I learned the dimensions from the --


 4   from the Naval Arctic Research Laboratories' aerial photos


 5   of these schools of fish.  There was one school of fish


 6   eight miles wide and 28 miles long, and these were all


 7   juvenile salmon.


 8             Just to show you how thick that school is, one


 9   of my uncles one time drove his boat into it and could


10   only get about one-fourth of the way in, nine miles out


11   straight out in the ocean in the middle of summer, he


12   stepped out of his boat into the ocean, and he never went


13   halfway up to his knees walking on top of a school of


14   fish.


15             This is that fish that is in the Arctic that


16   goes to the Arctic when the currents in the -- when the


17   Bering Sea froze north in summer.  This is the fingerlings


18   that went there.  And when they mature, they flow south,


19   start to go back into their rivers where they originated


20   from.


21             A few years back, the Yukon River did not get


22   its fish.  And that was the same summer, that same spring


23   that the seismic was done in the Chukchi.  And the salmon


24   that was supposed to have been going to the rivers south


25   of the Arctic Circle scattered all across the North Slope
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 1   and started going into our rivers up here that normally do


 2   not get the large masses of salmon.  They all were -- the


 3   migration of the fish had been changed by the seismic.


 4             And just to show you how powerful that seismic


 5   was, when they were doing the seismic in the Chukchi in


 6   the open water meetings in Anchorage, we learned that


 7   seismic being done in Banks Island in Canada had to shut


 8   down because the background noise from the Chukchi was so


 9   loud they could not do their seismic, do their readings in


10   Canada.  That's over 400 miles.  What is it doing going


11   straight out in the ocean or further to the west?


12             These have to be considered.  These have never


13   been looked at.  But that salmon, when it does go into the


14   ocean, the currents do take it up north, and they come up


15   north with their food.  And then when belugas start


16   migrating, when the seals start migrating, polar bears,


17   this -- that big school mass is their food.  And this


18   usually goes from Peard Bay 50 miles to the west of us to


19   over 160 miles past Wrangell Island up to 200 miles wide.


20             The temperature says this is where that salmon


21   stock is.  That's their nursery right in the middle of


22   what you what you are calling the Chukchi lease sale area.


23             Now, that mass of school, that big mass of


24   salmon in end of the '70s and the early part of the '80s,


25   there was an international organization conducted in
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 1   Seward, Alaska.  They called it the Bering Sea Synthesis.


 2   And in that synthesis, there were 13 nations that dealt


 3   with the Arctic Ocean.  And they were explaining, you


 4   know, what happens and what happens in the ocean and these


 5   schools of fish and the currents that occurred.  Right


 6   there they showed the Bering Sea as one-third of the


 7   world's fish stock.


 8             Let's take a look at all the fish on the whole


 9   planet earth and give it a factor of one.  Okay.  Just


10   because it's fish, we will call it one.  And then when you


11   look at -- start looking at these school masses, the


12   Bering Sea, you are looking at one-third of the world's


13   stock right there.  Then you start looking at the world,


14   start looking around.  We end up with the Pacific fire


15   rim.  The population has gotten so big they have eaten


16   that fish stock up.  That fish is not -- can't barely


17   reproduce itself.  That's another third of the world's


18   fish.


19             And then let's start looking at the planet some


20   more, and then over there in the North Sea, there is


21   another third of the world's fish.  That one right there,


22   about three years ago I went to Norway for an


23   international organization on the Arctic Ocean and found


24   out there was an agreement between Russia and Norway.


25             When one country fished in the North Sea, the
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 1   other country did not fish because they understood if they


 2   both -- if both countries fished, they would destroy that


 3   third of the world's fish.  So today when Norway fishes


 4   one area in the North Sea, Russians do not fish.  The


 5   following year the Russians go out.  That's the only way


 6   they can preserve the next third of the world's fish.


 7             Okay.  Now, we are looking at all the world's


 8   fish:  North Sea, the Bering Sea, and the Pacific Rim.


 9   Two-thirds of them are damaged.  One-third is dead.  And


10   in -- in the North Sea, the salmon is no longer


11   harvestable because it's been overfished.  But the bottom


12   fish are being negotiated on by these two big major


13   countries.  Now, the last third of the world's fish is the


14   salmon and its nursery is the Chukchi.  Your


15   responsibility is to make sure not just the lease sales,


16   but what the ground -- what the ocean feeds people.


17             We are looking at the last third of the world's


18   fish.  Are you going to let it be destroyed so a couple of


19   companies can profit?  I mean, this is something you have


20   to seriously look at when you look at the Arctic Ocean.


21             I could talk all night, but I'll give somebody a


22   chance to say something.  And everything I gave you has


23   come in -- I've learned from the United States through the


24   Navel Arctic Research Studies or international


25   organizations, you know, conferences conducted.  The
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 1   numbers I'm talking about are the United States' and other


 2   major nations' numbers.  And all I'm doing is reminding


 3   you of them.


 4             And my problem is I've lived here, and the


 5   ocean, the animals in the ocean, and my relatives that


 6   live up here, we have a very serious problem, and we --


 7   that is, we cannot live up here without the food from our


 8   ocean.  We are stuck with that food.  You can't bring me


 9   beef and then make me live here and be healthy.  I can't.


10   It will not happen.  I need that fat from that animal that


11   lives in the ocean.  So this --


12             I need your help.  We all need your help.  So


13   together we can protect the last third of the world's


14   fish.  And it's not oil that's going to feed us.  It might


15   make us travel faster or a little bit longer, but it's not


16   going to keep us alive.  And when you are looking at the


17   last third of the world's fish, which also feeds, you


18   know, the seals I eat, the belugas, the bears, the animals


19   I named, that's what I need.  I need their fat.  And they


20   get their fat from the salmon fingerlings.


21             And two years ago, NOAA had done some studies on


22   the coast, and they found our coast filled with salmon


23   fingerlings, the fish I was saying that migrated north


24   following the currents.  I mean, you are looking at this


25   information.  It's not something new.  It's something we
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 1   have all been watching throughout our whole history as a


 2   people.


 3             There is very few of us up here that live up


 4   here that depend on this up here.  We want to stay longer.


 5   We need our kids to live here after us.  They have to be


 6   here.  And the only way they can do it is to make you, the


 7   government, understand.  We know legally you can't go


 8   selling something that don't belong to you.


 9             At the UN, we have also come to understand when


10   the United States says they are going to do something in


11   the Arctic, they always remind the world we are under


12   their custodial care.  You are taking care of us,


13   therefore, you can talk about the ocean.  The United


14   States has not signed the law of the high seas.


15   Technically speaking, the Arctic Ocean is not yours, it's


16   mine, the people that live here.  And I am not ready to


17   have my home destroyed.


18                   DR. JIM KENDALL: Thank you, George.


19   James.


20                   MR. JAMES PATKOTAK: Thank you.  My name


21   is James Patkotak.  I grew up here in Barrow, Alaska.  I


22   learned how to hunt from the ocean.  Like George said,


23   that's our garden out there, and I learned at a very young


24   age hunting oogruk, seal and the whale out there.  Now


25   oil industry comes up here and decides to look for oil out
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 1   in the ocean.  Why don't the oil industries stay on land.


 2             Here is one concern that had been brought out by


 3   the Minerals Management Service before BOEMRE came -- came


 4   to be.  I remember hearing a concern by one of the -- one


 5   of our leaders way back then.  In case of a very large oil


 6   spill, will the people be provided with food, White Man


 7   food?  Will we -- will we be provided with necessary food


 8   for our table, our children.


 9             Now, there are about 10,000 Inupiats on the


10   North Slope alone, maybe more.  Now, will the federal


11   government be able to provide us with food each and every


12   day because we won't be able to eat muktuk, eat the seal


13   we like, the oogruk?  They are nourishing to our bodies,


14   very nourishing.  I myself, even after I have a hamburger


15   and French fries, I'm still yearning to eat some more


16   because it doesn't fill me up.  The White Man food don't


17   fill me up as well as our Inupiat food does.  So that's


18   been my concern, and also it is a concern of many people


19   on the Slope.


20             Now, will that -- is that -- the EIS -- the EIS,


21   does that -- is it still in there, that concern that has


22   been brought out a while back when this used to be MMS?


23   I'm wondering about that.  Look into that, and if you are


24   going to do the supplemental EIS, check it out.  Make sure


25   it will still stand.  That's all I have.  Thank you.
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 1                   DR. JIM KENDALL: Thank you, James.  Now,


 2   I'm going to walk around here and pass the microphone back


 3   to Doreen, and she can start the cycle again.  Doreen, you


 4   can pass it on if you choose, or add to what you have


 5   already said.  Make sure everybody has a chance.


 6                   MS. DOREEN LAMPE: Thank you, Jim.  Doreen


 7   Lampe, for the record.  I'm glad to see that there is


 8   finally a provision regarding a scenario for a very large


 9   oil spill.  Every time there is a presentation given in


10   the past, the presentation usually ends with we don't plan


11   for the event of a very large oil spill because we plan on


12   prevention.  Prevention of an oil spill is our plan.  And


13   that was such a sorry statement if I ever heard one by an


14   oil company.  And I'm very glad to see that the federal


15   government has learned something from the BP Gulf of


16   Mexico oil spill.


17             I don't know how many of you are on Facebook,


18   but I just got technologically challenged with Facebook,


19   and I read a comment on a Facebook that said if there was


20   a very large oil spill in the Chukchi Sea, our housing


21   situation up here is so sorry, so bad for our own people,


22   how are we going to house 30,000 employees that are needed


23   to come up here to clean up the oil spill?  That's how


24   sorry our housing is in the Arctic.  We don't have no


25   trees.
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 1             So I'm glad to see that the federal government


 2   finally, after 30 years, implemented a scenario in the EIS


 3   for a very large oil spill.  And I hope that it's taken


 4   into consideration very seriously because we have been


 5   trying to say over and over and over the oil companies


 6   cannot clean up a very large oil spill in the Arctic.


 7                   DR. JIM KENDALL: Thank you, Doreen.


 8                   MS. LEANDRA DE SOUSA: I have a question.


 9   Can you hear me?  Leandra, North Slope Borough, Department


10   of Wildlife Management.  But I'm speaking on behalf of


11   myself.  And I have a question about the very large oil


12   spill.  And what -- so what happens?  A lot of the


13   conclusions confirm that it would be huge negative impacts


14   to the environment and to the Inupiat people if there is a


15   very large oil spill, so that's out.  That's going to go


16   back to the courts.  What's the judge's decision on that?


17   Is there a scenario?


18                   MS. SHARON WARREN: It will go -- this


19   document will be used by the Secretary of the Interior to


20   make his decision so, you know, I don't know what the


21   decision will be of the Secretary of the Interior.  But he


22   will have all the information before him.  And that's why


23   we want your concerns and your positions on there so that


24   we can articulate that in our document to the Secretary so


25   he has all the information before him before he makes his
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 1   decision.


 2                   MR. BEN GREENE: All right.  I will talk.


 3   My name is Ben Greene.  I work for the North Slope Borough


 4   Planning Department, but like my cohorts here, I have not


 5   vetted anything through the mayor's office, so I will be


 6   speaking as a private citizen.  I'm going to follow up on


 7   some dialogue that Emma had.  And I really appreciate the


 8   answers to the questions and the questions that have to do


 9   with significant thresholds for NEPA analysis, when to


10   perform an EIS versus an EA.


11             And this question might sound familiar because


12   it's the same question I asked last time that you were up


13   here in Barrow.  And it has to do with, was it the March


14   2010 GAO report having to do with significant thresholds


15   and MMS' -- the agency once known as MMS -- implementation


16   of NEPA.  MMS responded to that GAO report policy to come


17   up with a guidance document.  I think it was originally


18   due December 2010.  And of course, in the meantime, the


19   Deepwater Horizon occurred.


20             Jim, I think when you were up, you stated at the


21   time that that guidance document talking about NEPA


22   thresholds, talking about significant thresholds was


23   imminent.  Is it still imminent?


24                   DR. JIM KENDALL: I'm not up to speed on


25   it right this second, but my understanding is that it's
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 1   still moving forward.  There are a lot of people working


 2   on it every day to make sure it lives up to what is


 3   expected.  You know, it's something we are taking very,


 4   very seriously.  As I say, I haven't seen the latest


 5   report on it, internal report, that is; but I know people


 6   are working diligently to make it happen and to get it on


 7   the Web.  Does anyone know anything?


 8             I'm sorry.  We can always get back with you, but


 9   we didn't come prepared to answer that question, other


10   than the fact that I have heard people talk about it and


11   people were pushing on it as hard as they can.


12                   MR. BEN GREENE: Okay.  Good.  Thank you


13   very much.  I appreciate the update.


14                   MR. GEORGE EDWARDSON: Hi again.  George


15   Edwardson.  What I didn't do is tell you about my


16   education and where I have worked in the past.  1968 I


17   captained the very first cleanup boat that ever came to


18   the State of Alaska.  I had to change the system so it


19   would work to pick up the oil in the water.  And it only


20   picked up the heavy ends that floated to the top.  The


21   light ends, like the gasoline and the diesel and the crude


22   oil and the natural gases from the cold weather, that


23   don't go -- evaporate up in the air, that remained in


24   solution, but the cleanup boat I had captained was for Pan


25   American Petroleum in the Cook Inlet in 1968.
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 1             In my college education, I'm a geologist.  I'm a


 2   mining and petroleum technician, and I'm also a certified


 3   gas field operator with over 17 years of running a gas


 4   field and having worked at Prudhoe Bay from the beginning


 5   during the exploration.  So I do know the industry and


 6   what it does and how it operates.


 7             And when you look at my education, it's more


 8   than most in the oil industry.  I took that education to


 9   find a way to try to find a way to protect my home.  And I


10   had worked for the -- our corporation, made an engineering


11   firm for them, and was in the process of going after the


12   offshore development.  Then I asked the board, if it's not


13   safe, what do I do?  They told me, if it's not safe, find


14   a way to stop it and we will be right behind you.  And


15   this is 1977.


16             And now we are in 2011, and the knowledge the


17   industry has and the direction they are going has not


18   changed one bit.


19             They claim they study, but where is it?  We


20   don't see it.  I haven't seen it.  Like I said, I have the


21   degrees from the universities that says I'm an oil man.


22   And when you look at VOL, very large oil spill, we all


23   have a slight understanding of the Arctic gyro, how the


24   Arctic Ocean goes around in a circle.


25             One year I came up on one of the barrier
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 1   islands, and there was a couple of people studying the


 2   birds that were living on the island in summertime.  They


 3   had a drift card, and it was from a university in the


 4   northerneastern end of Australia.  He showed me the drift


 5   card he picked up from the barrier islands.  That's less


 6   than 30 miles to the east of Barrow.  And then he asked me


 7   how did this get there.  I just happened to have a copy of


 8   National Geographic on the ocean's currents, and I showed


 9   him how it traveled.


10             It was south of the south -- South America, went


11   on the west side of Africa, went north, west side of


12   Europe north, and then it got in in the North Sea and then


13   made the trip all the way around until it got to the


14   barrier island where it landed.  And that drift card had a


15   four-year date on it.


16             And the Gulf of Mexico, we all worry about that.


17   I'm expecting to see that oil to the east of Barrow in not


18   too far in the future.  The way that drift card was


19   traveling tells me.


20             And like I said, our Arctic Ocean is cold, so


21   the diesel and the gasoline don't evaporate out of it.  So


22   it comes back to me every ten years.  And then there is


23   that big nursery between Siberia and Alaska.  Every time


24   it comes around, it's going to hit that.  And that's the


25   world's fisheries everybody better be worried about.  My
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 1   worries are the whales and the seals.  The salmon is your


 2   food.  I hope we all understand each other.


 3                   DR. JIM KENDALL: Thank you, George.


 4   James.


 5                   MR. JAMES PATKOTAK: What's -- what's


 6   the -- what are the Feds going to do once the oil come up


 7   to -- come up to the Arctic that does spill down in the


 8   Gulf of Mexico?  Who is going to clean it up once it gets


 9   up here?  Once there is ice out on our ocean, what are the


10   Feds going to do?  Do you have a plan?  Does the Feds have


11   a plan for that?  I'm starting to wonder now.


12             Now, once the lease sales happen and the oil


13   industry goes and buy a spot where they are going to


14   drill, now, will the oil industry keep their word in


15   hiring locals to be out there drilling with them or are


16   they going to say the heck with them, the Natives, saying


17   we are going to drill.  We don't care what they say.  I


18   mean, what -- that's the -- that's a question that often


19   people ask, you know.  What's going to happen?  You know,


20   that's a big question.  Thank you.


21                   DR. JIM KENDALL: Good questions.  Mike,


22   if you could walk over to this side of the room.  Again,


23   this is a technique we tried in Kotzebue, and we just kept


24   going around until everyone was comfortable that they all


25   had their say.  We don't want anybody to leave the room
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 1   and feel that they got missed or left out.  George.


 2                   MR. GEORGE EDWARDSON: I told them I could


 3   talk all night if you were willing to listen to me.


 4                   DR. JIM KENDALL: And we have got lots of


 5   coffee and goodies.


 6                   MR. GEORGE EDWARDSON: Okay.  We are


 7   talking oil and gas.  We are talking about the Arctic.


 8   And you have seen the gyro of the ocean.  You see what oil


 9   does when it hits, you know, the cold water.  The light


10   ends do not evaporate like they do in the Gulf.  That's


11   understood.


12             Now, another aspect, we have not touched all the


13   geological and information, biological data you have


14   collected, you know, since the lease sale are now


15   obsolete.  You can't use those anymore because of today's


16   term everybody is using global warming.  The Arctic Ocean


17   had been under a sheet of ice for the last 28- to 32,000


18   years.  That ecosystem had stabilized itself living in the


19   cold water.


20             Now the ice is almost all gone and that


21   family -- that family, that ecosystem now is going through


22   a cultural shock.  I call it a cultural shock because the


23   ice is no longer there covering it.  And they had -- the


24   microorganisms that live in the ocean have adapted to the


25   cold.
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 1             Now the heat is hitting them, and on top of it


 2   we have this seismic noise, we have this drilling noise.


 3   Seismic that when they send off a seismic boom, the ships


 4   are falling apart in between their seismic work.  They are


 5   rewelding the ships over and over.


 6             And I'm listening to this from the people that


 7   work on the ships.  Our marine mammal observers come and


 8   tell me when they get off from the boats that in between


 9   the seismic works, the welders are busy keeping the ship


10   together.


11             Now, this is supposed to be a harmless boom.


12   And when steel can come apart from the seismic, there is


13   something drastic going on in there someone is not


14   bringing out.  And the government is not willing to stick


15   its nose in there to see if it's really for real, even


16   though the other agencies bring out the point that when


17   the seismic boom is set off in the Chukchi, Banks Island


18   in Canada 400 miles to the east cannot do their seismic


19   work because of the background noise.


20             Now, what's happening to all the animals in


21   between?  If I shoot a Steller's eider or one of those


22   endangered birds, I'd go to jail for ten years right now.


23   You will not hesitate to lock me up, the Feds won't.  What


24   happens to the industry when they destroy whole flocks of


25   them like that?  I mean, there is some heavy-duty
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 1   discrimination going onto me as a subsistence hunter


 2   versus, you know, the industry who can make a few dollars


 3   for the State and the federal government just because they


 4   are willing to pay the State and Feds some money.  It's


 5   okay to do that kind of damage?


 6             The snow geese that used to be in the barrier


 7   islands when Prudhoe Bay first started to be developed


 8   disappeared from Alaska.  In 2000 I was in Alberta in Fort


 9   McMurray checking out a gas field operating school over


10   there, and while I was there, the Canadian, you know,


11   wildlife was trying to figure out where all these snow


12   geese came from, and they had already destroyed the


13   summering place of the snow geese, the Canada snow geese


14   because the population had exploded.  Did anybody get


15   fined for that?  Not a single individual or company.


16             And the snow goose is a very shy animal, and it


17   don't like to stay around people and noise.


18                   DR. JIM KENDALL: Again, we are going to


19   continue to go around until somebody does not take the


20   microphone.  Making sure everybody gets a fair shake.


21   James is not going to disappoint me.


22                   MR. JAMES PATKOTAK: I feel this is a very


23   important gathering for our people.  This is our lives


24   that the oil industry -- it's our livelihood.  You know,


25   it's very important that we express our -- express our
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 1   feelings for our Inupiat people.


 2             And I've heard so much negative stuff come out


 3   of our local people here regarding the oil industry when


 4   they are working out in Prudhoe Bay.  When they are out in


 5   the ocean, they got these negative reports back to us when


 6   we gather in our own little circles now and then.  People


 7   talk about the oil industry, how the Inupiats are being


 8   treated by the oil industry.


 9             Now, hopefully, with the industry out in our


10   garden, hopefully our local people get trained to be


11   captains of these drilling ships to keep their ears and


12   eyes out for our local people.  Be top dogs in our -- in


13   the oil industry -- one great day, huh?  I hope our


14   Inupiat people get to that point and get even more


15   serious, more serious than we are now.


16             With that, I'm going to close.  Thank you.


17                   DR. JIM KENDALL: Thank you, James.


18   Anybody else wishes to speak?


19                   MR. GEORGE EDWARDSON: Let's finish off.


20   Okay.  Let me finish it off.


21                   DR. JIM KENDALL: Okay.  George.


22                   MR. GEORGE EDWARDSON: When Trans-Alaska


23   Pipeline was in the process of being built and the EIS was


24   conducted and in that EIS the U.S. federal government


25   guaranteed one major spill in its transportation system,
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 1   and it came about 20 years after it had been flowing.  And


 2   that was the Exxon Valdez.  Now, we were guaranteed that


 3   spill when the pipeline was in the process of being built.


 4   That was a guarantee given and, sure enough, the federal


 5   government kept their promise.  They had Exxon Valdez.


 6             And then when they done -- in the '80s when they


 7   first attempted to do their offshore drilling up here in


 8   the Chukchi when the first EIS came, we were guaranteed


 9   one and one-third major oil spill.  Exxon Valdez said you


10   keep your word.  Now you guarantee me a one-and-one-third


11   major spill.  You have killed the ocean with a one-third


12   spill.  Your whole major spill had guaranteed that it


13   can't stand back up again.


14             Now, this is what I'm looking at when I look at


15   the United States and its promises and its EIS.  You give


16   us an EIS right here, which we saw for the first time


17   today, and we are supposed to be sitting here commenting


18   on that.  And when you look at us throughout the whole


19   North Slope, I don't think there is even two handfuls of


20   people that can read those books and understand what it's


21   saying because we are a subsistence people.


22             What are we going to do?  Do we have to secede


23   or what in order to stay alive?  We are Americans, just


24   like you are.  I have a right to live like the way I want


25   to live, and my parents, going on back, they tell us we
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 1   have lived here on this piece of land -- this is the


 2   seventh Ice Age we are coming out of, according to the old


 3   stories we have.  Is this going to be my last ice age?


 4   What gives?


 5                   DR. JIM KENDALL: Thank you, George.


 6                   MR. JAMES PATKOTAK: One more thing.  I


 7   wonder if -- I wonder how the oil industry would think and


 8   I wonder how the White Man would think if we decide to


 9   give them an EIS.  I mean, I'll give you an environmental


10   impact statement because you are coming up to our land


11   here.  I'm -- we are going to require you to fill out an


12   EIS for us.  I wonder how it would turn out.  That's all.


13                   DR. JIM KENDALL: Thank you, James.


14   Anyone else?  I may have to close the meeting a tiny bit


15   early.


16                   MR. GEORGE EDWARDSON: I think we got the


17   message through, didn't we?


18                   DR. JIM KENDALL: George, I think you got


19   the message through.  Thank you.  If there are no -- any


20   other -- aha.  We were going to close, but if we have


21   another person who would like to speak --


22                   MR. GEORGE EDWARDSON: Yes, we would love


23   to speak.


24                   MS. QAIYAAN OPIE: Sorry.  I was going to


25   drop by and see if anybody was still here.
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 1                   DR. JIM KENDALL: We are still here.


 2   There is time to make a comment, if you would like.


 3                   MS. QAIYAAN OPIE: Okay.  Sure.


 4                   MR. GEORGE EDWARDSON: Just say it from


 5   the heart and let them have it.


 6                   MS. QAIYAAN OPIE: Okay.  Sure.


 7                   DR. JIM KENDALL: You can have a seat.


 8   Have a seat and get comfortable.


 9                   MS. QAIYAAN OPIE: I'd prefer to stand.


10   Thank you.  So I'm Qaiyaan Opie.  I am the natural


11   resources director for ICAS.  This is my one-year-old


12   daughter.  Couldn't find a sitter.  Was just stopping by


13   here to make sure if anyone was here.  I thought it might


14   have been over, but I'm glad I caught the tail end of it.


15             I know we met earlier today, and I got quite


16   a -- quite a bit, a lot of information regarding the Lease


17   Sale 193.  And I did want to comment that since I have


18   been working for ICAS, which has been since about the tail


19   end of November, just last year, so for about six months


20   now, I was really pleased and very refreshed to see the


21   outlay of the presentation.


22             And as I stated earlier with the first question


23   on the board being what are we here for, is a great step


24   in taking that level of communication to these public open


25   meetings to a different level where people do feel more
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 1   comfortable knowing that they are a part of the comments


 2   being made and knowing exactly what the presentation


 3   encompasses in that sense.  So I really appreciate that.


 4   Thank you.


 5             I also did want to comment that I know BOEMRE at


 6   this point is kind of going above and beyond what the


 7   judge mandates in this sense in going beyond to take the


 8   extra effort to come and have the community and our


 9   agencies involved.  So thank you very much.


10             And we do have some comments, and this is on


11   behalf of ICAS here.  And I'll just kind of read verbatim


12   here since I don't really have much to say personally at


13   this moment.  I didn't quite catch the full conversation


14   here.


15             So first of all, we do thank you for updating


16   the previous supplemental EIS from last fall.  While the


17   EIS is much improved, ICAS still does have many concerns


18   about the analysis and whether the lease sale should move


19   forward.


20             Our first point here is the baseline information


21   and that ICAS, it's been pretty well known that we, as


22   well as a lot of agencies, have long advocated that the


23   government must have baseline information about the area


24   of OCS before authorizing work there.  The EIS and the


25   recent USGS report both demonstrate that critical
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 1   information is missing.  And we ask that the government


 2   ensure it has more information about the Chukchi and the


 3   important natural resources before deciding where to sell


 4   offshore oil and gas leases in this area.


 5             Number two regarding oil spill, we appreciate


 6   the updated information on a very large oil spill, VLOS --


 7   adding to the list of acronyms that I'm becoming


 8   accustomed to -- that is included in the EIS.  This


 9   analysis shows the very far reaching and devastating


10   impact of a spill in the Chukchi, but does not answer our


11   questions, which are:  Are the oil and gas companies


12   capable of cleaning up a spill in Arctic waters with ice,


13   hurricane force winds, darkness, and other challenging


14   conditions?  Should they be allowed to explore if they


15   have not shown that they are capable of a cleanup.


16             The next question:  Will oil and gas companies


17   have to be able to drill same season relief wells?  Also,


18   what will the response time be for such a spill with the


19   nearest Coast Guard office over a thousand miles away?


20   And will the Coast Guard have ice breakers and other


21   vessels to be able to assist in cleaning up a spill?  And


22   what will the oil and gas companies and the government do


23   if subsistence resources are not available for Chukchi


24   villages who cannot afford to live off of store-bought


25   foods.
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 1             Lastly, here is climate change.  Comparing the


 2   impacts to our climate from the lease sale to a worldwide


 3   baseline is not appropriate when our communities are


 4   already being impacted by climate change.  Our ice cellars


 5   here are rapidly melting like they haven't before, and our


 6   sea ice is changing.  I can very comfortably say


 7   dramatically because I recently just turned 30 and I


 8   myself consider that old, but to my community and my


 9   mentors it's fairly young.  But I know that in my life


10   span I have been able to see this happen before my eyes.


11   So it is very real and very here and happening very


12   rapidly.


13             Also we must change our subsistence activities


14   to respond to this climate change and you must address the


15   impacts of climate change here and not just compared to


16   the rest of the world.  And also cumulative impacts -- the


17   analysis of cumulative impacts must be expanded.  The


18   definitions of past, present, and foreseeable impacts need


19   to be expanded.  The geographic range considered needs to


20   be broader for migratory species like the bowhead whale.


21             Significant thresholds.  How the environmental


22   impact statement defines significant impacts to different


23   resources is unlawful.  You are requiring substantial


24   violations of federal law before an impact is considered


25   to be significant.  These definitions need to be rewritten
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 1   so that significant impacts are recognized before federal


 2   law is broken.


 3             And more alternatives and a hard look at the


 4   impacts are required.  We appreciate the inclusion of


 5   additional qualification in the EIS on bowhead whales,


 6   very large oil spills, and natural gas development.  This


 7   information has not changed the outcome.  This information


 8   has not been used to develop a reasonable range of


 9   alternatives.  This information has not been given a hard


10   look in the analysis.  And actual analysis of a reasonable


11   range of alternatives and a hard look at the new


12   information is necessary before leases are sold.


13             And these are some cumulative points that ICAS


14   wanted to make.  So I wanted to present that.  And I'm


15   sitting here wondering, oh, no, what if somebody was here


16   and already and did that.  Have they?


17                   MR. GEORGE EDWARDSON: You did good.


18                   DR. JIM KENDALL: No, that's fine.  Thank


19   you.


20                   MS. QAIYAAN OPIE: Okay.  Yeah, so thank


21   you very much.


22                   DR. JIM KENDALL: Thank you very much.


23   You were going to grab, say something.  Anyone else would


24   like to say --


25                   MR. GEORGE EDWARDSON: One last time on
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 1   the Coast Guard.  She brought out the Coast Guard.  I'm


 2   glad she did.  We have two super icebreakers that the


 3   United States has, and it's only two in the Arctic.  And


 4   if you have ever watched that TV show The Deadliest Catch,


 5   the Coast Guard is working to its maximum where it's --


 6   where it takes care of our fishermen down south on the


 7   south of where we live.


 8             And every time winter begins, the first thing


 9   the Coast Guard -- the first things to leave are the Coast


10   Guard, and we don't see them until spring.  This has been


11   the habit of the U.S. Coast Guard.  This is not to


12   bad-mouth them.  Those are very fine people there.  You


13   can't ask for better people than the ones that are in


14   there.  They leave because they cannot deal with the ice.


15   The United States' so-called super icebreakers cannot


16   handle the ice in winter.  They leave.  And what have you


17   to replace and allow the industry to stay in winter when


18   the Coast Guard can't even -- don't even have the manpower


19   to stay?


20             And another thing I forgot to mention earlier,


21   we have to deal with the environmental impact statement.


22   We have to deal with the federal government.  And our


23   dollars we receive are to do social service dollars, and


24   we cannot use those monies for such work as, you know, to


25   deal with you when you come.  You need to put -- you are
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 1   taking money away from our social services funds, putting


 2   us in violation with our contract with the United States


 3   in order to attempt to protect our environment.


 4             So you, as an agency, better find some dollars


 5   for our Native villages and our regional governments so we


 6   can deal with such issues as these EISs.  Your EIS, first


 7   time we seen it today we are commenting on it.  We haven't


 8   even had time to read the first page.


 9             Now, is that how we do environmental impact


10   statements in the U.S. now?


11                   DR. JIM KENDALL: Thank you, George.


12                   MR. MIKE HALLER: Other comments?


13                   DR. JIM KENDALL: Anyone else?  Going


14   once, going twice --


15                   MS. RACHEL EDWARDSON: Could you do an


16   introduction, have everybody introduce themselves?


17                   DR. JIM KENDALL: That would be an


18   excellent idea.  That would be great.  My name is Jim


19   Kendall.  I'm the Regional Director for the regional


20   office of the Bureau of Ocean Energy Management,


21   Regulation and Enforcement of the Department of Interior.


22                   MR. MICHAEL ROUTHIER: My name is Mike


23   Routhier.  I also work in the Alaska Region for BOEMRE,


24   and I work as an EIS coordinator, so I help put together


25   these documents.
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 1                   MS. SHARON WARREN: I am Sharon Warren.


 2   I'm the program analysis officer in the Alaska Region, and


 3   on this project I'm the project manager for the SEIS for


 4   the Alaska Region of BOEMRE.


 5                   MR. CRAIG BLANCHARD: My name is Craig


 6   Blanchard.  I work for Shell.  I'm a SIMOPS coordinator


 7   and community liaison here in Barrow.


 8                   MR. JOHN MAKETA: My name is John Maketa.


 9   I'm a contractor for Shell.  I'm a logistics consultant,


10   and by trade I'm a marine engineer, so I have -- I told


11   George I did five years in the Coast Guard up here and I


12   worked on the SIDS rig, the SDC.  I was a barge master and


13   an engineer, and I worked for Crowley at Caco.  So I kind


14   of spent about 20 years up here kicking around.  I'm based


15   here in Barrow for Shell, and I can answer a lot of these


16   questions if anybody wants to stop in the office on


17   logistics or local hire issues, too.


18                   DR. JIM KENDALL: Thank you.  Gentleman in


19   the back there.


20                   MR. HAL SALZMAN: Hal Salzman, Rutgers


21   University, just observing.


22                   MS. EMMA POKON: Emma Pokon from the North


23   Slope Borough Law Department.


24                   MR. BOB MERCIER: Bob Mercier, North Slope


25   Borough search and rescue pilot.
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 1                   MR. SCOTT BLACKBURN: I'm Scott Blackburn,


 2   and I'm with the Alaska Region of BOEMRE, as well.  I'm a


 3   technical editor and writer.


 4                   MS. QAIYAAN OPIE: Qaiyaan Opie, ICAS,


 5   Inupiat Community of the Arctic Slope, National Resources


 6   Director.


 7                   MR. GEORGE EDWARDSON: Again, my name is


 8   George Edwardson.  I'm one of the councilmen for Inupiat


 9   Community of the Arctic Slope.


10                   MR. MIKE HALLER: I'm Michael Haller.  I'm


11   the community liaison for the Bureau of Ocean Energy


12   Management, Regulation and Enforcement for the Alaska


13   Region.


14                   MR. JAMES PATKOTAK: I'm James Patkotak.


15   I worked for ICAS as a natural resource director myself.


16   Currently I am -- I work for KBRW radio station.  I'm a


17   DJ.


18                   UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: I recognize your


19   voice.


20                   DR. JIM KENDALL: And with that, if there


21   are no other comments, I would officially like to close


22   this meeting on the public hearing for the revised


23   supplemental EIS.  I want to thank you all for coming out.


24   I know there is a whale celebration tomorrow.  And I'm


25   really pleased we had some folks here because I know it's
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 1   a really important celebration tomorrow.


 2             Thank you all for coming, and your input has


 3   been invaluable.  And have a good evening.


 4              (Proceedings adjourned at 8:50 p.m.)
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 1                     P-R-O-C-E-E-D-I-N-G-S
  


 2                   DR. JIM KENDALL:  It's 20 after, so we are
  


 3   going to start the meeting now in just a minute.  Before I
  


 4   make the introductions and go into any details, I want to
  


 5   ask someone to give a blessing in just a minute here.
  


 6   President Doreen, can I ask you to give a blessing before
  


 7   we start the meeting please?
  


 8              (Blessing offered by Doreen Lampe.)
  


 9                   DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you very, very
  


10   much.  Good evening and thank you for taking time out of
  


11   your busy day to join us.  My name is Jim Kendall.  I'm
  


12   the Regional Director of the Alaska Regional Office of the
  


13   Bureau of Ocean Energy Management, Regulation and
  


14   Enforcement.  I know that's a long line there, but we just
  


15   go by BOEMRE.
  


16             Now, one thing I noticed at some of our other
  


17   meetings is, as we got into the meeting, someone asked who
  


18   are you, where are you from, just what are you.  Well, we
  


19   are a federal government agency.  We're part of the
  


20   Department of Interior.  We are not an oil company.  We
  


21   are not a nongovernmental organization.  Our job is to
  


22   manage the energy and mineral resources of the Outer
  


23   Continental Shelf.  We pull the information together and
  


24   we pass it on to the decisionmaker, in this case the
  


25   Secretary of the Interior.
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 1             Now, what we are doing tonight is holding public
  


 2   hearings on the Revised Draft Supplemental Environmental
  


 3   Impact sale for Lease Sale 193.  Now, that's mouthful.
  


 4             We are doing this meeting a little bit
  


 5   different.  What we are going to do is after I introduce
  


 6   the team here, I'm going to ask them to go through a
  


 7   series of flip charts so that we all start from the same
  


 8   knowledge base.  Okay?  So this is a little bit different.
  


 9   We are going to provide a lot more information at the
  


10   beginning so that when we get into public comment,
  


11   everybody has an idea of really why we are here.
  


12             Now, starting with introductions, at the front
  


13   table here I've got Sharon Warren.  Sharon is the project
  


14   manager for the supplemental EIS.  Next to her is Mike
  


15   Routhier.  Mike Routhier is the coordinator of the EIS.
  


16   He takes all the parts and pieces and puts it together.
  


17             Now, as it's being put together, we have got to
  


18   make sure it flows and everybody understands it and all
  


19   the definitions are there.  That falls on the back of
  


20   Scott Blackburn in the back there.  Raise your hand,
  


21   Scott.  Scott is not only a technical expert in what we
  


22   do; he is also a technical editor.  So he tries to make
  


23   the document written in a way that people can understand
  


24   it.
  


25             We also have back there Michael Haller.  Michael
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 1   Haller is our community liaison.  He helps us work with
  


 2   the communities, like here in Barrow, to get your input.
  


 3   We also have tonight with us James.  James is a
  


 4   translator.  If anybody feels something needs to be
  


 5   translated, James has agreed to help us out.  All right.
  


 6             Now, with that -- oh, I also have to introduce
  


 7   Mary Vavrik.  Mary Vavrik is our court reporter.  Again,
  


 8   everything that takes place at this meeting is very
  


 9   important.  Okay.  Our job is to put together the
  


10   information that the Secretary and his team, the
  


11   decisionmaker, will make.  So we put the information
  


12   together.  We send it up top.  Mary is instrumental to
  


13   make sure everything you say is entered.  So please, when
  


14   you speak, speak loud enough so it can be heard.  State
  


15   your name so we can get that for the record.  And if you
  


16   happen to have anything -- any written comments, Mary will
  


17   be happy to accept it.
  


18             Now, with that, we are going to go to a brief
  


19   introduction of why we're here.  Again, this is a little
  


20   bit different from the way we usually do things.  Okay.
  


21             Now, I'll give you a warning.  After the little
  


22   briefing is done, to maximize public input and so that
  


23   everybody can hear, we are going to move the chairs so
  


24   everybody sits in a circle.  And then we are going to go
  


25   around the room with the mike as long as it takes until
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 1   everybody feels they have had good input.  If we leave
  


 2   here tomorrow morning and someone didn't speak their
  


 3   piece, we failed.  It's very important that if you have
  


 4   something to say, we hear it, whether it's at the
  


 5   beginning or at the end.  It just has to be said.  Okay?
  


 6             With that, I'm going to give the microphone over
  


 7   to Sharon.  And Sharon, could you walk us through what we
  


 8   all need to know before we start getting to work.
  


 9                   MS. SHARON WARREN:  Thank you, and
  


10   welcome.  Can you hear me?  Here we are.  Like Jim said,
  


11   we wanted to go through and let you know why we're here.
  


12   And we have got some posters to explain why we're here and
  


13   what we would like from all of you on this document.
  


14             Why we're here today, we get -- we need your
  


15   comments on the Revised Draft Supplemental Environmental
  


16   Impact Statement for sale 193.  The documents are back
  


17   there on the table.  We have documents as well as we have
  


18   CDs of the documents.  So if you haven't received one and
  


19   you would like one, please take one this evening.
  


20             What was Lease Sale 193?  Lease Sale 193, first
  


21   of all, we had done an environmental impact statement and
  


22   published it as final in 2007.  In 2008 we had a lease
  


23   sale.  And at that lease sale, we had six companies bid
  


24   on -- to explore for oil and gas.  We offered 29.3 million
  


25   acres, and there was 487 leases issued for about 2.8
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 1   million acres.
  


 2             Over here on this map is the area of the sale.
  


 3   And this was the sale area that was out here in red.  This
  


 4   is what we offered.  There is some alternatives that
  


 5   were -- there are some alternatives, and you will find
  


 6   that out in the supplemental EIS, that we offered off the
  


 7   coast and there is an alternative -- this alternative is
  


 8   Alternative 3.
  


 9             It was not -- the decision was made not to
  


10   select that alternative by the Secretary, and so that's
  


11   why you will see leases in this area here [indicating].
  


12   This alternative is on the table on this -- in this
  


13   document for the decision for the Secretary.  He can
  


14   either decide to affirm the entire sale area or he can
  


15   select this alternative and even with the leases in it.
  


16   And we will explain what kind of happens with that.
  


17             But this is the entire sale area that was
  


18   offered.  And you can see the blocks that were leased by
  


19   the six companies.
  


20             Then what happened?  Days before the lease
  


21   sale -- the lease sale was offered on February 6, 2008,
  


22   but before that time, the plaintiffs sued to validate the
  


23   lease sale.  They alleged that the EIS did not adequately
  


24   assess the environmental impacts.
  


25   A    In that litigation -- usually in litigation sometimes
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 1   plaintiffs will ask for an injunction to stop the sale.
  


 2   That was not asked for.  So the sale was not stopped.  It
  


 3   continued on.  And that's the reason why we have -- we
  


 4   have this lease sale is because the Court did not prevent
  


 5   us from holding it.
  


 6             Then in July 2010, the District Court for the
  


 7   District of Alaska ruled that most of the EIS was
  


 8   satisfactory, but there were three issues the agency
  


 9   needed to address.  And those issues were the Court said
  


10   the agency failed to analyze the environmental impacts of
  


11   natural gas development, despite industry interest and
  


12   specific lease incentives for such development.
  


13             In our notice of sale, we had a lease incentive
  


14   that if they purchased a lease for oil, then there was an
  


15   incentive for them to also produce the natural gas.
  


16   However, we didn't analyze that in the environmental
  


17   impact statement that was released in 2007.  So the judge
  


18   said go back and analyze that because you offered
  


19   something that you didn't analyze in the environmental
  


20   impact statement.
  


21             The judge also said that the agency failed to
  


22   determine whether missing information identified by the
  


23   agency was relevant or essential under the federal
  


24   regulations and, in addition to that, failed to determine
  


25   whether the cost of obtaining the missing information was
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 1   exorbitant or means of doing so was unknown.  The judge is
  


 2   saying that we didn't follow the regulations that were
  


 3   there for us to follow.  So he said go back and do it.
  


 4             So we went back and we followed the Court's
  


 5   order.  We drafted a supplemental environmental impact
  


 6   statement to address the three concerns.  Many of you may
  


 7   have attended the public hearing we had in November here
  


 8   on that document.  And so we were addressing the Court
  


 9   concerns with that document.  And we got comments on the
  


10   draft SEIS.  The comment period included public hearings
  


11   in Kotzebue, Point Hope, Point Lay, Wainwright, Barrow and
  


12   Anchorage, as well as a series of government-to-government
  


13   meetings at the affected communities.
  


14                   MR. MICHAEL ROUTHIER:  So the next
  


15   question is, was the draft SEIS finalized after that.  And
  


16   the answer is actually no.  In this situation, we put out
  


17   the draft document.  We held the public meetings like we
  


18   are doing for this document tonight, and solicited public
  


19   comments.  We received over 150,000 public comments.
  


20             Many of those requested that the agency consider
  


21   the environmental impacts of a very large oil spill.  This
  


22   was occurring on the heels of the Deepwater Horizon event.
  


23   A very large oil spill was on everyone's mind, for obvious
  


24   reasons.  So we, as an agency, reviewed the comments and
  


25   considered our options and decided that the best thing
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 1   that we could do is to analyze a very large oil spill
  


 2   scenario.
  


 3             And so that we do it correctly, we decided to
  


 4   put it into an EIS form and add it to the draft SEIS,
  


 5   which we already had.
  


 6             So I mentioned a few times now a very large oil
  


 7   spill or VLOS or V-L-O-S.  And that begs the question,
  


 8   what is it?  Well, like it says up here, it's a very large
  


 9   oil spill.  And basically it's a tool for us to analyze
  


10   and understand all the potential environmental effects
  


11   that could happen in the event that something goes
  


12   incredibly wrong and there is catastrophic oil spill.
  


13             It's a scenario.  It's purely hypothetical.
  


14   It's an extreme case.  Basically, in developing this
  


15   scenario, our geologists who have the subject matter
  


16   expertise in these issues, were instructed to basically
  


17   consider or tell us what would be the largest possible
  


18   flow rate from any reservoir known in the Chukchi Sea.
  


19             So they looked at basically any sort of variable
  


20   that would go into determining how fast the oil will come
  


21   out or how big would the oil spill be.  They maximized all
  


22   those variables, and we got a very large number.  But that
  


23   could be good because it helps us understand all the
  


24   possible environmental effects, and it accomplishes the
  


25   main goal here, and that is informing the decisionmaker.
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 1             It is important to understand that the very
  


 2   large oil spill is purely hypothetical, obviously.  And
  


 3   it's also different than another concept that you are
  


 4   likely to hear in the context of our agency's work, that
  


 5   term being worst-case discharge.  I'm not sure everyone
  


 6   here has ever heard that term.  But that term comes from
  


 7   our regulations.  It's a term specifically within our
  


 8   regulations, and it's a calculation that's required
  


 9   whenever an oil company submits an expiration plan or
  


10   proposes to actually drill a well.
  


11             Now, that's not happening right now.  Right now
  


12   we are at the lease sale stage.  If some or all of the
  


13   lease sale is reaffirmed, then we could possibly go to the
  


14   next phase which would be an exploration plan phase.  We
  


15   are not there yet.  But if we get to that phase, within
  


16   the exploration plan from the oil company they would do a
  


17   worst-case discharge, which basically calculates how big
  


18   an oil spill could be, but it also takes into account a
  


19   lot of additional information that would be known at that
  


20   time.
  


21             And by additional information, I'm talking about
  


22   a specific location, specific type of well using specific
  


23   technology, having specific responses that would be on
  


24   hand.  So it's a much more detailed calculation.
  


25             And basically our agency would then review that
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 1   calculation as well as the rest of the exploration plan
  


 2   that could potentially be submitted.  We review that and
  


 3   make sure that it contains everything it needs to contain.
  


 4   It does the analysis properly.  We do that review before
  


 5   deciding on whether to approve anything.
  


 6                   MS. SHARON WARREN:  So again, what input
  


 7   does BOEMRE need?  Again, this is in the lease sale stage.
  


 8   There are four stages in the OCS process.  We have a
  


 9   five-year program.  We have the lease sale stage.  We have
  


10   an exploration plan stage.  And we have a development
  


11   production stage.  We are at the lease sale stage.  So
  


12   this is a decision the Secretary will make, whether or not
  


13   to affirm the lease sale that has already happened in 2008
  


14   or make some other changes concerning that lease sale.
  


15             So we prepared the draft document, revised draft
  


16   supplemental that addresses the issues raised by the Court
  


17   and the analysis of the environmental impacts of a very
  


18   large oil spill.  When we were here in November, we had
  


19   just a document that was attributable to where we were
  


20   going to respond to the Court.  This document has
  


21   information in total from what we used to respond to the
  


22   Court, as well as the very large oil spill.
  


23             So this document supplements -- it's a draft
  


24   supplement, and it's supplementing the final EIS that was
  


25   prepared in 2007.  So in references to some of the -- in
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 1   the document you may see references to sections of the
  


 2   final EIS.  That was because that was already released in
  


 3   2007, and this is just supplementing the information
  


 4   that's in that document.
  


 5             We are now seeking substantive comments on the
  


 6   draft document.  So if you have information that -- and
  


 7   you want an opportunity to provide that information, this
  


 8   is the time to do it.  The public hearing and the public
  


 9   comment period -- we are going around the communities for
  


10   the public hearing like we are doing today.  The public
  


11   comment period is open until July 11th.  So we would ask
  


12   you to get your comments to us by July 11th.  There is a
  


13   website to go to.  We are using regulations.gov, but if
  


14   you go to this website, it will take you directly to the
  


15   regulations.gov where you can submit your comments, and we
  


16   have instructions on the back table on how to submit
  


17   comments using regulations.gov.
  


18             And if you have got any questions after you take
  


19   a look at that, please talk to Scott Blackburn, and he can
  


20   answer questions concerning how to submit comments through
  


21   regulations.gov.
  


22             So what happens after these hearings?  First we
  


23   will consider the comments that we received through both
  


24   of the public hearings, as well as through the
  


25   regulations.gov comments.  We will prepare a final
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 1   supplemental EIS.
  


 2             This is on a court schedule.  We are in
  


 3   litigation with this document, and this litigation is
  


 4   before Judge Beistline with the U.S. District Court with
  


 5   the District of Alaska.  He issued an order on May 19th
  


 6   saying, okay, you can do your very large oil spill
  


 7   analysis, but you need to have the Secretary to make the
  


 8   decision by October 3rd of 2011.
  


 9             In order for us to do that, we need to have the
  


10   final EIS out at least 30 days before the Secretary can
  


11   make his decision.  And again, this is a lease sale
  


12   decision whether to affirm the lease sale or to modify and
  


13   make changes to the lease sale; not to offer more land,
  


14   but it will be within the confines of what was -- what was
  


15   first offered.
  


16             Once the Secretary makes his decision, both that
  


17   decision and the final SEIS will be filed with the
  


18   District Court.  There will be a briefing schedule
  


19   established by the plaintiffs as well as the defendants,
  


20   and it will go through the litigation process.  The Court
  


21   will then decide whether or not the agency has met its
  


22   obligations under the National Environmental Policy Act
  


23   and the federal laws that we have to follow.
  


24             Again, this is on the lease sale.  This is not a
  


25   drilling plan.  We are not even to the stage of the
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 1   exploration on there because before even any exploration
  


 2   can take effect in this area is, one, the Secretary has to
  


 3   determine one way or the other that there is going to
  


 4   remain leases out there; and also the District Court has
  


 5   to decide whether or not we fulfilled our obligations
  


 6   under NEPA.  And then even that, the Court would have to
  


 7   allow exploration because right now the Court does not
  


 8   allow exploration or anything of activities like that on
  


 9   the lease.
  


10             And then there is further NEPA review.  So even
  


11   after we go through this and it just -- there is a lot of
  


12   ifs.  If this, if this, if this.  And even with the
  


13   exploration plan, there is additional NEPA review on it.
  


14   So it's another stage process.
  


15             And so that's what I wanted to say.  Thank you.
  


16                   DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you very much.
  


17   Now the fun part starts.  And since we have this many
  


18   people in the audience -- we had about the same amount in
  


19   Kotzebue.  And we did something to try it and it worked
  


20   really, really good.  First everybody said, I don't think
  


21   so, but we tried it, and by the end of the night everybody
  


22   said, this is the way you have to do your meetings.
  


23             We took the chairs and we put them in a circle.
  


24   Everybody sat in the circle and we passed the microphone
  


25   around.  And you could either pass, pass it to the next
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 1   person, and that person could say something or pass.  And
  


 2   we have kept going around till everybody agreed I've said
  


 3   all I needed to say and I'm just going to pass.  And so
  


 4   I'd kind of like to try that here.  Would anybody be
  


 5   really opposed if we just moved our chairs a little bit
  


 6   and we could see each other's faces while we talk?  Thank
  


 7   you.  I see George shaking his head yes.  So let's make
  


 8   the circle up here so our court reporter can see our faces
  


 9   while we talk.  Thank you.  This will take about three
  


10   minutes.
  


11              (Off the record.)
  


12                   DR. JIM KENDALL:  Okay, Friends.  Let's
  


13   take our seats.  I know we have a nice meeting in the
  


14   back.  James, come on up.  I think we may have to make our
  


15   circle closer.
  


16                   MR. GEORGE EDWARDSON:  People will come
  


17   in.
  


18                   DR. JIM KENDALL:  Okay.  Good.  Okay.  We
  


19   are going to start in 30 seconds.  Now, usually the best
  


20   way to start is to start with someone in authority.  And
  


21   so if it's all right, I'd like to go to a new friend of
  


22   mine to see if she would like to start it off.  And
  


23   Doreen, you are free to pass and pass the microphone to
  


24   your right or you can speak now or speak later.  It's up
  


25   to you.  The mike is yours if you want it.
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 1                   MS. DOREEN LAMPE:  My name is Doreen
  


 2   Lampe.  I live in Barrow all my life.  I am married.  I
  


 3   have three kids and a couple of grandchildren.  I'm
  


 4   concerned about this draft supplemental EIS because our
  


 5   tribal members in Point Hope had to go the length to sue
  


 6   the government to get their voices and their concerns
  


 7   heard.  And we had a nice little briefing this afternoon
  


 8   with the ICAS board of directors from our villages,
  


 9   Nuiqsut, Point Lay, and Point Hope where it was called on
  


10   such short notice.
  


11             But my main concern is the -- the reason we had
  


12   to sue, and it seemed like the government has had a blind
  


13   ear to our concerns.  And even though it's not in our best
  


14   interest to sue the federal government, we had to listen
  


15   to our tribal members in Point Hope.  And there was a bad
  


16   year for them when they didn't catch any whales.  And they
  


17   were screaming and hollering that the seismic activity
  


18   that was taking place in the Chukchi Sea was the main
  


19   reason that they were not catching whales in Point Hope.
  


20             And we were not being acknowledged.  We were not
  


21   being addressed or respected.  So we had to join our
  


22   tribal sister government in Point Hope, one of our village
  


23   tribal governments under ICAS.  We had to join them in
  


24   this lawsuit in Lease Sale 193.  And from our discussions
  


25   this afternoon, I'm not sure that this draft supplemental
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 1   EIS will answer the concerns that -- that our primary
  


 2   community members of Point Hope, Native Village of Point
  


 3   Hope have sued for is because of the hardship of the
  


 4   access to their hunting and harvesting of our natural
  


 5   resources.
  


 6             And in briefly just looking at the table of
  


 7   contents today, first time I seen this draft supplemental
  


 8   EIS today, of all the days when we are having a meeting
  


 9   tonight, and I'm asked to comment on it in this very short
  


10   notice.  And the biggest concern that I feel why we joined
  


11   -- why ICAS joined the Native Village of Point Hope's
  


12   lawsuit is because of the trouble, the trouble that
  


13   hunters have in accessing subsistence resources and trying
  


14   to get the attention of the government when big oil is
  


15   right there blasting away seismic air guns and scaring all
  


16   the game away for miles around when this is the only one
  


17   chance to harvest those natural resources.
  


18             So I'm very skeptical about this draft EIS,
  


19   supplemental EIS.  I didn't see any real teeth in assuring
  


20   hunters that they will mitigate the impacts from all four
  


21   stages of your programs, or five stages now, including the
  


22   five-year program.
  


23             So I'm very concerned about how difficult our
  


24   future hunters are going to have so much red tape and so
  


25   much traffic from oil industry, so much interference that
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 1   our ice cellars might not get filled up.  We might not
  


 2   have seal oil one year.
  


 3             But I thank you for taking the opportunity to
  


 4   sit at our tables with us and discuss your draft
  


 5   supplemental EIS this afternoon.  And I hope that we can
  


 6   work with you, that you can provide better access to our
  


 7   hunters, better mitigation efforts for the hardships that
  


 8   a hunter goes through when trying to provide food on the
  


 9   table.  That's my biggest concern for this offshore
  


10   drilling on Lease Sale 193 and why we had to go the length
  


11   to sue the federal government to get our concerns
  


12   addressed, our voices heard.
  


13             And I hope with this new Administration that we
  


14   can work with the Obama Administration, the federal
  


15   cabinet members.  And thank you for coming up here.
  


16                   DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you, Doreen.
  


17   Next.  Sir, you are welcome to pass or --
  


18                   MS. EMMA POKON:  Emma Pokon with the North
  


19   Slope Borough.  I haven't cleared any comments with the
  


20   mayor's office, so I'm speaking on my own part, I guess.
  


21   I just wanted to, I guess, first acknowledge that your
  


22   meeting process seems to have improved since the last time
  


23   you were here with the Lease Sale 193 EIS.  There wasn't
  


24   much in the way of information other than what was shared
  


25   verbally for people who attended the meeting.  So I want
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 1   to say thank you for bringing maps and some visuals to
  


 2   help communicate with people who are coming to learn about
  


 3   the work that you are doing.
  


 4             And I also want -- was hoping that Sharon, you
  


 5   could clarify quickly.  In your presentation you had said
  


 6   that there would be additional NEPA processes for the next
  


 7   stages of the Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act process,
  


 8   and you specifically referred to the exploration plan.
  


 9             In the past, BOEMRE, MMS, the selected NEPA
  


10   procedure was an environmental assessment followed by a
  


11   finding of no significant impact.  And also the public
  


12   comment period is somewhat limited in part because of the
  


13   30-day time limit in OCSLA.  So I was hoping, given that
  


14   you mentioned that in your presentation, that you could
  


15   follow up on that and lay out maybe the differences that
  


16   BOEMRE sees in the input process for right now versus the
  


17   exploration plan stage.
  


18                   MS. SHARON WARREN:  Okay.  Is that fine?
  


19   I'll take the time now.  Yes.  At the lease sale stage, we
  


20   do an environmental impact statement.  And the purpose of
  


21   that environmental impact statement is that we do tier, as
  


22   far as the National Environmental Policy Act says, that we
  


23   can use that document in the later process.
  


24             So with an exploration plan, if we do get an
  


25   exploration plan, the NEPA that we use to start out with
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 1   is an environmental assessment.  That's what we do first.
  


 2   And at that point in time we determine whether or not, in
  


 3   that NEPA review of the environmental assessment, is there
  


 4   any significant effects that we have not already addressed
  


 5   in the environmental impact statement.
  


 6             If we have addressed them in the environmental
  


 7   impact statement, then what we do is what they call a
  


 8   finding of no new significant impacts because they have
  


 9   been addressed in the bigger environmental document.  So
  


10   if we had -- if we find that there are significant effects
  


11   that we did not address, then what we would do is -- then
  


12   we would go to an environmental impact statement on the
  


13   exploration.
  


14             So it's a tiered process with NEPA because NEPA
  


15   you do the lowest -- not the lowest, but you do an
  


16   environmental assessment, and that assesses whether or not
  


17   you had -- if there is a need to do an environmental
  


18   impact statement.  And like Emma said, when we deem an
  


19   exploration plan submitted -- so a company submits their
  


20   exploration plan.  We look at it internally, make sure
  


21   they have all the information that's required by the
  


22   regulations, and then we deem it submitted.
  


23             Once that's deemed submitted, there is a very
  


24   short public time frame that we send it out because the
  


25   law requires us to either approve it or disapprove it
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 1   within 30 days.  So we have a real short time frame to
  


 2   address that exploration plan.  So that is why the public
  


 3   comment period is -- it's usually, you know, a short
  


 4   period of time.
  


 5             We do put out a notice to prepare environmental
  


 6   assessment with the exploration plan because the
  


 7   exploration plan goes out to stakeholders to review.  We
  


 8   do do a notice of preparation of environmental assessment.
  


 9   That's the opportunity for individuals and stakeholders to
  


10   come and provide comments to us.  We do not have the
  


11   environmental assessment out for public review.  So the
  


12   time for the public to get their concerns addressed is
  


13   when we issue that notice of -- a notice to prepare an
  


14   environmental assessment.  That's the cue to provide us
  


15   your concerns so that they can be considered when we do
  


16   the environmental assessment.  Does that answer that.
  


17                   MS. EMMA POKON:  So there is a possibility
  


18   at the exploration plan stage that if the agency finds
  


19   that there were potential impacts that weren't considered
  


20   at the lease sale stage, that there would be a full EIS
  


21   rather than just an EA.  How would that work into the
  


22   30-day time limit?
  


23                   MS. SHARON WARREN:  Good question.  We
  


24   haven't -- I haven't been there where we had faced that
  


25   where all the -- and it's just not impacts.  It has to be
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 1   significant impacts.  So I haven't -- I don't have that
  


 2   experience on how that would be figured in, so I can't
  


 3   answer that, Emma.
  


 4                   DR. JIM KENDALL:  We have to work with the
  


 5   attorneys on that.
  


 6                   MS. SHARON WARREN:  Attorneys and
  


 7   everything else on how to work that into the bigger
  


 8   picture.
  


 9                   MS. EMMA POKON:  And I guess another
  


10   follow-up question is, I guess, if you are tiering from
  


11   the lease sale EIS, when you are looking at the
  


12   exploration plans, does that make, then, people's thoughts
  


13   or comments about possible exploration plans relevant at
  


14   the lease sale stage because of the tiering process?
  


15                   MS. SHARON WARREN:  We do look at the
  


16   scenarios that we have in the final EIS.  I mean, we do
  


17   look at what the -- how many explorations, what the
  


18   resource and development would be in the area.  So yeah,
  


19   so if people have comments -- not only would we take them
  


20   at that point in time, but we would also take them at the
  


21   exploration time.
  


22             But the approval of the exploration plan is
  


23   dependent on the environmental review, both, you know,
  


24   if -- whether or not it's addressed in the EIS that we did
  


25   prior to it, and then in the document that we are doing
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 1   specifically for the exploration plan.  Because the lease
  


 2   sale EIS is very broad.  It doesn't have specifics of
  


 3   where somebody is going to drill.  So when we get an
  


 4   exploration plan, that's where we have specific -- where
  


 5   they are actually going to go out and drill, where the
  


 6   well is going to be.  So there is additional information
  


 7   there for us to do our NEPA on it we don't have at the
  


 8   lease sale stage.
  


 9             So it's taking -- it's going from a very large
  


10   program, like from the five-year to the lease sale to the
  


11   exploration plan.  So you are getting finite down to where
  


12   you are actually talking about.
  


13                   DR. JIM KENDALL:  Let's go back here.
  


14                   MR. ELI NUKIAPIGAK:  Hello.  I'm Eli.  I'm
  


15   a whaling captain from Nuiqsut.  I just got through
  


16   hosting a whaling feed for my people in the Village of
  


17   Nuiqsut.  I'm on the other side in the Beaufort Sea from
  


18   the Chukchi just around the corner from us.  It's all the
  


19   same Arctic Ocean to me.  Whether it's the Beaufort or
  


20   Chukchi, it's all Arctic Ocean to me.
  


21             That's the people of the whole North Slope's
  


22   garden.  That's where we hunt and gather food in a short
  


23   period of time, especially in the summertime when
  


24   migration of all different marine mammals that come to our
  


25   area.  Some might be lucky to get some, some won't because
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 1   the climate change is right now.  They're talking about
  


 2   climate change right now.  It's already started.  Our
  


 3   river, Colville River, is now two weeks ahead of time.
  


 4   That's how changing in our river now in Nuiqsut.
  


 5             The first (Inupiaq) come around, start to come
  


 6   at least one or two weeks earlier.  That's the changing of
  


 7   the migrations, the animals and the land and sea that we
  


 8   depend on.
  


 9             What kind of assurance are you giving me as a
  


10   subsistence hunter if that full-blown exploration and
  


11   full-blown barges that will come to our garden and to all
  


12   the marine mammals that we depend on from one coast all
  


13   the way up to Canadian border?  What kind of federal
  


14   assurance are you going to give me if something of mass
  


15   destruction happens like just happened in Gulf of Mexico?
  


16   What kind of assurance are you going to give me if the
  


17   marine mammals or the food chain die-off happen?  What
  


18   will happen that you --
  


19             The traditional knowledge of our Elders are
  


20   passing away real fast, and yet there is no -- the
  


21   scientific of the federal government and the Inupiat
  


22   scientists need to work together to address the need of
  


23   what -- most and do it right and compromise to help one
  


24   another so we will have our food on our table once we
  


25   start, because I have experience in the Beaufort Sea
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 1   Native ice.  We lost three boats, and I was one of the
  


 2   boats that was lost because of boom project.  Shell, they
  


 3   do the same thing.  Twenty years ago, it's the same thing.
  


 4   Now he's back there doing it -- what will happen now?
  


 5   What kind of assurance does Shell have for our people if
  


 6   something like mass destruction happens.
  


 7             Thank you.
  


 8                   DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you.
  


 9                   MR. GEORGE EDWARDSON:  My name is George
  


10   Edwardson.  I'm one of the councilmen for Inupiat
  


11   Community of the Arctic Slope.  And to continue where Eli
  


12   just left, when an animal, bearded seal, polar bear,
  


13   whale, beluga, when Point Hope misses it, then it
  


14   continues up to the east and Point Lay has a chance to go
  


15   after the same animals.  And if they miss it, it continues
  


16   over.  Wainwright then has a chance to attempt to catch
  


17   that -- harvest that for their family.  And it continues
  


18   right on into Canada.
  


19             This is the migration routes of the seals we
  


20   hunt, walrus, the whales, polar bear.  These are the
  


21   animals we depend on.
  


22             And when you look at the Chukchi, you have to
  


23   look at it from this perspective.  You mentioned VLOS,
  


24   very large oil spill.  Okay.  Let's look at a very large
  


25   oil spill.
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 1             Before we do that, let's look at what happens to
  


 2   oil when it hits the Arctic Ocean.  We had a sample of
  


 3   that in the mid 1940s when one of the Liberty ships
  


 4   building the DEW lines ran aground and was about to be
  


 5   destroyed by the waves and the only way they saved that
  


 6   Liberty ship at Lonely was to off-load its fuel, its
  


 7   bunker oil.  And then it killed the whole Admiralty Bay,
  


 8   the lagoons, you know, going to the west from Lonely.  It
  


 9   killed the whole ecosystem right there.
  


10             And then when the storm subsided, the oil that
  


11   was up in the high grounds, 50 years later a storm of the
  


12   same caliber hit again, and that bunker oil started
  


13   killing again.  See, the problem with oil in the Arctic
  


14   Ocean is the Arctic Ocean is cold, very cold in
  


15   temperature.  The light ends of the crude oil does not go
  


16   into vapor like it does in the Gulf of Mexico; the light
  


17   ends will, you know, disappear.  In the Arctic they don't.
  


18             And just to show you how effective that cold is,
  


19   cold weather is, driftwood that's been sitting on the
  


20   beaches for over 100 years, the outside might be rotting,
  


21   but when you cut the wood inside, oil -- the sap actually
  


22   starts to flow again.  That's how well the cold preserves
  


23   oil, whether it be tree sap or crude oil.  And that's, you
  


24   know, that kind of danger we have to watch.
  


25             And when you look at the Arctic Circle -- you
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 1   see my son-in-law right there with his mike, he's the
  


 2   North Pole, and all the way around is the way the currents
  


 3   flow.  And then a piece of ice sitting here in front of me
  


 4   will go all the way around and come back at me in ten
  


 5   years later and another ten years it will come back again
  


 6   if it doesn't flow south between down in the north sea
  


 7   flowing south.  That piece of ice don't go in that
  


 8   direction.  It continues in a circle.  It keeps coming
  


 9   back to me every ten years.
  


10             Now, if you put a pollutant inside the water,
  


11   and a very large one, there it is.  It's going all the way
  


12   around in a circle.  It comes back at me every ten years.
  


13   And you saw what happened 50 years later with bunker oil.
  


14             And looking at that VOL, when you put it in
  


15   between Siberia and Alaska, in summertime the currents
  


16   flow north.  In springtime -- in springtime that's when
  


17   the salmon fingerlings hit the ocean and the currents take
  


18   them up in the north.  And looking at a map Oceania had
  


19   made of the temperature gradients up to 168 miles from the
  


20   shore going north from Alaska and from Siberia and over
  


21   160 miles past Wrangell Island north of Siberia, the
  


22   temperature in this whole area was ideal temperatures for
  


23   the fingerlings to be in.
  


24             And those of us that played in that ocean out
  


25   there in our younger days when we get over 100 miles out,
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 1   we will run into schools of salmon; sometimes salmon,
  


 2   sometimes other fish, more than one species of salmon in
  


 3   one big school.  And I learned the dimensions from the --
  


 4   from the Naval Arctic Research Laboratories' aerial photos
  


 5   of these schools of fish.  There was one school of fish
  


 6   eight miles wide and 28 miles long, and these were all
  


 7   juvenile salmon.
  


 8             Just to show you how thick that school is, one
  


 9   of my uncles one time drove his boat into it and could
  


10   only get about one-fourth of the way in, nine miles out
  


11   straight out in the ocean in the middle of summer, he
  


12   stepped out of his boat into the ocean, and he never went
  


13   halfway up to his knees walking on top of a school of
  


14   fish.
  


15             This is that fish that is in the Arctic that
  


16   goes to the Arctic when the currents in the -- when the
  


17   Bering Sea froze north in summer.  This is the fingerlings
  


18   that went there.  And when they mature, they flow south,
  


19   start to go back into their rivers where they originated
  


20   from.
  


21             A few years back, the Yukon River did not get
  


22   its fish.  And that was the same summer, that same spring
  


23   that the seismic was done in the Chukchi.  And the salmon
  


24   that was supposed to have been going to the rivers south
  


25   of the Arctic Circle scattered all across the North Slope
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 1   and started going into our rivers up here that normally do
  


 2   not get the large masses of salmon.  They all were -- the
  


 3   migration of the fish had been changed by the seismic.
  


 4             And just to show you how powerful that seismic
  


 5   was, when they were doing the seismic in the Chukchi in
  


 6   the open water meetings in Anchorage, we learned that
  


 7   seismic being done in Banks Island in Canada had to shut
  


 8   down because the background noise from the Chukchi was so
  


 9   loud they could not do their seismic, do their readings in
  


10   Canada.  That's over 400 miles.  What is it doing going
  


11   straight out in the ocean or further to the west?
  


12             These have to be considered.  These have never
  


13   been looked at.  But that salmon, when it does go into the
  


14   ocean, the currents do take it up north, and they come up
  


15   north with their food.  And then when belugas start
  


16   migrating, when the seals start migrating, polar bears,
  


17   this -- that big school mass is their food.  And this
  


18   usually goes from Peard Bay 50 miles to the west of us to
  


19   over 160 miles past Wrangell Island up to 200 miles wide.
  


20             The temperature says this is where that salmon
  


21   stock is.  That's their nursery right in the middle of
  


22   what you what you are calling the Chukchi lease sale area.
  


23             Now, that mass of school, that big mass of
  


24   salmon in end of the '70s and the early part of the '80s,
  


25   there was an international organization conducted in
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 1   Seward, Alaska.  They called it the Bering Sea Synthesis.
  


 2   And in that synthesis, there were 13 nations that dealt
  


 3   with the Arctic Ocean.  And they were explaining, you
  


 4   know, what happens and what happens in the ocean and these
  


 5   schools of fish and the currents that occurred.  Right
  


 6   there they showed the Bering Sea as one-third of the
  


 7   world's fish stock.
  


 8             Let's take a look at all the fish on the whole
  


 9   planet earth and give it a factor of one.  Okay.  Just
  


10   because it's fish, we will call it one.  And then when you
  


11   look at -- start looking at these school masses, the
  


12   Bering Sea, you are looking at one-third of the world's
  


13   stock right there.  Then you start looking at the world,
  


14   start looking around.  We end up with the Pacific fire
  


15   rim.  The population has gotten so big they have eaten
  


16   that fish stock up.  That fish is not -- can't barely
  


17   reproduce itself.  That's another third of the world's
  


18   fish.
  


19             And then let's start looking at the planet some
  


20   more, and then over there in the North Sea, there is
  


21   another third of the world's fish.  That one right there,
  


22   about three years ago I went to Norway for an
  


23   international organization on the Arctic Ocean and found
  


24   out there was an agreement between Russia and Norway.
  


25             When one country fished in the North Sea, the
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 1   other country did not fish because they understood if they
  


 2   both -- if both countries fished, they would destroy that
  


 3   third of the world's fish.  So today when Norway fishes
  


 4   one area in the North Sea, Russians do not fish.  The
  


 5   following year the Russians go out.  That's the only way
  


 6   they can preserve the next third of the world's fish.
  


 7             Okay.  Now, we are looking at all the world's
  


 8   fish:  North Sea, the Bering Sea, and the Pacific Rim.
  


 9   Two-thirds of them are damaged.  One-third is dead.  And
  


10   in -- in the North Sea, the salmon is no longer
  


11   harvestable because it's been overfished.  But the bottom
  


12   fish are being negotiated on by these two big major
  


13   countries.  Now, the last third of the world's fish is the
  


14   salmon and its nursery is the Chukchi.  Your
  


15   responsibility is to make sure not just the lease sales,
  


16   but what the ground -- what the ocean feeds people.
  


17             We are looking at the last third of the world's
  


18   fish.  Are you going to let it be destroyed so a couple of
  


19   companies can profit?  I mean, this is something you have
  


20   to seriously look at when you look at the Arctic Ocean.
  


21             I could talk all night, but I'll give somebody a
  


22   chance to say something.  And everything I gave you has
  


23   come in -- I've learned from the United States through the
  


24   Navel Arctic Research Studies or international
  


25   organizations, you know, conferences conducted.  The
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 1   numbers I'm talking about are the United States' and other
  


 2   major nations' numbers.  And all I'm doing is reminding
  


 3   you of them.
  


 4             And my problem is I've lived here, and the
  


 5   ocean, the animals in the ocean, and my relatives that
  


 6   live up here, we have a very serious problem, and we --
  


 7   that is, we cannot live up here without the food from our
  


 8   ocean.  We are stuck with that food.  You can't bring me
  


 9   beef and then make me live here and be healthy.  I can't.
  


10   It will not happen.  I need that fat from that animal that
  


11   lives in the ocean.  So this --
  


12             I need your help.  We all need your help.  So
  


13   together we can protect the last third of the world's
  


14   fish.  And it's not oil that's going to feed us.  It might
  


15   make us travel faster or a little bit longer, but it's not
  


16   going to keep us alive.  And when you are looking at the
  


17   last third of the world's fish, which also feeds, you
  


18   know, the seals I eat, the belugas, the bears, the animals
  


19   I named, that's what I need.  I need their fat.  And they
  


20   get their fat from the salmon fingerlings.
  


21             And two years ago, NOAA had done some studies on
  


22   the coast, and they found our coast filled with salmon
  


23   fingerlings, the fish I was saying that migrated north
  


24   following the currents.  I mean, you are looking at this
  


25   information.  It's not something new.  It's something we
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 1   have all been watching throughout our whole history as a
  


 2   people.
  


 3             There is very few of us up here that live up
  


 4   here that depend on this up here.  We want to stay longer.
  


 5   We need our kids to live here after us.  They have to be
  


 6   here.  And the only way they can do it is to make you, the
  


 7   government, understand.  We know legally you can't go
  


 8   selling something that don't belong to you.
  


 9             At the UN, we have also come to understand when
  


10   the United States says they are going to do something in
  


11   the Arctic, they always remind the world we are under
  


12   their custodial care.  You are taking care of us,
  


13   therefore, you can talk about the ocean.  The United
  


14   States has not signed the law of the high seas.
  


15   Technically speaking, the Arctic Ocean is not yours, it's
  


16   mine, the people that live here.  And I am not ready to
  


17   have my home destroyed.
  


18                   DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you, George.
  


19   James.
  


20                   MR. JAMES PATKOTAK:  Thank you.  My name
  


21   is James Patkotak.  I grew up here in Barrow, Alaska.  I
  


22   learned how to hunt from the ocean.  Like George said,
  


23   that's our garden out there, and I learned at a very young
  


24   age hunting oogruk, seal and the whale out there.  Now
  


25   oil industry comes up here and decides to look for oil out
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 1   in the ocean.  Why don't the oil industries stay on land.
  


 2             Here is one concern that had been brought out by
  


 3   the Minerals Management Service before BOEMRE came -- came
  


 4   to be.  I remember hearing a concern by one of the -- one
  


 5   of our leaders way back then.  In case of a very large oil
  


 6   spill, will the people be provided with food, White Man
  


 7   food?  Will we -- will we be provided with necessary food
  


 8   for our table, our children.
  


 9             Now, there are about 10,000 Inupiats on the
  


10   North Slope alone, maybe more.  Now, will the federal
  


11   government be able to provide us with food each and every
  


12   day because we won't be able to eat muktuk, eat the seal
  


13   we like, the oogruk?  They are nourishing to our bodies,
  


14   very nourishing.  I myself, even after I have a hamburger
  


15   and French fries, I'm still yearning to eat some more
  


16   because it doesn't fill me up.  The White Man food don't
  


17   fill me up as well as our Inupiat food does.  So that's
  


18   been my concern, and also it is a concern of many people
  


19   on the Slope.
  


20             Now, will that -- is that -- the EIS -- the EIS,
  


21   does that -- is it still in there, that concern that has
  


22   been brought out a while back when this used to be MMS?
  


23   I'm wondering about that.  Look into that, and if you are
  


24   going to do the supplemental EIS, check it out.  Make sure
  


25   it will still stand.  That's all I have.  Thank you.
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 1                   DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you, James.  Now,
  


 2   I'm going to walk around here and pass the microphone back
  


 3   to Doreen, and she can start the cycle again.  Doreen, you
  


 4   can pass it on if you choose, or add to what you have
  


 5   already said.  Make sure everybody has a chance.
  


 6                   MS. DOREEN LAMPE:  Thank you, Jim.  Doreen
  


 7   Lampe, for the record.  I'm glad to see that there is
  


 8   finally a provision regarding a scenario for a very large
  


 9   oil spill.  Every time there is a presentation given in
  


10   the past, the presentation usually ends with we don't plan
  


11   for the event of a very large oil spill because we plan on
  


12   prevention.  Prevention of an oil spill is our plan.  And
  


13   that was such a sorry statement if I ever heard one by an
  


14   oil company.  And I'm very glad to see that the federal
  


15   government has learned something from the BP Gulf of
  


16   Mexico oil spill.
  


17             I don't know how many of you are on Facebook,
  


18   but I just got technologically challenged with Facebook,
  


19   and I read a comment on a Facebook that said if there was
  


20   a very large oil spill in the Chukchi Sea, our housing
  


21   situation up here is so sorry, so bad for our own people,
  


22   how are we going to house 30,000 employees that are needed
  


23   to come up here to clean up the oil spill?  That's how
  


24   sorry our housing is in the Arctic.  We don't have no
  


25   trees.
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 1             So I'm glad to see that the federal government
  


 2   finally, after 30 years, implemented a scenario in the EIS
  


 3   for a very large oil spill.  And I hope that it's taken
  


 4   into consideration very seriously because we have been
  


 5   trying to say over and over and over the oil companies
  


 6   cannot clean up a very large oil spill in the Arctic.
  


 7                   DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you, Doreen.
  


 8                   MS. LEANDRA DE SOUSA:  I have a question.
  


 9   Can you hear me?  Leandra, North Slope Borough, Department
  


10   of Wildlife Management.  But I'm speaking on behalf of
  


11   myself.  And I have a question about the very large oil
  


12   spill.  And what -- so what happens?  A lot of the
  


13   conclusions confirm that it would be huge negative impacts
  


14   to the environment and to the Inupiat people if there is a
  


15   very large oil spill, so that's out.  That's going to go
  


16   back to the courts.  What's the judge's decision on that?
  


17   Is there a scenario?
  


18                   MS. SHARON WARREN:  It will go -- this
  


19   document will be used by the Secretary of the Interior to
  


20   make his decision so, you know, I don't know what the
  


21   decision will be of the Secretary of the Interior.  But he
  


22   will have all the information before him.  And that's why
  


23   we want your concerns and your positions on there so that
  


24   we can articulate that in our document to the Secretary so
  


25   he has all the information before him before he makes his
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 1   decision.
  


 2                   MR. BEN GREENE:  All right.  I will talk.
  


 3   My name is Ben Greene.  I work for the North Slope Borough
  


 4   Planning Department, but like my cohorts here, I have not
  


 5   vetted anything through the mayor's office, so I will be
  


 6   speaking as a private citizen.  I'm going to follow up on
  


 7   some dialogue that Emma had.  And I really appreciate the
  


 8   answers to the questions and the questions that have to do
  


 9   with significant thresholds for NEPA analysis, when to
  


10   perform an EIS versus an EA.
  


11             And this question might sound familiar because
  


12   it's the same question I asked last time that you were up
  


13   here in Barrow.  And it has to do with, was it the March
  


14   2010 GAO report having to do with significant thresholds
  


15   and MMS' -- the agency once known as MMS -- implementation
  


16   of NEPA.  MMS responded to that GAO report policy to come
  


17   up with a guidance document.  I think it was originally
  


18   due December 2010.  And of course, in the meantime, the
  


19   Deepwater Horizon occurred.
  


20             Jim, I think when you were up, you stated at the
  


21   time that that guidance document talking about NEPA
  


22   thresholds, talking about significant thresholds was
  


23   imminent.  Is it still imminent?
  


24                   DR. JIM KENDALL:  I'm not up to speed on
  


25   it right this second, but my understanding is that it's
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 1   still moving forward.  There are a lot of people working
  


 2   on it every day to make sure it lives up to what is
  


 3   expected.  You know, it's something we are taking very,
  


 4   very seriously.  As I say, I haven't seen the latest
  


 5   report on it, internal report, that is; but I know people
  


 6   are working diligently to make it happen and to get it on
  


 7   the Web.  Does anyone know anything?
  


 8             I'm sorry.  We can always get back with you, but
  


 9   we didn't come prepared to answer that question, other
  


10   than the fact that I have heard people talk about it and
  


11   people were pushing on it as hard as they can.
  


12                   MR. BEN GREENE:  Okay.  Good.  Thank you
  


13   very much.  I appreciate the update.
  


14                   MR. GEORGE EDWARDSON:  Hi again.  George
  


15   Edwardson.  What I didn't do is tell you about my
  


16   education and where I have worked in the past.  1968 I
  


17   captained the very first cleanup boat that ever came to
  


18   the State of Alaska.  I had to change the system so it
  


19   would work to pick up the oil in the water.  And it only
  


20   picked up the heavy ends that floated to the top.  The
  


21   light ends, like the gasoline and the diesel and the crude
  


22   oil and the natural gases from the cold weather, that
  


23   don't go -- evaporate up in the air, that remained in
  


24   solution, but the cleanup boat I had captained was for Pan
  


25   American Petroleum in the Cook Inlet in 1968.
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 1             In my college education, I'm a geologist.  I'm a
  


 2   mining and petroleum technician, and I'm also a certified
  


 3   gas field operator with over 17 years of running a gas
  


 4   field and having worked at Prudhoe Bay from the beginning
  


 5   during the exploration.  So I do know the industry and
  


 6   what it does and how it operates.
  


 7             And when you look at my education, it's more
  


 8   than most in the oil industry.  I took that education to
  


 9   find a way to try to find a way to protect my home.  And I
  


10   had worked for the -- our corporation, made an engineering
  


11   firm for them, and was in the process of going after the
  


12   offshore development.  Then I asked the board, if it's not
  


13   safe, what do I do?  They told me, if it's not safe, find
  


14   a way to stop it and we will be right behind you.  And
  


15   this is 1977.
  


16             And now we are in 2011, and the knowledge the
  


17   industry has and the direction they are going has not
  


18   changed one bit.
  


19             They claim they study, but where is it?  We
  


20   don't see it.  I haven't seen it.  Like I said, I have the
  


21   degrees from the universities that says I'm an oil man.
  


22   And when you look at VOL, very large oil spill, we all
  


23   have a slight understanding of the Arctic gyro, how the
  


24   Arctic Ocean goes around in a circle.
  


25             One year I came up on one of the barrier
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 1   islands, and there was a couple of people studying the
  


 2   birds that were living on the island in summertime.  They
  


 3   had a drift card, and it was from a university in the
  


 4   northerneastern end of Australia.  He showed me the drift
  


 5   card he picked up from the barrier islands.  That's less
  


 6   than 30 miles to the east of Barrow.  And then he asked me
  


 7   how did this get there.  I just happened to have a copy of
  


 8   National Geographic on the ocean's currents, and I showed
  


 9   him how it traveled.
  


10             It was south of the south -- South America, went
  


11   on the west side of Africa, went north, west side of
  


12   Europe north, and then it got in in the North Sea and then
  


13   made the trip all the way around until it got to the
  


14   barrier island where it landed.  And that drift card had a
  


15   four-year date on it.
  


16             And the Gulf of Mexico, we all worry about that.
  


17   I'm expecting to see that oil to the east of Barrow in not
  


18   too far in the future.  The way that drift card was
  


19   traveling tells me.
  


20             And like I said, our Arctic Ocean is cold, so
  


21   the diesel and the gasoline don't evaporate out of it.  So
  


22   it comes back to me every ten years.  And then there is
  


23   that big nursery between Siberia and Alaska.  Every time
  


24   it comes around, it's going to hit that.  And that's the
  


25   world's fisheries everybody better be worried about.  My
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 1   worries are the whales and the seals.  The salmon is your
  


 2   food.  I hope we all understand each other.
  


 3                   DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you, George.
  


 4   James.
  


 5                   MR. JAMES PATKOTAK:  What's -- what's
  


 6   the -- what are the Feds going to do once the oil come up
  


 7   to -- come up to the Arctic that does spill down in the
  


 8   Gulf of Mexico?  Who is going to clean it up once it gets
  


 9   up here?  Once there is ice out on our ocean, what are the
  


10   Feds going to do?  Do you have a plan?  Does the Feds have
  


11   a plan for that?  I'm starting to wonder now.
  


12             Now, once the lease sales happen and the oil
  


13   industry goes and buy a spot where they are going to
  


14   drill, now, will the oil industry keep their word in
  


15   hiring locals to be out there drilling with them or are
  


16   they going to say the heck with them, the Natives, saying
  


17   we are going to drill.  We don't care what they say.  I
  


18   mean, what -- that's the -- that's a question that often
  


19   people ask, you know.  What's going to happen?  You know,
  


20   that's a big question.  Thank you.
  


21                   DR. JIM KENDALL:  Good questions.  Mike,
  


22   if you could walk over to this side of the room.  Again,
  


23   this is a technique we tried in Kotzebue, and we just kept
  


24   going around until everyone was comfortable that they all
  


25   had their say.  We don't want anybody to leave the room
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 1   and feel that they got missed or left out.  George.
  


 2                   MR. GEORGE EDWARDSON:  I told them I could
  


 3   talk all night if you were willing to listen to me.
  


 4                   DR. JIM KENDALL:  And we have got lots of
  


 5   coffee and goodies.
  


 6                   MR. GEORGE EDWARDSON:  Okay.  We are
  


 7   talking oil and gas.  We are talking about the Arctic.
  


 8   And you have seen the gyro of the ocean.  You see what oil
  


 9   does when it hits, you know, the cold water.  The light
  


10   ends do not evaporate like they do in the Gulf.  That's
  


11   understood.
  


12             Now, another aspect, we have not touched all the
  


13   geological and information, biological data you have
  


14   collected, you know, since the lease sale are now
  


15   obsolete.  You can't use those anymore because of today's
  


16   term everybody is using global warming.  The Arctic Ocean
  


17   had been under a sheet of ice for the last 28- to 32,000
  


18   years.  That ecosystem had stabilized itself living in the
  


19   cold water.
  


20             Now the ice is almost all gone and that
  


21   family -- that family, that ecosystem now is going through
  


22   a cultural shock.  I call it a cultural shock because the
  


23   ice is no longer there covering it.  And they had -- the
  


24   microorganisms that live in the ocean have adapted to the
  


25   cold.
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 1             Now the heat is hitting them, and on top of it
  


 2   we have this seismic noise, we have this drilling noise.
  


 3   Seismic that when they send off a seismic boom, the ships
  


 4   are falling apart in between their seismic work.  They are
  


 5   rewelding the ships over and over.
  


 6             And I'm listening to this from the people that
  


 7   work on the ships.  Our marine mammal observers come and
  


 8   tell me when they get off from the boats that in between
  


 9   the seismic works, the welders are busy keeping the ship
  


10   together.
  


11             Now, this is supposed to be a harmless boom.
  


12   And when steel can come apart from the seismic, there is
  


13   something drastic going on in there someone is not
  


14   bringing out.  And the government is not willing to stick
  


15   its nose in there to see if it's really for real, even
  


16   though the other agencies bring out the point that when
  


17   the seismic boom is set off in the Chukchi, Banks Island
  


18   in Canada 400 miles to the east cannot do their seismic
  


19   work because of the background noise.
  


20             Now, what's happening to all the animals in
  


21   between?  If I shoot a Steller's eider or one of those
  


22   endangered birds, I'd go to jail for ten years right now.
  


23   You will not hesitate to lock me up, the Feds won't.  What
  


24   happens to the industry when they destroy whole flocks of
  


25   them like that?  I mean, there is some heavy-duty
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 1   discrimination going onto me as a subsistence hunter
  


 2   versus, you know, the industry who can make a few dollars
  


 3   for the State and the federal government just because they
  


 4   are willing to pay the State and Feds some money.  It's
  


 5   okay to do that kind of damage?
  


 6             The snow geese that used to be in the barrier
  


 7   islands when Prudhoe Bay first started to be developed
  


 8   disappeared from Alaska.  In 2000 I was in Alberta in Fort
  


 9   McMurray checking out a gas field operating school over
  


10   there, and while I was there, the Canadian, you know,
  


11   wildlife was trying to figure out where all these snow
  


12   geese came from, and they had already destroyed the
  


13   summering place of the snow geese, the Canada snow geese
  


14   because the population had exploded.  Did anybody get
  


15   fined for that?  Not a single individual or company.
  


16             And the snow goose is a very shy animal, and it
  


17   don't like to stay around people and noise.
  


18                   DR. JIM KENDALL:  Again, we are going to
  


19   continue to go around until somebody does not take the
  


20   microphone.  Making sure everybody gets a fair shake.
  


21   James is not going to disappoint me.
  


22                   MR. JAMES PATKOTAK:  I feel this is a very
  


23   important gathering for our people.  This is our lives
  


24   that the oil industry -- it's our livelihood.  You know,
  


25   it's very important that we express our -- express our
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 1   feelings for our Inupiat people.
  


 2             And I've heard so much negative stuff come out
  


 3   of our local people here regarding the oil industry when
  


 4   they are working out in Prudhoe Bay.  When they are out in
  


 5   the ocean, they got these negative reports back to us when
  


 6   we gather in our own little circles now and then.  People
  


 7   talk about the oil industry, how the Inupiats are being
  


 8   treated by the oil industry.
  


 9             Now, hopefully, with the industry out in our
  


10   garden, hopefully our local people get trained to be
  


11   captains of these drilling ships to keep their ears and
  


12   eyes out for our local people.  Be top dogs in our -- in
  


13   the oil industry -- one great day, huh?  I hope our
  


14   Inupiat people get to that point and get even more
  


15   serious, more serious than we are now.
  


16             With that, I'm going to close.  Thank you.
  


17                   DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you, James.
  


18   Anybody else wishes to speak?
  


19                   MR. GEORGE EDWARDSON:  Let's finish off.
  


20   Okay.  Let me finish it off.
  


21                   DR. JIM KENDALL:  Okay.  George.
  


22                   MR. GEORGE EDWARDSON:  When Trans-Alaska
  


23   Pipeline was in the process of being built and the EIS was
  


24   conducted and in that EIS the U.S. federal government
  


25   guaranteed one major spill in its transportation system,
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 1   and it came about 20 years after it had been flowing.  And
  


 2   that was the Exxon Valdez.  Now, we were guaranteed that
  


 3   spill when the pipeline was in the process of being built.
  


 4   That was a guarantee given and, sure enough, the federal
  


 5   government kept their promise.  They had Exxon Valdez.
  


 6             And then when they done -- in the '80s when they
  


 7   first attempted to do their offshore drilling up here in
  


 8   the Chukchi when the first EIS came, we were guaranteed
  


 9   one and one-third major oil spill.  Exxon Valdez said you
  


10   keep your word.  Now you guarantee me a one-and-one-third
  


11   major spill.  You have killed the ocean with a one-third
  


12   spill.  Your whole major spill had guaranteed that it
  


13   can't stand back up again.
  


14             Now, this is what I'm looking at when I look at
  


15   the United States and its promises and its EIS.  You give
  


16   us an EIS right here, which we saw for the first time
  


17   today, and we are supposed to be sitting here commenting
  


18   on that.  And when you look at us throughout the whole
  


19   North Slope, I don't think there is even two handfuls of
  


20   people that can read those books and understand what it's
  


21   saying because we are a subsistence people.
  


22             What are we going to do?  Do we have to secede
  


23   or what in order to stay alive?  We are Americans, just
  


24   like you are.  I have a right to live like the way I want
  


25   to live, and my parents, going on back, they tell us we
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 1   have lived here on this piece of land -- this is the
  


 2   seventh Ice Age we are coming out of, according to the old
  


 3   stories we have.  Is this going to be my last ice age?
  


 4   What gives?
  


 5                   DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you, George.
  


 6                   MR. JAMES PATKOTAK:  One more thing.  I
  


 7   wonder if -- I wonder how the oil industry would think and
  


 8   I wonder how the White Man would think if we decide to
  


 9   give them an EIS.  I mean, I'll give you an environmental
  


10   impact statement because you are coming up to our land
  


11   here.  I'm -- we are going to require you to fill out an
  


12   EIS for us.  I wonder how it would turn out.  That's all.
  


13                   DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you, James.
  


14   Anyone else?  I may have to close the meeting a tiny bit
  


15   early.
  


16                   MR. GEORGE EDWARDSON:  I think we got the
  


17   message through, didn't we?
  


18                   DR. JIM KENDALL:  George, I think you got
  


19   the message through.  Thank you.  If there are no -- any
  


20   other -- aha.  We were going to close, but if we have
  


21   another person who would like to speak --
  


22                   MR. GEORGE EDWARDSON:  Yes, we would love
  


23   to speak.
  


24                   MS. QAIYAAN OPIE:  Sorry.  I was going to
  


25   drop by and see if anybody was still here.
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 1                   DR. JIM KENDALL:  We are still here.
  


 2   There is time to make a comment, if you would like.
  


 3                   MS. QAIYAAN OPIE:  Okay.  Sure.
  


 4                   MR. GEORGE EDWARDSON:  Just say it from
  


 5   the heart and let them have it.
  


 6                   MS. QAIYAAN OPIE:  Okay.  Sure.
  


 7                   DR. JIM KENDALL:  You can have a seat.
  


 8   Have a seat and get comfortable.
  


 9                   MS. QAIYAAN OPIE:  I'd prefer to stand.
  


10   Thank you.  So I'm Qaiyaan Opie.  I am the natural
  


11   resources director for ICAS.  This is my one-year-old
  


12   daughter.  Couldn't find a sitter.  Was just stopping by
  


13   here to make sure if anyone was here.  I thought it might
  


14   have been over, but I'm glad I caught the tail end of it.
  


15             I know we met earlier today, and I got quite
  


16   a -- quite a bit, a lot of information regarding the Lease
  


17   Sale 193.  And I did want to comment that since I have
  


18   been working for ICAS, which has been since about the tail
  


19   end of November, just last year, so for about six months
  


20   now, I was really pleased and very refreshed to see the
  


21   outlay of the presentation.
  


22             And as I stated earlier with the first question
  


23   on the board being what are we here for, is a great step
  


24   in taking that level of communication to these public open
  


25   meetings to a different level where people do feel more
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 1   comfortable knowing that they are a part of the comments
  


 2   being made and knowing exactly what the presentation
  


 3   encompasses in that sense.  So I really appreciate that.
  


 4   Thank you.
  


 5             I also did want to comment that I know BOEMRE at
  


 6   this point is kind of going above and beyond what the
  


 7   judge mandates in this sense in going beyond to take the
  


 8   extra effort to come and have the community and our
  


 9   agencies involved.  So thank you very much.
  


10             And we do have some comments, and this is on
  


11   behalf of ICAS here.  And I'll just kind of read verbatim
  


12   here since I don't really have much to say personally at
  


13   this moment.  I didn't quite catch the full conversation
  


14   here.
  


15             So first of all, we do thank you for updating
  


16   the previous supplemental EIS from last fall.  While the
  


17   EIS is much improved, ICAS still does have many concerns
  


18   about the analysis and whether the lease sale should move
  


19   forward.
  


20             Our first point here is the baseline information
  


21   and that ICAS, it's been pretty well known that we, as
  


22   well as a lot of agencies, have long advocated that the
  


23   government must have baseline information about the area
  


24   of OCS before authorizing work there.  The EIS and the
  


25   recent USGS report both demonstrate that critical
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 1   information is missing.  And we ask that the government
  


 2   ensure it has more information about the Chukchi and the
  


 3   important natural resources before deciding where to sell
  


 4   offshore oil and gas leases in this area.
  


 5             Number two regarding oil spill, we appreciate
  


 6   the updated information on a very large oil spill, VLOS --
  


 7   adding to the list of acronyms that I'm becoming
  


 8   accustomed to -- that is included in the EIS.  This
  


 9   analysis shows the very far reaching and devastating
  


10   impact of a spill in the Chukchi, but does not answer our
  


11   questions, which are:  Are the oil and gas companies
  


12   capable of cleaning up a spill in Arctic waters with ice,
  


13   hurricane force winds, darkness, and other challenging
  


14   conditions?  Should they be allowed to explore if they
  


15   have not shown that they are capable of a cleanup.
  


16             The next question:  Will oil and gas companies
  


17   have to be able to drill same season relief wells?  Also,
  


18   what will the response time be for such a spill with the
  


19   nearest Coast Guard office over a thousand miles away?
  


20   And will the Coast Guard have ice breakers and other
  


21   vessels to be able to assist in cleaning up a spill?  And
  


22   what will the oil and gas companies and the government do
  


23   if subsistence resources are not available for Chukchi
  


24   villages who cannot afford to live off of store-bought
  


25   foods.
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 1             Lastly, here is climate change.  Comparing the
  


 2   impacts to our climate from the lease sale to a worldwide
  


 3   baseline is not appropriate when our communities are
  


 4   already being impacted by climate change.  Our ice cellars
  


 5   here are rapidly melting like they haven't before, and our
  


 6   sea ice is changing.  I can very comfortably say
  


 7   dramatically because I recently just turned 30 and I
  


 8   myself consider that old, but to my community and my
  


 9   mentors it's fairly young.  But I know that in my life
  


10   span I have been able to see this happen before my eyes.
  


11   So it is very real and very here and happening very
  


12   rapidly.
  


13             Also we must change our subsistence activities
  


14   to respond to this climate change and you must address the
  


15   impacts of climate change here and not just compared to
  


16   the rest of the world.  And also cumulative impacts -- the
  


17   analysis of cumulative impacts must be expanded.  The
  


18   definitions of past, present, and foreseeable impacts need
  


19   to be expanded.  The geographic range considered needs to
  


20   be broader for migratory species like the bowhead whale.
  


21             Significant thresholds.  How the environmental
  


22   impact statement defines significant impacts to different
  


23   resources is unlawful.  You are requiring substantial
  


24   violations of federal law before an impact is considered
  


25   to be significant.  These definitions need to be rewritten
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 1   so that significant impacts are recognized before federal
  


 2   law is broken.
  


 3             And more alternatives and a hard look at the
  


 4   impacts are required.  We appreciate the inclusion of
  


 5   additional qualification in the EIS on bowhead whales,
  


 6   very large oil spills, and natural gas development.  This
  


 7   information has not changed the outcome.  This information
  


 8   has not been used to develop a reasonable range of
  


 9   alternatives.  This information has not been given a hard
  


10   look in the analysis.  And actual analysis of a reasonable
  


11   range of alternatives and a hard look at the new
  


12   information is necessary before leases are sold.
  


13             And these are some cumulative points that ICAS
  


14   wanted to make.  So I wanted to present that.  And I'm
  


15   sitting here wondering, oh, no, what if somebody was here
  


16   and already and did that.  Have they?
  


17                   MR. GEORGE EDWARDSON:  You did good.
  


18                   DR. JIM KENDALL:  No, that's fine.  Thank
  


19   you.
  


20                   MS. QAIYAAN OPIE:  Okay.  Yeah, so thank
  


21   you very much.
  


22                   DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you very much.
  


23   You were going to grab, say something.  Anyone else would
  


24   like to say --
  


25                   MR. GEORGE EDWARDSON:  One last time on
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 1   the Coast Guard.  She brought out the Coast Guard.  I'm
  


 2   glad she did.  We have two super icebreakers that the
  


 3   United States has, and it's only two in the Arctic.  And
  


 4   if you have ever watched that TV show The Deadliest Catch,
  


 5   the Coast Guard is working to its maximum where it's --
  


 6   where it takes care of our fishermen down south on the
  


 7   south of where we live.
  


 8             And every time winter begins, the first thing
  


 9   the Coast Guard -- the first things to leave are the Coast
  


10   Guard, and we don't see them until spring.  This has been
  


11   the habit of the U.S. Coast Guard.  This is not to
  


12   bad-mouth them.  Those are very fine people there.  You
  


13   can't ask for better people than the ones that are in
  


14   there.  They leave because they cannot deal with the ice.
  


15   The United States' so-called super icebreakers cannot
  


16   handle the ice in winter.  They leave.  And what have you
  


17   to replace and allow the industry to stay in winter when
  


18   the Coast Guard can't even -- don't even have the manpower
  


19   to stay?
  


20             And another thing I forgot to mention earlier,
  


21   we have to deal with the environmental impact statement.
  


22   We have to deal with the federal government.  And our
  


23   dollars we receive are to do social service dollars, and
  


24   we cannot use those monies for such work as, you know, to
  


25   deal with you when you come.  You need to put -- you are
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 1   taking money away from our social services funds, putting
  


 2   us in violation with our contract with the United States
  


 3   in order to attempt to protect our environment.
  


 4             So you, as an agency, better find some dollars
  


 5   for our Native villages and our regional governments so we
  


 6   can deal with such issues as these EISs.  Your EIS, first
  


 7   time we seen it today we are commenting on it.  We haven't
  


 8   even had time to read the first page.
  


 9             Now, is that how we do environmental impact
  


10   statements in the U.S. now?
  


11                   DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you, George.
  


12                   MR. MIKE HALLER:  Other comments?
  


13                   DR. JIM KENDALL:  Anyone else?  Going
  


14   once, going twice --
  


15                   MS. RACHEL EDWARDSON:  Could you do an
  


16   introduction, have everybody introduce themselves?
  


17                   DR. JIM KENDALL:  That would be an
  


18   excellent idea.  That would be great.  My name is Jim
  


19   Kendall.  I'm the Regional Director for the regional
  


20   office of the Bureau of Ocean Energy Management,
  


21   Regulation and Enforcement of the Department of Interior.
  


22                   MR. MICHAEL ROUTHIER:  My name is Mike
  


23   Routhier.  I also work in the Alaska Region for BOEMRE,
  


24   and I work as an EIS coordinator, so I help put together
  


25   these documents.
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 1                   MS. SHARON WARREN:  I am Sharon Warren.
  


 2   I'm the program analysis officer in the Alaska Region, and
  


 3   on this project I'm the project manager for the SEIS for
  


 4   the Alaska Region of BOEMRE.
  


 5                   MR. CRAIG BLANCHARD:  My name is Craig
  


 6   Blanchard.  I work for Shell.  I'm a SIMOPS coordinator
  


 7   and community liaison here in Barrow.
  


 8                   MR. JOHN MAKETA:  My name is John Maketa.
  


 9   I'm a contractor for Shell.  I'm a logistics consultant,
  


10   and by trade I'm a marine engineer, so I have -- I told
  


11   George I did five years in the Coast Guard up here and I
  


12   worked on the SIDS rig, the SDC.  I was a barge master and
  


13   an engineer, and I worked for Crowley at Caco.  So I kind
  


14   of spent about 20 years up here kicking around.  I'm based
  


15   here in Barrow for Shell, and I can answer a lot of these
  


16   questions if anybody wants to stop in the office on
  


17   logistics or local hire issues, too.
  


18                   DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you.  Gentleman in
  


19   the back there.
  


20                   MR. HAL SALZMAN:  Hal Salzman, Rutgers
  


21   University, just observing.
  


22                   MS. EMMA POKON:  Emma Pokon from the North
  


23   Slope Borough Law Department.
  


24                   MR. BOB MERCIER:  Bob Mercier, North Slope
  


25   Borough search and rescue pilot.
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 1                   MR. SCOTT BLACKBURN:  I'm Scott Blackburn,
  


 2   and I'm with the Alaska Region of BOEMRE, as well.  I'm a
  


 3   technical editor and writer.
  


 4                   MS. QAIYAAN OPIE:  Qaiyaan Opie, ICAS,
  


 5   Inupiat Community of the Arctic Slope, National Resources
  


 6   Director.
  


 7                   MR. GEORGE EDWARDSON:  Again, my name is
  


 8   George Edwardson.  I'm one of the councilmen for Inupiat
  


 9   Community of the Arctic Slope.
  


10                   MR. MIKE HALLER:  I'm Michael Haller.  I'm
  


11   the community liaison for the Bureau of Ocean Energy
  


12   Management, Regulation and Enforcement for the Alaska
  


13   Region.
  


14                   MR. JAMES PATKOTAK:  I'm James Patkotak.
  


15   I worked for ICAS as a natural resource director myself.
  


16   Currently I am -- I work for KBRW radio station.  I'm a
  


17   DJ.
  


18                   UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:  I recognize your
  


19   voice.
  


20                   DR. JIM KENDALL:  And with that, if there
  


21   are no other comments, I would officially like to close
  


22   this meeting on the public hearing for the revised
  


23   supplemental EIS.  I want to thank you all for coming out.
  


24   I know there is a whale celebration tomorrow.  And I'm
  


25   really pleased we had some folks here because I know it's
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 1   a really important celebration tomorrow.
  


 2             Thank you all for coming, and your input has
  


 3   been invaluable.  And have a good evening.
  


 4              (Proceedings adjourned at 8:50 p.m.)
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            1                      P-R-O-C-E-E-D-I-N-G-S

            2                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  It's 20 after, so we are 

            3    going to start the meeting now in just a minute.  Before I 

            4    make the introductions and go into any details, I want to 

            5    ask someone to give a blessing in just a minute here.  

            6    President Doreen, can I ask you to give a blessing before 

            7    we start the meeting please?  

            8               (Blessing offered by Doreen Lampe.)

            9                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you very, very 

           10    much.  Good evening and thank you for taking time out of 

           11    your busy day to join us.  My name is Jim Kendall.  I'm 

           12    the Regional Director of the Alaska Regional Office of the 

           13    Bureau of Ocean Energy Management, Regulation and 

           14    Enforcement.  I know that's a long line there, but we just 

           15    go by BOEMRE.  

           16              Now, one thing I noticed at some of our other 

           17    meetings is, as we got into the meeting, someone asked who 

           18    are you, where are you from, just what are you.  Well, we 

           19    are a federal government agency.  We're part of the 

           20    Department of Interior.  We are not an oil company.  We 

           21    are not a nongovernmental organization.  Our job is to 

           22    manage the energy and mineral resources of the Outer 

           23    Continental Shelf.  We pull the information together and 

           24    we pass it on to the decisionmaker, in this case the 

           25    Secretary of the Interior.  
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            1              Now, what we are doing tonight is holding public 

            2    hearings on the Revised Draft Supplemental Environmental 

            3    Impact sale for Lease Sale 193.  Now, that's mouthful.  

            4              We are doing this meeting a little bit 

            5    different.  What we are going to do is after I introduce 

            6    the team here, I'm going to ask them to go through a 

            7    series of flip charts so that we all start from the same 

            8    knowledge base.  Okay?  So this is a little bit different.  

            9    We are going to provide a lot more information at the 

           10    beginning so that when we get into public comment, 

           11    everybody has an idea of really why we are here.  

           12              Now, starting with introductions, at the front 

           13    table here I've got Sharon Warren.  Sharon is the project 

           14    manager for the supplemental EIS.  Next to her is Mike 

           15    Routhier.  Mike Routhier is the coordinator of the EIS.  

           16    He takes all the parts and pieces and puts it together.  

           17              Now, as it's being put together, we have got to 

           18    make sure it flows and everybody understands it and all 

           19    the definitions are there.  That falls on the back of 

           20    Scott Blackburn in the back there.  Raise your hand, 

           21    Scott.  Scott is not only a technical expert in what we 

           22    do; he is also a technical editor.  So he tries to make 

           23    the document written in a way that people can understand 

           24    it.  

           25              We also have back there Michael Haller.  Michael 
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            1    Haller is our community liaison.  He helps us work with 

            2    the communities, like here in Barrow, to get your input.  

            3    We also have tonight with us James.  James is a 

            4    translator.  If anybody feels something needs to be 

            5    translated, James has agreed to help us out.  All right.  

            6              Now, with that -- oh, I also have to introduce 

            7    Mary Vavrik.  Mary Vavrik is our court reporter.  Again, 

            8    everything that takes place at this meeting is very 

            9    important.  Okay.  Our job is to put together the 

           10    information that the Secretary and his team, the 

           11    decisionmaker, will make.  So we put the information 

           12    together.  We send it up top.  Mary is instrumental to 

           13    make sure everything you say is entered.  So please, when 

           14    you speak, speak loud enough so it can be heard.  State 

           15    your name so we can get that for the record.  And if you 

           16    happen to have anything -- any written comments, Mary will 

           17    be happy to accept it.  

           18              Now, with that, we are going to go to a brief 

           19    introduction of why we're here.  Again, this is a little 

           20    bit different from the way we usually do things.  Okay.  

           21              Now, I'll give you a warning.  After the little 

           22    briefing is done, to maximize public input and so that 

           23    everybody can hear, we are going to move the chairs so 

           24    everybody sits in a circle.  And then we are going to go 

           25    around the room with the mike as long as it takes until 
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            1    everybody feels they have had good input.  If we leave 

            2    here tomorrow morning and someone didn't speak their 

            3    piece, we failed.  It's very important that if you have 

            4    something to say, we hear it, whether it's at the 

            5    beginning or at the end.  It just has to be said.  Okay?  

            6              With that, I'm going to give the microphone over 

            7    to Sharon.  And Sharon, could you walk us through what we 

            8    all need to know before we start getting to work.  

            9                    MS. SHARON WARREN:  Thank you, and 

           10    welcome.  Can you hear me?  Here we are.  Like Jim said, 

           11    we wanted to go through and let you know why we're here.  

           12    And we have got some posters to explain why we're here and 

           13    what we would like from all of you on this document.  

           14              Why we're here today, we get -- we need your 

           15    comments on the Revised Draft Supplemental Environmental 

           16    Impact Statement for sale 193.  The documents are back 

           17    there on the table.  We have documents as well as we have 

           18    CDs of the documents.  So if you haven't received one and 

           19    you would like one, please take one this evening.  

           20              What was Lease Sale 193?  Lease Sale 193, first 

           21    of all, we had done an environmental impact statement and 

           22    published it as final in 2007.  In 2008 we had a lease 

           23    sale.  And at that lease sale, we had six companies bid 

           24    on -- to explore for oil and gas.  We offered 29.3 million 

           25    acres, and there was 487 leases issued for about 2.8 
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            1    million acres.  

            2              Over here on this map is the area of the sale.  

            3    And this was the sale area that was out here in red.  This 

            4    is what we offered.  There is some alternatives that 

            5    were -- there are some alternatives, and you will find 

            6    that out in the supplemental EIS, that we offered off the 

            7    coast and there is an alternative -- this alternative is 

            8    Alternative 3.  

            9              It was not -- the decision was made not to 

           10    select that alternative by the Secretary, and so that's 

           11    why you will see leases in this area here [indicating].  

           12    This alternative is on the table on this -- in this 

           13    document for the decision for the Secretary.  He can 

           14    either decide to affirm the entire sale area or he can 

           15    select this alternative and even with the leases in it.  

           16    And we will explain what kind of happens with that.  

           17              But this is the entire sale area that was 

           18    offered.  And you can see the blocks that were leased by 

           19    the six companies.  

           20              Then what happened?  Days before the lease 

           21    sale -- the lease sale was offered on February 6, 2008, 

           22    but before that time, the plaintiffs sued to validate the 

           23    lease sale.  They alleged that the EIS did not adequately 

           24    assess the environmental impacts.

           25    A    In that litigation -- usually in litigation sometimes 
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            1    plaintiffs will ask for an injunction to stop the sale.  

            2    That was not asked for.  So the sale was not stopped.  It 

            3    continued on.  And that's the reason why we have -- we 

            4    have this lease sale is because the Court did not prevent 

            5    us from holding it.  

            6              Then in July 2010, the District Court for the 

            7    District of Alaska ruled that most of the EIS was 

            8    satisfactory, but there were three issues the agency 

            9    needed to address.  And those issues were the Court said 

           10    the agency failed to analyze the environmental impacts of 

           11    natural gas development, despite industry interest and 

           12    specific lease incentives for such development.  

           13              In our notice of sale, we had a lease incentive 

           14    that if they purchased a lease for oil, then there was an 

           15    incentive for them to also produce the natural gas.  

           16    However, we didn't analyze that in the environmental 

           17    impact statement that was released in 2007.  So the judge 

           18    said go back and analyze that because you offered 

           19    something that you didn't analyze in the environmental 

           20    impact statement.  

           21              The judge also said that the agency failed to 

           22    determine whether missing information identified by the 

           23    agency was relevant or essential under the federal 

           24    regulations and, in addition to that, failed to determine 

           25    whether the cost of obtaining the missing information was 
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            1    exorbitant or means of doing so was unknown.  The judge is 

            2    saying that we didn't follow the regulations that were 

            3    there for us to follow.  So he said go back and do it.  

            4              So we went back and we followed the Court's 

            5    order.  We drafted a supplemental environmental impact 

            6    statement to address the three concerns.  Many of you may 

            7    have attended the public hearing we had in November here 

            8    on that document.  And so we were addressing the Court 

            9    concerns with that document.  And we got comments on the 

           10    draft SEIS.  The comment period included public hearings 

           11    in Kotzebue, Point Hope, Point Lay, Wainwright, Barrow and 

           12    Anchorage, as well as a series of government-to-government 

           13    meetings at the affected communities.  

           14                    MR. MICHAEL ROUTHIER:  So the next 

           15    question is, was the draft SEIS finalized after that.  And 

           16    the answer is actually no.  In this situation, we put out 

           17    the draft document.  We held the public meetings like we 

           18    are doing for this document tonight, and solicited public 

           19    comments.  We received over 150,000 public comments.  

           20              Many of those requested that the agency consider 

           21    the environmental impacts of a very large oil spill.  This 

           22    was occurring on the heels of the Deepwater Horizon event.  

           23    A very large oil spill was on everyone's mind, for obvious 

           24    reasons.  So we, as an agency, reviewed the comments and 

           25    considered our options and decided that the best thing 
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            1    that we could do is to analyze a very large oil spill 

            2    scenario.  

            3              And so that we do it correctly, we decided to 

            4    put it into an EIS form and add it to the draft SEIS, 

            5    which we already had.  

            6              So I mentioned a few times now a very large oil 

            7    spill or VLOS or V-L-O-S.  And that begs the question, 

            8    what is it?  Well, like it says up here, it's a very large 

            9    oil spill.  And basically it's a tool for us to analyze 

           10    and understand all the potential environmental effects 

           11    that could happen in the event that something goes 

           12    incredibly wrong and there is catastrophic oil spill.  

           13              It's a scenario.  It's purely hypothetical.  

           14    It's an extreme case.  Basically, in developing this 

           15    scenario, our geologists who have the subject matter 

           16    expertise in these issues, were instructed to basically 

           17    consider or tell us what would be the largest possible 

           18    flow rate from any reservoir known in the Chukchi Sea.  

           19              So they looked at basically any sort of variable 

           20    that would go into determining how fast the oil will come 

           21    out or how big would the oil spill be.  They maximized all 

           22    those variables, and we got a very large number.  But that 

           23    could be good because it helps us understand all the 

           24    possible environmental effects, and it accomplishes the 

           25    main goal here, and that is informing the decisionmaker.  
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            1              It is important to understand that the very 

            2    large oil spill is purely hypothetical, obviously.  And 

            3    it's also different than another concept that you are 

            4    likely to hear in the context of our agency's work, that 

            5    term being worst-case discharge.  I'm not sure everyone 

            6    here has ever heard that term.  But that term comes from 

            7    our regulations.  It's a term specifically within our 

            8    regulations, and it's a calculation that's required 

            9    whenever an oil company submits an expiration plan or 

           10    proposes to actually drill a well.  

           11              Now, that's not happening right now.  Right now 

           12    we are at the lease sale stage.  If some or all of the 

           13    lease sale is reaffirmed, then we could possibly go to the 

           14    next phase which would be an exploration plan phase.  We 

           15    are not there yet.  But if we get to that phase, within 

           16    the exploration plan from the oil company they would do a 

           17    worst-case discharge, which basically calculates how big 

           18    an oil spill could be, but it also takes into account a 

           19    lot of additional information that would be known at that 

           20    time.  

           21              And by additional information, I'm talking about 

           22    a specific location, specific type of well using specific 

           23    technology, having specific responses that would be on 

           24    hand.  So it's a much more detailed calculation.  

           25              And basically our agency would then review that 
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            1    calculation as well as the rest of the exploration plan 

            2    that could potentially be submitted.  We review that and 

            3    make sure that it contains everything it needs to contain.  

            4    It does the analysis properly.  We do that review before 

            5    deciding on whether to approve anything.  

            6                    MS. SHARON WARREN:  So again, what input 

            7    does BOEMRE need?  Again, this is in the lease sale stage.  

            8    There are four stages in the OCS process.  We have a 

            9    five-year program.  We have the lease sale stage.  We have 

           10    an exploration plan stage.  And we have a development 

           11    production stage.  We are at the lease sale stage.  So 

           12    this is a decision the Secretary will make, whether or not 

           13    to affirm the lease sale that has already happened in 2008 

           14    or make some other changes concerning that lease sale.  

           15              So we prepared the draft document, revised draft 

           16    supplemental that addresses the issues raised by the Court 

           17    and the analysis of the environmental impacts of a very 

           18    large oil spill.  When we were here in November, we had 

           19    just a document that was attributable to where we were 

           20    going to respond to the Court.  This document has 

           21    information in total from what we used to respond to the 

           22    Court, as well as the very large oil spill.  

           23              So this document supplements -- it's a draft 

           24    supplement, and it's supplementing the final EIS that was 

           25    prepared in 2007.  So in references to some of the -- in 
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            1    the document you may see references to sections of the 

            2    final EIS.  That was because that was already released in 

            3    2007, and this is just supplementing the information 

            4    that's in that document.  

            5              We are now seeking substantive comments on the 

            6    draft document.  So if you have information that -- and 

            7    you want an opportunity to provide that information, this 

            8    is the time to do it.  The public hearing and the public 

            9    comment period -- we are going around the communities for 

           10    the public hearing like we are doing today.  The public 

           11    comment period is open until July 11th.  So we would ask 

           12    you to get your comments to us by July 11th.  There is a 

           13    website to go to.  We are using regulations.gov, but if 

           14    you go to this website, it will take you directly to the 

           15    regulations.gov where you can submit your comments, and we 

           16    have instructions on the back table on how to submit 

           17    comments using regulations.gov.  

           18              And if you have got any questions after you take 

           19    a look at that, please talk to Scott Blackburn, and he can 

           20    answer questions concerning how to submit comments through 

           21    regulations.gov.  

           22              So what happens after these hearings?  First we 

           23    will consider the comments that we received through both 

           24    of the public hearings, as well as through the 

           25    regulations.gov comments.  We will prepare a final 
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            1    supplemental EIS.  

            2              This is on a court schedule.  We are in 

            3    litigation with this document, and this litigation is 

            4    before Judge Beistline with the U.S. District Court with 

            5    the District of Alaska.  He issued an order on May 19th 

            6    saying, okay, you can do your very large oil spill 

            7    analysis, but you need to have the Secretary to make the 

            8    decision by October 3rd of 2011.  

            9              In order for us to do that, we need to have the 

           10    final EIS out at least 30 days before the Secretary can 

           11    make his decision.  And again, this is a lease sale 

           12    decision whether to affirm the lease sale or to modify and 

           13    make changes to the lease sale; not to offer more land, 

           14    but it will be within the confines of what was -- what was 

           15    first offered.  

           16              Once the Secretary makes his decision, both that 

           17    decision and the final SEIS will be filed with the 

           18    District Court.  There will be a briefing schedule 

           19    established by the plaintiffs as well as the defendants, 

           20    and it will go through the litigation process.  The Court 

           21    will then decide whether or not the agency has met its 

           22    obligations under the National Environmental Policy Act 

           23    and the federal laws that we have to follow.  

           24              Again, this is on the lease sale.  This is not a 

           25    drilling plan.  We are not even to the stage of the 
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            1    exploration on there because before even any exploration 

            2    can take effect in this area is, one, the Secretary has to 

            3    determine one way or the other that there is going to 

            4    remain leases out there; and also the District Court has 

            5    to decide whether or not we fulfilled our obligations 

            6    under NEPA.  And then even that, the Court would have to 

            7    allow exploration because right now the Court does not 

            8    allow exploration or anything of activities like that on 

            9    the lease.  

           10              And then there is further NEPA review.  So even 

           11    after we go through this and it just -- there is a lot of 

           12    ifs.  If this, if this, if this.  And even with the 

           13    exploration plan, there is additional NEPA review on it.  

           14    So it's another stage process.  

           15              And so that's what I wanted to say.  Thank you.  

           16                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you very much.  

           17    Now the fun part starts.  And since we have this many 

           18    people in the audience -- we had about the same amount in 

           19    Kotzebue.  And we did something to try it and it worked 

           20    really, really good.  First everybody said, I don't think 

           21    so, but we tried it, and by the end of the night everybody 

           22    said, this is the way you have to do your meetings.  

           23              We took the chairs and we put them in a circle.  

           24    Everybody sat in the circle and we passed the microphone 

           25    around.  And you could either pass, pass it to the next 
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            1    person, and that person could say something or pass.  And 

            2    we have kept going around till everybody agreed I've said 

            3    all I needed to say and I'm just going to pass.  And so 

            4    I'd kind of like to try that here.  Would anybody be 

            5    really opposed if we just moved our chairs a little bit 

            6    and we could see each other's faces while we talk?  Thank 

            7    you.  I see George shaking his head yes.  So let's make 

            8    the circle up here so our court reporter can see our faces 

            9    while we talk.  Thank you.  This will take about three 

           10    minutes.  

           11               (Off the record.)

           12                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Okay, Friends.  Let's 

           13    take our seats.  I know we have a nice meeting in the 

           14    back.  James, come on up.  I think we may have to make our 

           15    circle closer.

           16                    MR. GEORGE EDWARDSON:  People will come 

           17    in.  

           18                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Okay.  Good.  Okay.  We 

           19    are going to start in 30 seconds.  Now, usually the best 

           20    way to start is to start with someone in authority.  And 

           21    so if it's all right, I'd like to go to a new friend of 

           22    mine to see if she would like to start it off.  And 

           23    Doreen, you are free to pass and pass the microphone to 

           24    your right or you can speak now or speak later.  It's up 

           25    to you.  The mike is yours if you want it.  
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            1                    MS. DOREEN LAMPE:  My name is Doreen 

            2    Lampe.  I live in Barrow all my life.  I am married.  I 

            3    have three kids and a couple of grandchildren.  I'm 

            4    concerned about this draft supplemental EIS because our 

            5    tribal members in Point Hope had to go the length to sue 

            6    the government to get their voices and their concerns 

            7    heard.  And we had a nice little briefing this afternoon 

            8    with the ICAS board of directors from our villages, 

            9    Nuiqsut, Point Lay, and Point Hope where it was called on 

           10    such short notice.  

           11              But my main concern is the -- the reason we had 

           12    to sue, and it seemed like the government has had a blind 

           13    ear to our concerns.  And even though it's not in our best 

           14    interest to sue the federal government, we had to listen 

           15    to our tribal members in Point Hope.  And there was a bad 

           16    year for them when they didn't catch any whales.  And they 

           17    were screaming and hollering that the seismic activity 

           18    that was taking place in the Chukchi Sea was the main 

           19    reason that they were not catching whales in Point Hope.  

           20              And we were not being acknowledged.  We were not 

           21    being addressed or respected.  So we had to join our 

           22    tribal sister government in Point Hope, one of our village 

           23    tribal governments under ICAS.  We had to join them in 

           24    this lawsuit in Lease Sale 193.  And from our discussions 

           25    this afternoon, I'm not sure that this draft supplemental 
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            1    EIS will answer the concerns that -- that our primary 

            2    community members of Point Hope, Native Village of Point 

            3    Hope have sued for is because of the hardship of the 

            4    access to their hunting and harvesting of our natural 

            5    resources.  

            6              And in briefly just looking at the table of 

            7    contents today, first time I seen this draft supplemental 

            8    EIS today, of all the days when we are having a meeting 

            9    tonight, and I'm asked to comment on it in this very short 

           10    notice.  And the biggest concern that I feel why we joined 

           11    -- why ICAS joined the Native Village of Point Hope's 

           12    lawsuit is because of the trouble, the trouble that 

           13    hunters have in accessing subsistence resources and trying 

           14    to get the attention of the government when big oil is 

           15    right there blasting away seismic air guns and scaring all 

           16    the game away for miles around when this is the only one 

           17    chance to harvest those natural resources.  

           18              So I'm very skeptical about this draft EIS, 

           19    supplemental EIS.  I didn't see any real teeth in assuring 

           20    hunters that they will mitigate the impacts from all four 

           21    stages of your programs, or five stages now, including the 

           22    five-year program.  

           23              So I'm very concerned about how difficult our 

           24    future hunters are going to have so much red tape and so 

           25    much traffic from oil industry, so much interference that 
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            1    our ice cellars might not get filled up.  We might not 

            2    have seal oil one year.  

            3              But I thank you for taking the opportunity to 

            4    sit at our tables with us and discuss your draft 

            5    supplemental EIS this afternoon.  And I hope that we can 

            6    work with you, that you can provide better access to our 

            7    hunters, better mitigation efforts for the hardships that 

            8    a hunter goes through when trying to provide food on the 

            9    table.  That's my biggest concern for this offshore 

           10    drilling on Lease Sale 193 and why we had to go the length 

           11    to sue the federal government to get our concerns 

           12    addressed, our voices heard.  

           13              And I hope with this new Administration that we 

           14    can work with the Obama Administration, the federal 

           15    cabinet members.  And thank you for coming up here.  

           16                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you, Doreen.  

           17    Next.  Sir, you are welcome to pass or --

           18                    MS. EMMA POKON:  Emma Pokon with the North 

           19    Slope Borough.  I haven't cleared any comments with the 

           20    mayor's office, so I'm speaking on my own part, I guess.  

           21    I just wanted to, I guess, first acknowledge that your 

           22    meeting process seems to have improved since the last time 

           23    you were here with the Lease Sale 193 EIS.  There wasn't 

           24    much in the way of information other than what was shared 

           25    verbally for people who attended the meeting.  So I want 
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            1    to say thank you for bringing maps and some visuals to 

            2    help communicate with people who are coming to learn about 

            3    the work that you are doing.  

            4              And I also want -- was hoping that Sharon, you 

            5    could clarify quickly.  In your presentation you had said 

            6    that there would be additional NEPA processes for the next 

            7    stages of the Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act process, 

            8    and you specifically referred to the exploration plan.  

            9              In the past, BOEMRE, MMS, the selected NEPA 

           10    procedure was an environmental assessment followed by a 

           11    finding of no significant impact.  And also the public 

           12    comment period is somewhat limited in part because of the 

           13    30-day time limit in OCSLA.  So I was hoping, given that 

           14    you mentioned that in your presentation, that you could 

           15    follow up on that and lay out maybe the differences that 

           16    BOEMRE sees in the input process for right now versus the 

           17    exploration plan stage.  

           18                    MS. SHARON WARREN:  Okay.  Is that fine?  

           19    I'll take the time now.  Yes.  At the lease sale stage, we 

           20    do an environmental impact statement.  And the purpose of 

           21    that environmental impact statement is that we do tier, as 

           22    far as the National Environmental Policy Act says, that we 

           23    can use that document in the later process.  

           24              So with an exploration plan, if we do get an 

           25    exploration plan, the NEPA that we use to start out with 
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            1    is an environmental assessment.  That's what we do first.  

            2    And at that point in time we determine whether or not, in 

            3    that NEPA review of the environmental assessment, is there 

            4    any significant effects that we have not already addressed 

            5    in the environmental impact statement.  

            6              If we have addressed them in the environmental 

            7    impact statement, then what we do is what they call a 

            8    finding of no new significant impacts because they have 

            9    been addressed in the bigger environmental document.  So 

           10    if we had -- if we find that there are significant effects 

           11    that we did not address, then what we would do is -- then 

           12    we would go to an environmental impact statement on the 

           13    exploration.  

           14              So it's a tiered process with NEPA because NEPA 

           15    you do the lowest -- not the lowest, but you do an 

           16    environmental assessment, and that assesses whether or not 

           17    you had -- if there is a need to do an environmental 

           18    impact statement.  And like Emma said, when we deem an 

           19    exploration plan submitted -- so a company submits their 

           20    exploration plan.  We look at it internally, make sure 

           21    they have all the information that's required by the 

           22    regulations, and then we deem it submitted.  

           23              Once that's deemed submitted, there is a very 

           24    short public time frame that we send it out because the 

           25    law requires us to either approve it or disapprove it 
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            1    within 30 days.  So we have a real short time frame to 

            2    address that exploration plan.  So that is why the public 

            3    comment period is -- it's usually, you know, a short 

            4    period of time.  

            5              We do put out a notice to prepare environmental 

            6    assessment with the exploration plan because the 

            7    exploration plan goes out to stakeholders to review.  We 

            8    do do a notice of preparation of environmental assessment.  

            9    That's the opportunity for individuals and stakeholders to 

           10    come and provide comments to us.  We do not have the 

           11    environmental assessment out for public review.  So the 

           12    time for the public to get their concerns addressed is 

           13    when we issue that notice of -- a notice to prepare an 

           14    environmental assessment.  That's the cue to provide us 

           15    your concerns so that they can be considered when we do 

           16    the environmental assessment.  Does that answer that.  

           17                    MS. EMMA POKON:  So there is a possibility 

           18    at the exploration plan stage that if the agency finds 

           19    that there were potential impacts that weren't considered 

           20    at the lease sale stage, that there would be a full EIS 

           21    rather than just an EA.  How would that work into the 

           22    30-day time limit?  

           23                    MS. SHARON WARREN:  Good question.  We 

           24    haven't -- I haven't been there where we had faced that 

           25    where all the -- and it's just not impacts.  It has to be 
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            1    significant impacts.  So I haven't -- I don't have that 

            2    experience on how that would be figured in, so I can't 

            3    answer that, Emma.  

            4                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  We have to work with the 

            5    attorneys on that.  

            6                    MS. SHARON WARREN:  Attorneys and 

            7    everything else on how to work that into the bigger 

            8    picture.  

            9                    MS. EMMA POKON:  And I guess another 

           10    follow-up question is, I guess, if you are tiering from 

           11    the lease sale EIS, when you are looking at the 

           12    exploration plans, does that make, then, people's thoughts 

           13    or comments about possible exploration plans relevant at 

           14    the lease sale stage because of the tiering process?  

           15                    MS. SHARON WARREN:  We do look at the 

           16    scenarios that we have in the final EIS.  I mean, we do 

           17    look at what the -- how many explorations, what the 

           18    resource and development would be in the area.  So yeah, 

           19    so if people have comments -- not only would we take them 

           20    at that point in time, but we would also take them at the 

           21    exploration time.  

           22              But the approval of the exploration plan is 

           23    dependent on the environmental review, both, you know, 

           24    if -- whether or not it's addressed in the EIS that we did 

           25    prior to it, and then in the document that we are doing 
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            1    specifically for the exploration plan.  Because the lease 

            2    sale EIS is very broad.  It doesn't have specifics of 

            3    where somebody is going to drill.  So when we get an 

            4    exploration plan, that's where we have specific -- where 

            5    they are actually going to go out and drill, where the 

            6    well is going to be.  So there is additional information 

            7    there for us to do our NEPA on it we don't have at the 

            8    lease sale stage.  

            9              So it's taking -- it's going from a very large 

           10    program, like from the five-year to the lease sale to the 

           11    exploration plan.  So you are getting finite down to where 

           12    you are actually talking about.  

           13                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Let's go back here.  

           14                    MR. ELI NUKIAPIGAK:  Hello.  I'm Eli.  I'm 

           15    a whaling captain from Nuiqsut.  I just got through 

           16    hosting a whaling feed for my people in the Village of 

           17    Nuiqsut.  I'm on the other side in the Beaufort Sea from 

           18    the Chukchi just around the corner from us.  It's all the 

           19    same Arctic Ocean to me.  Whether it's the Beaufort or 

           20    Chukchi, it's all Arctic Ocean to me.  

           21              That's the people of the whole North Slope's 

           22    garden.  That's where we hunt and gather food in a short 

           23    period of time, especially in the summertime when 

           24    migration of all different marine mammals that come to our 

           25    area.  Some might be lucky to get some, some won't because 
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            1    the climate change is right now.  They're talking about 

            2    climate change right now.  It's already started.  Our 

            3    river, Colville River, is now two weeks ahead of time.  

            4    That's how changing in our river now in Nuiqsut.  

            5              The first (Inupiaq) come around, start to come 

            6    at least one or two weeks earlier.  That's the changing of 

            7    the migrations, the animals and the land and sea that we 

            8    depend on.  

            9              What kind of assurance are you giving me as a 

           10    subsistence hunter if that full-blown exploration and 

           11    full-blown barges that will come to our garden and to all 

           12    the marine mammals that we depend on from one coast all 

           13    the way up to Canadian border?  What kind of federal 

           14    assurance are you going to give me if something of mass 

           15    destruction happens like just happened in Gulf of Mexico?  

           16    What kind of assurance are you going to give me if the 

           17    marine mammals or the food chain die-off happen?  What 

           18    will happen that you -- 

           19              The traditional knowledge of our Elders are 

           20    passing away real fast, and yet there is no -- the 

           21    scientific of the federal government and the Inupiat 

           22    scientists need to work together to address the need of 

           23    what -- most and do it right and compromise to help one 

           24    another so we will have our food on our table once we 

           25    start, because I have experience in the Beaufort Sea 
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            1    Native ice.  We lost three boats, and I was one of the 

            2    boats that was lost because of boom project.  Shell, they 

            3    do the same thing.  Twenty years ago, it's the same thing.  

            4    Now he's back there doing it -- what will happen now?  

            5    What kind of assurance does Shell have for our people if 

            6    something like mass destruction happens.  

            7              Thank you.  

            8                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you.  

            9                    MR. GEORGE EDWARDSON:  My name is George 

           10    Edwardson.  I'm one of the councilmen for Inupiat 

           11    Community of the Arctic Slope.  And to continue where Eli 

           12    just left, when an animal, bearded seal, polar bear, 

           13    whale, beluga, when Point Hope misses it, then it 

           14    continues up to the east and Point Lay has a chance to go 

           15    after the same animals.  And if they miss it, it continues 

           16    over.  Wainwright then has a chance to attempt to catch 

           17    that -- harvest that for their family.  And it continues 

           18    right on into Canada.  

           19              This is the migration routes of the seals we 

           20    hunt, walrus, the whales, polar bear.  These are the 

           21    animals we depend on.  

           22              And when you look at the Chukchi, you have to 

           23    look at it from this perspective.  You mentioned VLOS, 

           24    very large oil spill.  Okay.  Let's look at a very large 

           25    oil spill.  
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            1              Before we do that, let's look at what happens to 

            2    oil when it hits the Arctic Ocean.  We had a sample of 

            3    that in the mid 1940s when one of the Liberty ships 

            4    building the DEW lines ran aground and was about to be 

            5    destroyed by the waves and the only way they saved that 

            6    Liberty ship at Lonely was to off-load its fuel, its 

            7    bunker oil.  And then it killed the whole Admiralty Bay, 

            8    the lagoons, you know, going to the west from Lonely.  It 

            9    killed the whole ecosystem right there.  

           10              And then when the storm subsided, the oil that 

           11    was up in the high grounds, 50 years later a storm of the 

           12    same caliber hit again, and that bunker oil started 

           13    killing again.  See, the problem with oil in the Arctic 

           14    Ocean is the Arctic Ocean is cold, very cold in 

           15    temperature.  The light ends of the crude oil does not go 

           16    into vapor like it does in the Gulf of Mexico; the light 

           17    ends will, you know, disappear.  In the Arctic they don't.  

           18              And just to show you how effective that cold is, 

           19    cold weather is, driftwood that's been sitting on the 

           20    beaches for over 100 years, the outside might be rotting, 

           21    but when you cut the wood inside, oil -- the sap actually 

           22    starts to flow again.  That's how well the cold preserves 

           23    oil, whether it be tree sap or crude oil.  And that's, you 

           24    know, that kind of danger we have to watch.  

           25              And when you look at the Arctic Circle -- you 
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            1    see my son-in-law right there with his mike, he's the 

            2    North Pole, and all the way around is the way the currents 

            3    flow.  And then a piece of ice sitting here in front of me 

            4    will go all the way around and come back at me in ten 

            5    years later and another ten years it will come back again 

            6    if it doesn't flow south between down in the north sea 

            7    flowing south.  That piece of ice don't go in that 

            8    direction.  It continues in a circle.  It keeps coming 

            9    back to me every ten years.  

           10              Now, if you put a pollutant inside the water, 

           11    and a very large one, there it is.  It's going all the way 

           12    around in a circle.  It comes back at me every ten years.  

           13    And you saw what happened 50 years later with bunker oil.  

           14              And looking at that VOL, when you put it in 

           15    between Siberia and Alaska, in summertime the currents 

           16    flow north.  In springtime -- in springtime that's when 

           17    the salmon fingerlings hit the ocean and the currents take 

           18    them up in the north.  And looking at a map Oceania had 

           19    made of the temperature gradients up to 168 miles from the 

           20    shore going north from Alaska and from Siberia and over 

           21    160 miles past Wrangell Island north of Siberia, the 

           22    temperature in this whole area was ideal temperatures for 

           23    the fingerlings to be in.

           24              And those of us that played in that ocean out 

           25    there in our younger days when we get over 100 miles out, 
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            1    we will run into schools of salmon; sometimes salmon, 

            2    sometimes other fish, more than one species of salmon in 

            3    one big school.  And I learned the dimensions from the -- 

            4    from the Naval Arctic Research Laboratories' aerial photos 

            5    of these schools of fish.  There was one school of fish 

            6    eight miles wide and 28 miles long, and these were all 

            7    juvenile salmon.  

            8              Just to show you how thick that school is, one 

            9    of my uncles one time drove his boat into it and could 

           10    only get about one-fourth of the way in, nine miles out 

           11    straight out in the ocean in the middle of summer, he 

           12    stepped out of his boat into the ocean, and he never went 

           13    halfway up to his knees walking on top of a school of 

           14    fish.  

           15              This is that fish that is in the Arctic that 

           16    goes to the Arctic when the currents in the -- when the 

           17    Bering Sea froze north in summer.  This is the fingerlings 

           18    that went there.  And when they mature, they flow south, 

           19    start to go back into their rivers where they originated 

           20    from.  

           21              A few years back, the Yukon River did not get 

           22    its fish.  And that was the same summer, that same spring 

           23    that the seismic was done in the Chukchi.  And the salmon 

           24    that was supposed to have been going to the rivers south 

           25    of the Arctic Circle scattered all across the North Slope 
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            1    and started going into our rivers up here that normally do 

            2    not get the large masses of salmon.  They all were -- the 

            3    migration of the fish had been changed by the seismic.  

            4              And just to show you how powerful that seismic 

            5    was, when they were doing the seismic in the Chukchi in 

            6    the open water meetings in Anchorage, we learned that 

            7    seismic being done in Banks Island in Canada had to shut 

            8    down because the background noise from the Chukchi was so 

            9    loud they could not do their seismic, do their readings in 

           10    Canada.  That's over 400 miles.  What is it doing going 

           11    straight out in the ocean or further to the west?  

           12              These have to be considered.  These have never 

           13    been looked at.  But that salmon, when it does go into the 

           14    ocean, the currents do take it up north, and they come up 

           15    north with their food.  And then when belugas start 

           16    migrating, when the seals start migrating, polar bears, 

           17    this -- that big school mass is their food.  And this 

           18    usually goes from Peard Bay 50 miles to the west of us to 

           19    over 160 miles past Wrangell Island up to 200 miles wide.  

           20              The temperature says this is where that salmon 

           21    stock is.  That's their nursery right in the middle of 

           22    what you what you are calling the Chukchi lease sale area.  

           23              Now, that mass of school, that big mass of 

           24    salmon in end of the '70s and the early part of the '80s, 

           25    there was an international organization conducted in 
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            1    Seward, Alaska.  They called it the Bering Sea Synthesis.  

            2    And in that synthesis, there were 13 nations that dealt 

            3    with the Arctic Ocean.  And they were explaining, you 

            4    know, what happens and what happens in the ocean and these 

            5    schools of fish and the currents that occurred.  Right 

            6    there they showed the Bering Sea as one-third of the 

            7    world's fish stock.  

            8              Let's take a look at all the fish on the whole 

            9    planet earth and give it a factor of one.  Okay.  Just 

           10    because it's fish, we will call it one.  And then when you 

           11    look at -- start looking at these school masses, the 

           12    Bering Sea, you are looking at one-third of the world's 

           13    stock right there.  Then you start looking at the world, 

           14    start looking around.  We end up with the Pacific fire 

           15    rim.  The population has gotten so big they have eaten 

           16    that fish stock up.  That fish is not -- can't barely 

           17    reproduce itself.  That's another third of the world's 

           18    fish.  

           19              And then let's start looking at the planet some 

           20    more, and then over there in the North Sea, there is 

           21    another third of the world's fish.  That one right there, 

           22    about three years ago I went to Norway for an 

           23    international organization on the Arctic Ocean and found 

           24    out there was an agreement between Russia and Norway.  

           25              When one country fished in the North Sea, the 
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            1    other country did not fish because they understood if they 

            2    both -- if both countries fished, they would destroy that 

            3    third of the world's fish.  So today when Norway fishes 

            4    one area in the North Sea, Russians do not fish.  The 

            5    following year the Russians go out.  That's the only way 

            6    they can preserve the next third of the world's fish.  

            7              Okay.  Now, we are looking at all the world's 

            8    fish:  North Sea, the Bering Sea, and the Pacific Rim.  

            9    Two-thirds of them are damaged.  One-third is dead.  And 

           10    in -- in the North Sea, the salmon is no longer 

           11    harvestable because it's been overfished.  But the bottom 

           12    fish are being negotiated on by these two big major 

           13    countries.  Now, the last third of the world's fish is the 

           14    salmon and its nursery is the Chukchi.  Your 

           15    responsibility is to make sure not just the lease sales, 

           16    but what the ground -- what the ocean feeds people.  

           17              We are looking at the last third of the world's 

           18    fish.  Are you going to let it be destroyed so a couple of 

           19    companies can profit?  I mean, this is something you have 

           20    to seriously look at when you look at the Arctic Ocean.  

           21              I could talk all night, but I'll give somebody a 

           22    chance to say something.  And everything I gave you has 

           23    come in -- I've learned from the United States through the 

           24    Navel Arctic Research Studies or international 

           25    organizations, you know, conferences conducted.  The 
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            1    numbers I'm talking about are the United States' and other 

            2    major nations' numbers.  And all I'm doing is reminding 

            3    you of them.  

            4              And my problem is I've lived here, and the 

            5    ocean, the animals in the ocean, and my relatives that 

            6    live up here, we have a very serious problem, and we -- 

            7    that is, we cannot live up here without the food from our 

            8    ocean.  We are stuck with that food.  You can't bring me 

            9    beef and then make me live here and be healthy.  I can't.  

           10    It will not happen.  I need that fat from that animal that 

           11    lives in the ocean.  So this -- 

           12              I need your help.  We all need your help.  So 

           13    together we can protect the last third of the world's 

           14    fish.  And it's not oil that's going to feed us.  It might 

           15    make us travel faster or a little bit longer, but it's not 

           16    going to keep us alive.  And when you are looking at the 

           17    last third of the world's fish, which also feeds, you 

           18    know, the seals I eat, the belugas, the bears, the animals 

           19    I named, that's what I need.  I need their fat.  And they 

           20    get their fat from the salmon fingerlings.  

           21              And two years ago, NOAA had done some studies on 

           22    the coast, and they found our coast filled with salmon 

           23    fingerlings, the fish I was saying that migrated north 

           24    following the currents.  I mean, you are looking at this 

           25    information.  It's not something new.  It's something we 
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            1    have all been watching throughout our whole history as a 

            2    people.  

            3              There is very few of us up here that live up 

            4    here that depend on this up here.  We want to stay longer.  

            5    We need our kids to live here after us.  They have to be 

            6    here.  And the only way they can do it is to make you, the 

            7    government, understand.  We know legally you can't go 

            8    selling something that don't belong to you.  

            9              At the UN, we have also come to understand when 

           10    the United States says they are going to do something in 

           11    the Arctic, they always remind the world we are under 

           12    their custodial care.  You are taking care of us, 

           13    therefore, you can talk about the ocean.  The United 

           14    States has not signed the law of the high seas.  

           15    Technically speaking, the Arctic Ocean is not yours, it's 

           16    mine, the people that live here.  And I am not ready to 

           17    have my home destroyed.  

           18                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you, George.  

           19    James.

           20                    MR. JAMES PATKOTAK:  Thank you.  My name 

           21    is James Patkotak.  I grew up here in Barrow, Alaska.  I 

           22    learned how to hunt from the ocean.  Like George said, 

           23    that's our garden out there, and I learned at a very young 

           24    age hunting oogruk, seal and the whale out there.  Now 

           25    oil industry comes up here and decides to look for oil out 
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            1    in the ocean.  Why don't the oil industries stay on land.  

            2              Here is one concern that had been brought out by 

            3    the Minerals Management Service before BOEMRE came -- came 

            4    to be.  I remember hearing a concern by one of the -- one 

            5    of our leaders way back then.  In case of a very large oil 

            6    spill, will the people be provided with food, White Man 

            7    food?  Will we -- will we be provided with necessary food 

            8    for our table, our children.  

            9              Now, there are about 10,000 Inupiats on the 

           10    North Slope alone, maybe more.  Now, will the federal 

           11    government be able to provide us with food each and every 

           12    day because we won't be able to eat muktuk, eat the seal 

           13    we like, the oogruk?  They are nourishing to our bodies, 

           14    very nourishing.  I myself, even after I have a hamburger 

           15    and French fries, I'm still yearning to eat some more 

           16    because it doesn't fill me up.  The White Man food don't 

           17    fill me up as well as our Inupiat food does.  So that's 

           18    been my concern, and also it is a concern of many people 

           19    on the Slope.  

           20              Now, will that -- is that -- the EIS -- the EIS, 

           21    does that -- is it still in there, that concern that has 

           22    been brought out a while back when this used to be MMS?  

           23    I'm wondering about that.  Look into that, and if you are 

           24    going to do the supplemental EIS, check it out.  Make sure 

           25    it will still stand.  That's all I have.  Thank you.  
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            1                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you, James.  Now, 

            2    I'm going to walk around here and pass the microphone back 

            3    to Doreen, and she can start the cycle again.  Doreen, you 

            4    can pass it on if you choose, or add to what you have 

            5    already said.  Make sure everybody has a chance.

            6                    MS. DOREEN LAMPE:  Thank you, Jim.  Doreen 

            7    Lampe, for the record.  I'm glad to see that there is 

            8    finally a provision regarding a scenario for a very large 

            9    oil spill.  Every time there is a presentation given in 

           10    the past, the presentation usually ends with we don't plan 

           11    for the event of a very large oil spill because we plan on 

           12    prevention.  Prevention of an oil spill is our plan.  And 

           13    that was such a sorry statement if I ever heard one by an 

           14    oil company.  And I'm very glad to see that the federal 

           15    government has learned something from the BP Gulf of 

           16    Mexico oil spill.  

           17              I don't know how many of you are on Facebook, 

           18    but I just got technologically challenged with Facebook, 

           19    and I read a comment on a Facebook that said if there was 

           20    a very large oil spill in the Chukchi Sea, our housing 

           21    situation up here is so sorry, so bad for our own people, 

           22    how are we going to house 30,000 employees that are needed 

           23    to come up here to clean up the oil spill?  That's how 

           24    sorry our housing is in the Arctic.  We don't have no 

           25    trees.  
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            1              So I'm glad to see that the federal government 

            2    finally, after 30 years, implemented a scenario in the EIS 

            3    for a very large oil spill.  And I hope that it's taken 

            4    into consideration very seriously because we have been 

            5    trying to say over and over and over the oil companies 

            6    cannot clean up a very large oil spill in the Arctic.  

            7                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you, Doreen.  

            8                    MS. LEANDRA DE SOUSA:  I have a question.  

            9    Can you hear me?  Leandra, North Slope Borough, Department 

           10    of Wildlife Management.  But I'm speaking on behalf of 

           11    myself.  And I have a question about the very large oil 

           12    spill.  And what -- so what happens?  A lot of the 

           13    conclusions confirm that it would be huge negative impacts 

           14    to the environment and to the Inupiat people if there is a 

           15    very large oil spill, so that's out.  That's going to go 

           16    back to the courts.  What's the judge's decision on that?  

           17    Is there a scenario?  

           18                    MS. SHARON WARREN:  It will go -- this 

           19    document will be used by the Secretary of the Interior to 

           20    make his decision so, you know, I don't know what the 

           21    decision will be of the Secretary of the Interior.  But he 

           22    will have all the information before him.  And that's why 

           23    we want your concerns and your positions on there so that 

           24    we can articulate that in our document to the Secretary so 

           25    he has all the information before him before he makes his 
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            1    decision.  

            2                    MR. BEN GREENE:  All right.  I will talk.  

            3    My name is Ben Greene.  I work for the North Slope Borough 

            4    Planning Department, but like my cohorts here, I have not 

            5    vetted anything through the mayor's office, so I will be 

            6    speaking as a private citizen.  I'm going to follow up on 

            7    some dialogue that Emma had.  And I really appreciate the 

            8    answers to the questions and the questions that have to do 

            9    with significant thresholds for NEPA analysis, when to 

           10    perform an EIS versus an EA.  

           11              And this question might sound familiar because 

           12    it's the same question I asked last time that you were up 

           13    here in Barrow.  And it has to do with, was it the March 

           14    2010 GAO report having to do with significant thresholds 

           15    and MMS' -- the agency once known as MMS -- implementation 

           16    of NEPA.  MMS responded to that GAO report policy to come 

           17    up with a guidance document.  I think it was originally 

           18    due December 2010.  And of course, in the meantime, the 

           19    Deepwater Horizon occurred.  

           20              Jim, I think when you were up, you stated at the 

           21    time that that guidance document talking about NEPA 

           22    thresholds, talking about significant thresholds was 

           23    imminent.  Is it still imminent?  

           24                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  I'm not up to speed on 

           25    it right this second, but my understanding is that it's 
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            1    still moving forward.  There are a lot of people working 

            2    on it every day to make sure it lives up to what is 

            3    expected.  You know, it's something we are taking very, 

            4    very seriously.  As I say, I haven't seen the latest 

            5    report on it, internal report, that is; but I know people 

            6    are working diligently to make it happen and to get it on 

            7    the Web.  Does anyone know anything?  

            8              I'm sorry.  We can always get back with you, but 

            9    we didn't come prepared to answer that question, other 

           10    than the fact that I have heard people talk about it and 

           11    people were pushing on it as hard as they can.  

           12                    MR. BEN GREENE:  Okay.  Good.  Thank you 

           13    very much.  I appreciate the update.  

           14                    MR. GEORGE EDWARDSON:  Hi again.  George 

           15    Edwardson.  What I didn't do is tell you about my 

           16    education and where I have worked in the past.  1968 I 

           17    captained the very first cleanup boat that ever came to 

           18    the State of Alaska.  I had to change the system so it 

           19    would work to pick up the oil in the water.  And it only 

           20    picked up the heavy ends that floated to the top.  The 

           21    light ends, like the gasoline and the diesel and the crude 

           22    oil and the natural gases from the cold weather, that 

           23    don't go -- evaporate up in the air, that remained in 

           24    solution, but the cleanup boat I had captained was for Pan 

           25    American Petroleum in the Cook Inlet in 1968.  
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            1              In my college education, I'm a geologist.  I'm a 

            2    mining and petroleum technician, and I'm also a certified 

            3    gas field operator with over 17 years of running a gas 

            4    field and having worked at Prudhoe Bay from the beginning 

            5    during the exploration.  So I do know the industry and 

            6    what it does and how it operates.  

            7              And when you look at my education, it's more 

            8    than most in the oil industry.  I took that education to 

            9    find a way to try to find a way to protect my home.  And I 

           10    had worked for the -- our corporation, made an engineering 

           11    firm for them, and was in the process of going after the 

           12    offshore development.  Then I asked the board, if it's not 

           13    safe, what do I do?  They told me, if it's not safe, find 

           14    a way to stop it and we will be right behind you.  And 

           15    this is 1977.  

           16              And now we are in 2011, and the knowledge the 

           17    industry has and the direction they are going has not 

           18    changed one bit.  

           19              They claim they study, but where is it?  We 

           20    don't see it.  I haven't seen it.  Like I said, I have the 

           21    degrees from the universities that says I'm an oil man.  

           22    And when you look at VOL, very large oil spill, we all 

           23    have a slight understanding of the Arctic gyro, how the 

           24    Arctic Ocean goes around in a circle.  

           25              One year I came up on one of the barrier 
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            1    islands, and there was a couple of people studying the 

            2    birds that were living on the island in summertime.  They 

            3    had a drift card, and it was from a university in the 

            4    northerneastern end of Australia.  He showed me the drift 

            5    card he picked up from the barrier islands.  That's less 

            6    than 30 miles to the east of Barrow.  And then he asked me 

            7    how did this get there.  I just happened to have a copy of 

            8    National Geographic on the ocean's currents, and I showed 

            9    him how it traveled.  

           10              It was south of the south -- South America, went 

           11    on the west side of Africa, went north, west side of 

           12    Europe north, and then it got in in the North Sea and then 

           13    made the trip all the way around until it got to the 

           14    barrier island where it landed.  And that drift card had a 

           15    four-year date on it.  

           16              And the Gulf of Mexico, we all worry about that.  

           17    I'm expecting to see that oil to the east of Barrow in not 

           18    too far in the future.  The way that drift card was 

           19    traveling tells me.  

           20              And like I said, our Arctic Ocean is cold, so 

           21    the diesel and the gasoline don't evaporate out of it.  So 

           22    it comes back to me every ten years.  And then there is 

           23    that big nursery between Siberia and Alaska.  Every time 

           24    it comes around, it's going to hit that.  And that's the 

           25    world's fisheries everybody better be worried about.  My 
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            1    worries are the whales and the seals.  The salmon is your 

            2    food.  I hope we all understand each other.  

            3                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you, George.  

            4    James.

            5                    MR. JAMES PATKOTAK:  What's -- what's 

            6    the -- what are the Feds going to do once the oil come up 

            7    to -- come up to the Arctic that does spill down in the 

            8    Gulf of Mexico?  Who is going to clean it up once it gets 

            9    up here?  Once there is ice out on our ocean, what are the 

           10    Feds going to do?  Do you have a plan?  Does the Feds have 

           11    a plan for that?  I'm starting to wonder now.  

           12              Now, once the lease sales happen and the oil 

           13    industry goes and buy a spot where they are going to 

           14    drill, now, will the oil industry keep their word in 

           15    hiring locals to be out there drilling with them or are 

           16    they going to say the heck with them, the Natives, saying 

           17    we are going to drill.  We don't care what they say.  I 

           18    mean, what -- that's the -- that's a question that often 

           19    people ask, you know.  What's going to happen?  You know, 

           20    that's a big question.  Thank you.  

           21                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Good questions.  Mike, 

           22    if you could walk over to this side of the room.  Again, 

           23    this is a technique we tried in Kotzebue, and we just kept 

           24    going around until everyone was comfortable that they all 

           25    had their say.  We don't want anybody to leave the room 
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            1    and feel that they got missed or left out.  George.

            2                    MR. GEORGE EDWARDSON:  I told them I could 

            3    talk all night if you were willing to listen to me.  

            4                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  And we have got lots of 

            5    coffee and goodies.  

            6                    MR. GEORGE EDWARDSON:  Okay.  We are 

            7    talking oil and gas.  We are talking about the Arctic.  

            8    And you have seen the gyro of the ocean.  You see what oil 

            9    does when it hits, you know, the cold water.  The light 

           10    ends do not evaporate like they do in the Gulf.  That's 

           11    understood.  

           12              Now, another aspect, we have not touched all the 

           13    geological and information, biological data you have 

           14    collected, you know, since the lease sale are now 

           15    obsolete.  You can't use those anymore because of today's 

           16    term everybody is using global warming.  The Arctic Ocean 

           17    had been under a sheet of ice for the last 28- to 32,000 

           18    years.  That ecosystem had stabilized itself living in the 

           19    cold water.  

           20              Now the ice is almost all gone and that 

           21    family -- that family, that ecosystem now is going through 

           22    a cultural shock.  I call it a cultural shock because the 

           23    ice is no longer there covering it.  And they had -- the 

           24    microorganisms that live in the ocean have adapted to the 

           25    cold.  
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            1              Now the heat is hitting them, and on top of it 

            2    we have this seismic noise, we have this drilling noise.  

            3    Seismic that when they send off a seismic boom, the ships 

            4    are falling apart in between their seismic work.  They are 

            5    rewelding the ships over and over.  

            6              And I'm listening to this from the people that 

            7    work on the ships.  Our marine mammal observers come and 

            8    tell me when they get off from the boats that in between 

            9    the seismic works, the welders are busy keeping the ship 

           10    together.  

           11              Now, this is supposed to be a harmless boom.  

           12    And when steel can come apart from the seismic, there is 

           13    something drastic going on in there someone is not 

           14    bringing out.  And the government is not willing to stick 

           15    its nose in there to see if it's really for real, even 

           16    though the other agencies bring out the point that when 

           17    the seismic boom is set off in the Chukchi, Banks Island 

           18    in Canada 400 miles to the east cannot do their seismic 

           19    work because of the background noise.  

           20              Now, what's happening to all the animals in 

           21    between?  If I shoot a Steller's eider or one of those 

           22    endangered birds, I'd go to jail for ten years right now.  

           23    You will not hesitate to lock me up, the Feds won't.  What 

           24    happens to the industry when they destroy whole flocks of 

           25    them like that?  I mean, there is some heavy-duty 
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            1    discrimination going onto me as a subsistence hunter 

            2    versus, you know, the industry who can make a few dollars 

            3    for the State and the federal government just because they 

            4    are willing to pay the State and Feds some money.  It's 

            5    okay to do that kind of damage?  

            6              The snow geese that used to be in the barrier 

            7    islands when Prudhoe Bay first started to be developed 

            8    disappeared from Alaska.  In 2000 I was in Alberta in Fort 

            9    McMurray checking out a gas field operating school over 

           10    there, and while I was there, the Canadian, you know, 

           11    wildlife was trying to figure out where all these snow 

           12    geese came from, and they had already destroyed the 

           13    summering place of the snow geese, the Canada snow geese 

           14    because the population had exploded.  Did anybody get 

           15    fined for that?  Not a single individual or company.  

           16              And the snow goose is a very shy animal, and it 

           17    don't like to stay around people and noise.  

           18                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Again, we are going to 

           19    continue to go around until somebody does not take the 

           20    microphone.  Making sure everybody gets a fair shake.  

           21    James is not going to disappoint me.

           22                    MR. JAMES PATKOTAK:  I feel this is a very 

           23    important gathering for our people.  This is our lives 

           24    that the oil industry -- it's our livelihood.  You know, 

           25    it's very important that we express our -- express our 
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            1    feelings for our Inupiat people.  

            2              And I've heard so much negative stuff come out 

            3    of our local people here regarding the oil industry when 

            4    they are working out in Prudhoe Bay.  When they are out in 

            5    the ocean, they got these negative reports back to us when 

            6    we gather in our own little circles now and then.  People 

            7    talk about the oil industry, how the Inupiats are being 

            8    treated by the oil industry.  

            9              Now, hopefully, with the industry out in our 

           10    garden, hopefully our local people get trained to be 

           11    captains of these drilling ships to keep their ears and 

           12    eyes out for our local people.  Be top dogs in our -- in 

           13    the oil industry -- one great day, huh?  I hope our 

           14    Inupiat people get to that point and get even more 

           15    serious, more serious than we are now.  

           16              With that, I'm going to close.  Thank you.  

           17                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you, James.  

           18    Anybody else wishes to speak?

           19                    MR. GEORGE EDWARDSON:  Let's finish off.  

           20    Okay.  Let me finish it off.  

           21                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Okay.  George.

           22                    MR. GEORGE EDWARDSON:  When Trans-Alaska 

           23    Pipeline was in the process of being built and the EIS was 

           24    conducted and in that EIS the U.S. federal government 

           25    guaranteed one major spill in its transportation system, 
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            1    and it came about 20 years after it had been flowing.  And 

            2    that was the Exxon Valdez.  Now, we were guaranteed that 

            3    spill when the pipeline was in the process of being built.  

            4    That was a guarantee given and, sure enough, the federal 

            5    government kept their promise.  They had Exxon Valdez.  

            6              And then when they done -- in the '80s when they 

            7    first attempted to do their offshore drilling up here in 

            8    the Chukchi when the first EIS came, we were guaranteed 

            9    one and one-third major oil spill.  Exxon Valdez said you 

           10    keep your word.  Now you guarantee me a one-and-one-third 

           11    major spill.  You have killed the ocean with a one-third 

           12    spill.  Your whole major spill had guaranteed that it 

           13    can't stand back up again.  

           14              Now, this is what I'm looking at when I look at 

           15    the United States and its promises and its EIS.  You give 

           16    us an EIS right here, which we saw for the first time 

           17    today, and we are supposed to be sitting here commenting 

           18    on that.  And when you look at us throughout the whole 

           19    North Slope, I don't think there is even two handfuls of 

           20    people that can read those books and understand what it's 

           21    saying because we are a subsistence people.  

           22              What are we going to do?  Do we have to secede 

           23    or what in order to stay alive?  We are Americans, just 

           24    like you are.  I have a right to live like the way I want 

           25    to live, and my parents, going on back, they tell us we 
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            1    have lived here on this piece of land -- this is the 

            2    seventh Ice Age we are coming out of, according to the old 

            3    stories we have.  Is this going to be my last ice age?  

            4    What gives?  

            5                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you, George.

            6                    MR. JAMES PATKOTAK:  One more thing.  I 

            7    wonder if -- I wonder how the oil industry would think and 

            8    I wonder how the White Man would think if we decide to 

            9    give them an EIS.  I mean, I'll give you an environmental 

           10    impact statement because you are coming up to our land 

           11    here.  I'm -- we are going to require you to fill out an 

           12    EIS for us.  I wonder how it would turn out.  That's all.  

           13                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you, James.  

           14    Anyone else?  I may have to close the meeting a tiny bit 

           15    early.

           16                    MR. GEORGE EDWARDSON:  I think we got the 

           17    message through, didn't we?  

           18                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  George, I think you got 

           19    the message through.  Thank you.  If there are no -- any 

           20    other -- aha.  We were going to close, but if we have 

           21    another person who would like to speak -- 

           22                    MR. GEORGE EDWARDSON:  Yes, we would love 

           23    to speak.  

           24                    MS. QAIYAAN OPIE:  Sorry.  I was going to 

           25    drop by and see if anybody was still here.  
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            1                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  We are still here.  

            2    There is time to make a comment, if you would like.  

            3                    MS. QAIYAAN OPIE:  Okay.  Sure.  

            4                    MR. GEORGE EDWARDSON:  Just say it from 

            5    the heart and let them have it.  

            6                    MS. QAIYAAN OPIE:  Okay.  Sure.  

            7                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  You can have a seat.  

            8    Have a seat and get comfortable.

            9                    MS. QAIYAAN OPIE:  I'd prefer to stand.  

           10    Thank you.  So I'm Qaiyaan Opie.  I am the natural 

           11    resources director for ICAS.  This is my one-year-old 

           12    daughter.  Couldn't find a sitter.  Was just stopping by 

           13    here to make sure if anyone was here.  I thought it might 

           14    have been over, but I'm glad I caught the tail end of it.  

           15              I know we met earlier today, and I got quite 

           16    a -- quite a bit, a lot of information regarding the Lease 

           17    Sale 193.  And I did want to comment that since I have 

           18    been working for ICAS, which has been since about the tail 

           19    end of November, just last year, so for about six months 

           20    now, I was really pleased and very refreshed to see the 

           21    outlay of the presentation.  

           22              And as I stated earlier with the first question 

           23    on the board being what are we here for, is a great step 

           24    in taking that level of communication to these public open 

           25    meetings to a different level where people do feel more 
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            1    comfortable knowing that they are a part of the comments 

            2    being made and knowing exactly what the presentation 

            3    encompasses in that sense.  So I really appreciate that.  

            4    Thank you.  

            5              I also did want to comment that I know BOEMRE at 

            6    this point is kind of going above and beyond what the 

            7    judge mandates in this sense in going beyond to take the 

            8    extra effort to come and have the community and our 

            9    agencies involved.  So thank you very much.  

           10              And we do have some comments, and this is on 

           11    behalf of ICAS here.  And I'll just kind of read verbatim 

           12    here since I don't really have much to say personally at 

           13    this moment.  I didn't quite catch the full conversation 

           14    here.  

           15              So first of all, we do thank you for updating 

           16    the previous supplemental EIS from last fall.  While the 

           17    EIS is much improved, ICAS still does have many concerns 

           18    about the analysis and whether the lease sale should move 

           19    forward.  

           20              Our first point here is the baseline information 

           21    and that ICAS, it's been pretty well known that we, as 

           22    well as a lot of agencies, have long advocated that the 

           23    government must have baseline information about the area 

           24    of OCS before authorizing work there.  The EIS and the 

           25    recent USGS report both demonstrate that critical 
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            1    information is missing.  And we ask that the government 

            2    ensure it has more information about the Chukchi and the 

            3    important natural resources before deciding where to sell 

            4    offshore oil and gas leases in this area.  

            5              Number two regarding oil spill, we appreciate 

            6    the updated information on a very large oil spill, VLOS -- 

            7    adding to the list of acronyms that I'm becoming 

            8    accustomed to -- that is included in the EIS.  This 

            9    analysis shows the very far reaching and devastating 

           10    impact of a spill in the Chukchi, but does not answer our 

           11    questions, which are:  Are the oil and gas companies 

           12    capable of cleaning up a spill in Arctic waters with ice, 

           13    hurricane force winds, darkness, and other challenging 

           14    conditions?  Should they be allowed to explore if they 

           15    have not shown that they are capable of a cleanup.  

           16              The next question:  Will oil and gas companies 

           17    have to be able to drill same season relief wells?  Also, 

           18    what will the response time be for such a spill with the 

           19    nearest Coast Guard office over a thousand miles away?  

           20    And will the Coast Guard have ice breakers and other 

           21    vessels to be able to assist in cleaning up a spill?  And 

           22    what will the oil and gas companies and the government do 

           23    if subsistence resources are not available for Chukchi 

           24    villages who cannot afford to live off of store-bought 

           25    foods.  
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            1              Lastly, here is climate change.  Comparing the 

            2    impacts to our climate from the lease sale to a worldwide 

            3    baseline is not appropriate when our communities are 

            4    already being impacted by climate change.  Our ice cellars 

            5    here are rapidly melting like they haven't before, and our 

            6    sea ice is changing.  I can very comfortably say 

            7    dramatically because I recently just turned 30 and I 

            8    myself consider that old, but to my community and my 

            9    mentors it's fairly young.  But I know that in my life 

           10    span I have been able to see this happen before my eyes.  

           11    So it is very real and very here and happening very 

           12    rapidly.  

           13              Also we must change our subsistence activities 

           14    to respond to this climate change and you must address the 

           15    impacts of climate change here and not just compared to 

           16    the rest of the world.  And also cumulative impacts -- the 

           17    analysis of cumulative impacts must be expanded.  The 

           18    definitions of past, present, and foreseeable impacts need 

           19    to be expanded.  The geographic range considered needs to 

           20    be broader for migratory species like the bowhead whale.  

           21              Significant thresholds.  How the environmental 

           22    impact statement defines significant impacts to different 

           23    resources is unlawful.  You are requiring substantial 

           24    violations of federal law before an impact is considered 

           25    to be significant.  These definitions need to be rewritten 
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            1    so that significant impacts are recognized before federal 

            2    law is broken.  

            3              And more alternatives and a hard look at the 

            4    impacts are required.  We appreciate the inclusion of 

            5    additional qualification in the EIS on bowhead whales, 

            6    very large oil spills, and natural gas development.  This 

            7    information has not changed the outcome.  This information 

            8    has not been used to develop a reasonable range of 

            9    alternatives.  This information has not been given a hard 

           10    look in the analysis.  And actual analysis of a reasonable 

           11    range of alternatives and a hard look at the new 

           12    information is necessary before leases are sold.  

           13              And these are some cumulative points that ICAS 

           14    wanted to make.  So I wanted to present that.  And I'm 

           15    sitting here wondering, oh, no, what if somebody was here 

           16    and already and did that.  Have they?  

           17                    MR. GEORGE EDWARDSON:  You did good.  

           18                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  No, that's fine.  Thank 

           19    you.

           20                    MS. QAIYAAN OPIE:  Okay.  Yeah, so thank 

           21    you very much.  

           22                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you very much.  

           23    You were going to grab, say something.  Anyone else would 

           24    like to say --

           25                    MR. GEORGE EDWARDSON:  One last time on 
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            1    the Coast Guard.  She brought out the Coast Guard.  I'm 

            2    glad she did.  We have two super icebreakers that the 

            3    United States has, and it's only two in the Arctic.  And 

            4    if you have ever watched that TV show The Deadliest Catch, 

            5    the Coast Guard is working to its maximum where it's -- 

            6    where it takes care of our fishermen down south on the 

            7    south of where we live.  

            8              And every time winter begins, the first thing 

            9    the Coast Guard -- the first things to leave are the Coast 

           10    Guard, and we don't see them until spring.  This has been 

           11    the habit of the U.S. Coast Guard.  This is not to 

           12    bad-mouth them.  Those are very fine people there.  You 

           13    can't ask for better people than the ones that are in 

           14    there.  They leave because they cannot deal with the ice.  

           15    The United States' so-called super icebreakers cannot 

           16    handle the ice in winter.  They leave.  And what have you 

           17    to replace and allow the industry to stay in winter when 

           18    the Coast Guard can't even -- don't even have the manpower 

           19    to stay?  

           20              And another thing I forgot to mention earlier, 

           21    we have to deal with the environmental impact statement.  

           22    We have to deal with the federal government.  And our 

           23    dollars we receive are to do social service dollars, and 

           24    we cannot use those monies for such work as, you know, to 

           25    deal with you when you come.  You need to put -- you are 
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            1    taking money away from our social services funds, putting 

            2    us in violation with our contract with the United States 

            3    in order to attempt to protect our environment.  

            4              So you, as an agency, better find some dollars 

            5    for our Native villages and our regional governments so we 

            6    can deal with such issues as these EISs.  Your EIS, first 

            7    time we seen it today we are commenting on it.  We haven't 

            8    even had time to read the first page.  

            9              Now, is that how we do environmental impact 

           10    statements in the U.S. now?  

           11                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you, George.  

           12                    MR. MIKE HALLER:  Other comments?  

           13                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Anyone else?  Going 

           14    once, going twice -- 

           15                    MS. RACHEL EDWARDSON:  Could you do an 

           16    introduction, have everybody introduce themselves?

           17                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  That would be an 

           18    excellent idea.  That would be great.  My name is Jim 

           19    Kendall.  I'm the Regional Director for the regional 

           20    office of the Bureau of Ocean Energy Management, 

           21    Regulation and Enforcement of the Department of Interior.  

           22                    MR. MICHAEL ROUTHIER:  My name is Mike 

           23    Routhier.  I also work in the Alaska Region for BOEMRE, 

           24    and I work as an EIS coordinator, so I help put together 

           25    these documents.  
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            1                    MS. SHARON WARREN:  I am Sharon Warren.  

            2    I'm the program analysis officer in the Alaska Region, and 

            3    on this project I'm the project manager for the SEIS for 

            4    the Alaska Region of BOEMRE.  

            5                    MR. CRAIG BLANCHARD:  My name is Craig 

            6    Blanchard.  I work for Shell.  I'm a SIMOPS coordinator 

            7    and community liaison here in Barrow.  

            8                    MR. JOHN MAKETA:  My name is John Maketa.  

            9    I'm a contractor for Shell.  I'm a logistics consultant, 

           10    and by trade I'm a marine engineer, so I have -- I told 

           11    George I did five years in the Coast Guard up here and I 

           12    worked on the SIDS rig, the SDC.  I was a barge master and 

           13    an engineer, and I worked for Crowley at Caco.  So I kind 

           14    of spent about 20 years up here kicking around.  I'm based 

           15    here in Barrow for Shell, and I can answer a lot of these 

           16    questions if anybody wants to stop in the office on 

           17    logistics or local hire issues, too.  

           18                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you.  Gentleman in 

           19    the back there.  

           20                    MR. HAL SALZMAN:  Hal Salzman, Rutgers 

           21    University, just observing.  

           22                    MS. EMMA POKON:  Emma Pokon from the North 

           23    Slope Borough Law Department.  

           24                    MR. BOB MERCIER:  Bob Mercier, North Slope 

           25    Borough search and rescue pilot.  
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            1                    MR. SCOTT BLACKBURN:  I'm Scott Blackburn, 

            2    and I'm with the Alaska Region of BOEMRE, as well.  I'm a 

            3    technical editor and writer.  

            4                    MS. QAIYAAN OPIE:  Qaiyaan Opie, ICAS, 

            5    Inupiat Community of the Arctic Slope, National Resources 

            6    Director.  

            7                    MR. GEORGE EDWARDSON:  Again, my name is 

            8    George Edwardson.  I'm one of the councilmen for Inupiat 

            9    Community of the Arctic Slope.  

           10                    MR. MIKE HALLER:  I'm Michael Haller.  I'm 

           11    the community liaison for the Bureau of Ocean Energy 

           12    Management, Regulation and Enforcement for the Alaska 

           13    Region.

           14                    MR. JAMES PATKOTAK:  I'm James Patkotak.  

           15    I worked for ICAS as a natural resource director myself.  

           16    Currently I am -- I work for KBRW radio station.  I'm a 

           17    DJ.  

           18                    UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:  I recognize your 

           19    voice.  

           20                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  And with that, if there 

           21    are no other comments, I would officially like to close 

           22    this meeting on the public hearing for the revised 

           23    supplemental EIS.  I want to thank you all for coming out.  

           24    I know there is a whale celebration tomorrow.  And I'm 

           25    really pleased we had some folks here because I know it's 
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            1    a really important celebration tomorrow.  

            2              Thank you all for coming, and your input has 

            3    been invaluable.  And have a good evening.

            4               (Proceedings adjourned at 8:50 p.m.)
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  1                      P-R-O-C-E-E-D-I-N-G-S
  2                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  It's 20 after, so we are
  3    going to start the meeting now in just a minute.  Before I
  4    make the introductions and go into any details, I want to
  5    ask someone to give a blessing in just a minute here.
  6    President Doreen, can I ask you to give a blessing before
  7    we start the meeting please?
  8               (Blessing offered by Doreen Lampe.)
  9                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you very, very
 10    much.  Good evening and thank you for taking time out of
 11    your busy day to join us.  My name is Jim Kendall.  I'm
 12    the Regional Director of the Alaska Regional Office of the
 13    Bureau of Ocean Energy Management, Regulation and
 14    Enforcement.  I know that's a long line there, but we just
 15    go by BOEMRE.
 16              Now, one thing I noticed at some of our other
 17    meetings is, as we got into the meeting, someone asked who
 18    are you, where are you from, just what are you.  Well, we
 19    are a federal government agency.  We're part of the
 20    Department of Interior.  We are not an oil company.  We
 21    are not a nongovernmental organization.  Our job is to
 22    manage the energy and mineral resources of the Outer
 23    Continental Shelf.  We pull the information together and
 24    we pass it on to the decisionmaker, in this case the
 25    Secretary of the Interior.
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  1              Now, what we are doing tonight is holding public
  2    hearings on the Revised Draft Supplemental Environmental
  3    Impact sale for Lease Sale 193.  Now, that's mouthful.
  4              We are doing this meeting a little bit
  5    different.  What we are going to do is after I introduce
  6    the team here, I'm going to ask them to go through a
  7    series of flip charts so that we all start from the same
  8    knowledge base.  Okay?  So this is a little bit different.
  9    We are going to provide a lot more information at the
 10    beginning so that when we get into public comment,
 11    everybody has an idea of really why we are here.
 12              Now, starting with introductions, at the front
 13    table here I've got Sharon Warren.  Sharon is the project
 14    manager for the supplemental EIS.  Next to her is Mike
 15    Routhier.  Mike Routhier is the coordinator of the EIS.
 16    He takes all the parts and pieces and puts it together.
 17              Now, as it's being put together, we have got to
 18    make sure it flows and everybody understands it and all
 19    the definitions are there.  That falls on the back of
 20    Scott Blackburn in the back there.  Raise your hand,
 21    Scott.  Scott is not only a technical expert in what we
 22    do; he is also a technical editor.  So he tries to make
 23    the document written in a way that people can understand
 24    it.
 25              We also have back there Michael Haller.  Michael
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  1    Haller is our community liaison.  He helps us work with
  2    the communities, like here in Barrow, to get your input.
  3    We also have tonight with us James.  James is a
  4    translator.  If anybody feels something needs to be
  5    translated, James has agreed to help us out.  All right.
  6              Now, with that -- oh, I also have to introduce
  7    Mary Vavrik.  Mary Vavrik is our court reporter.  Again,
  8    everything that takes place at this meeting is very
  9    important.  Okay.  Our job is to put together the
 10    information that the Secretary and his team, the
 11    decisionmaker, will make.  So we put the information
 12    together.  We send it up top.  Mary is instrumental to
 13    make sure everything you say is entered.  So please, when
 14    you speak, speak loud enough so it can be heard.  State
 15    your name so we can get that for the record.  And if you
 16    happen to have anything -- any written comments, Mary will
 17    be happy to accept it.
 18              Now, with that, we are going to go to a brief
 19    introduction of why we're here.  Again, this is a little
 20    bit different from the way we usually do things.  Okay.
 21              Now, I'll give you a warning.  After the little
 22    briefing is done, to maximize public input and so that
 23    everybody can hear, we are going to move the chairs so
 24    everybody sits in a circle.  And then we are going to go
 25    around the room with the mike as long as it takes until
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  1    everybody feels they have had good input.  If we leave
  2    here tomorrow morning and someone didn't speak their
  3    piece, we failed.  It's very important that if you have
  4    something to say, we hear it, whether it's at the
  5    beginning or at the end.  It just has to be said.  Okay?
  6              With that, I'm going to give the microphone over
  7    to Sharon.  And Sharon, could you walk us through what we
  8    all need to know before we start getting to work.
  9                    MS. SHARON WARREN:  Thank you, and
 10    welcome.  Can you hear me?  Here we are.  Like Jim said,
 11    we wanted to go through and let you know why we're here.
 12    And we have got some posters to explain why we're here and
 13    what we would like from all of you on this document.
 14              Why we're here today, we get -- we need your
 15    comments on the Revised Draft Supplemental Environmental
 16    Impact Statement for sale 193.  The documents are back
 17    there on the table.  We have documents as well as we have
 18    CDs of the documents.  So if you haven't received one and
 19    you would like one, please take one this evening.
 20              What was Lease Sale 193?  Lease Sale 193, first
 21    of all, we had done an environmental impact statement and
 22    published it as final in 2007.  In 2008 we had a lease
 23    sale.  And at that lease sale, we had six companies bid
 24    on -- to explore for oil and gas.  We offered 29.3 million
 25    acres, and there was 487 leases issued for about 2.8
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  1    million acres.
  2              Over here on this map is the area of the sale.
  3    And this was the sale area that was out here in red.  This
  4    is what we offered.  There is some alternatives that
  5    were -- there are some alternatives, and you will find
  6    that out in the supplemental EIS, that we offered off the
  7    coast and there is an alternative -- this alternative is
  8    Alternative 3.
  9              It was not -- the decision was made not to
 10    select that alternative by the Secretary, and so that's
 11    why you will see leases in this area here [indicating].
 12    This alternative is on the table on this -- in this
 13    document for the decision for the Secretary.  He can
 14    either decide to affirm the entire sale area or he can
 15    select this alternative and even with the leases in it.
 16    And we will explain what kind of happens with that.
 17              But this is the entire sale area that was
 18    offered.  And you can see the blocks that were leased by
 19    the six companies.
 20              Then what happened?  Days before the lease
 21    sale -- the lease sale was offered on February 6, 2008,
 22    but before that time, the plaintiffs sued to validate the
 23    lease sale.  They alleged that the EIS did not adequately
 24    assess the environmental impacts.
 25    A    In that litigation -- usually in litigation sometimes
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  1    plaintiffs will ask for an injunction to stop the sale.
  2    That was not asked for.  So the sale was not stopped.  It
  3    continued on.  And that's the reason why we have -- we
  4    have this lease sale is because the Court did not prevent
  5    us from holding it.
  6              Then in July 2010, the District Court for the
  7    District of Alaska ruled that most of the EIS was
  8    satisfactory, but there were three issues the agency
  9    needed to address.  And those issues were the Court said
 10    the agency failed to analyze the environmental impacts of
 11    natural gas development, despite industry interest and
 12    specific lease incentives for such development.
 13              In our notice of sale, we had a lease incentive
 14    that if they purchased a lease for oil, then there was an
 15    incentive for them to also produce the natural gas.
 16    However, we didn't analyze that in the environmental
 17    impact statement that was released in 2007.  So the judge
 18    said go back and analyze that because you offered
 19    something that you didn't analyze in the environmental
 20    impact statement.
 21              The judge also said that the agency failed to
 22    determine whether missing information identified by the
 23    agency was relevant or essential under the federal
 24    regulations and, in addition to that, failed to determine
 25    whether the cost of obtaining the missing information was
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  1    exorbitant or means of doing so was unknown.  The judge is
  2    saying that we didn't follow the regulations that were
  3    there for us to follow.  So he said go back and do it.
  4              So we went back and we followed the Court's
  5    order.  We drafted a supplemental environmental impact
  6    statement to address the three concerns.  Many of you may
  7    have attended the public hearing we had in November here
  8    on that document.  And so we were addressing the Court
  9    concerns with that document.  And we got comments on the
 10    draft SEIS.  The comment period included public hearings
 11    in Kotzebue, Point Hope, Point Lay, Wainwright, Barrow and
 12    Anchorage, as well as a series of government-to-government
 13    meetings at the affected communities.
 14                    MR. MICHAEL ROUTHIER:  So the next
 15    question is, was the draft SEIS finalized after that.  And
 16    the answer is actually no.  In this situation, we put out
 17    the draft document.  We held the public meetings like we
 18    are doing for this document tonight, and solicited public
 19    comments.  We received over 150,000 public comments.
 20              Many of those requested that the agency consider
 21    the environmental impacts of a very large oil spill.  This
 22    was occurring on the heels of the Deepwater Horizon event.
 23    A very large oil spill was on everyone's mind, for obvious
 24    reasons.  So we, as an agency, reviewed the comments and
 25    considered our options and decided that the best thing
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  1    that we could do is to analyze a very large oil spill
  2    scenario.
  3              And so that we do it correctly, we decided to
  4    put it into an EIS form and add it to the draft SEIS,
  5    which we already had.
  6              So I mentioned a few times now a very large oil
  7    spill or VLOS or V-L-O-S.  And that begs the question,
  8    what is it?  Well, like it says up here, it's a very large
  9    oil spill.  And basically it's a tool for us to analyze
 10    and understand all the potential environmental effects
 11    that could happen in the event that something goes
 12    incredibly wrong and there is catastrophic oil spill.
 13              It's a scenario.  It's purely hypothetical.
 14    It's an extreme case.  Basically, in developing this
 15    scenario, our geologists who have the subject matter
 16    expertise in these issues, were instructed to basically
 17    consider or tell us what would be the largest possible
 18    flow rate from any reservoir known in the Chukchi Sea.
 19              So they looked at basically any sort of variable
 20    that would go into determining how fast the oil will come
 21    out or how big would the oil spill be.  They maximized all
 22    those variables, and we got a very large number.  But that
 23    could be good because it helps us understand all the
 24    possible environmental effects, and it accomplishes the
 25    main goal here, and that is informing the decisionmaker.
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  1              It is important to understand that the very
  2    large oil spill is purely hypothetical, obviously.  And
  3    it's also different than another concept that you are
  4    likely to hear in the context of our agency's work, that
  5    term being worst-case discharge.  I'm not sure everyone
  6    here has ever heard that term.  But that term comes from
  7    our regulations.  It's a term specifically within our
  8    regulations, and it's a calculation that's required
  9    whenever an oil company submits an expiration plan or
 10    proposes to actually drill a well.
 11              Now, that's not happening right now.  Right now
 12    we are at the lease sale stage.  If some or all of the
 13    lease sale is reaffirmed, then we could possibly go to the
 14    next phase which would be an exploration plan phase.  We
 15    are not there yet.  But if we get to that phase, within
 16    the exploration plan from the oil company they would do a
 17    worst-case discharge, which basically calculates how big
 18    an oil spill could be, but it also takes into account a
 19    lot of additional information that would be known at that
 20    time.
 21              And by additional information, I'm talking about
 22    a specific location, specific type of well using specific
 23    technology, having specific responses that would be on
 24    hand.  So it's a much more detailed calculation.
 25              And basically our agency would then review that
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  1    calculation as well as the rest of the exploration plan
  2    that could potentially be submitted.  We review that and
  3    make sure that it contains everything it needs to contain.
  4    It does the analysis properly.  We do that review before
  5    deciding on whether to approve anything.
  6                    MS. SHARON WARREN:  So again, what input
  7    does BOEMRE need?  Again, this is in the lease sale stage.
  8    There are four stages in the OCS process.  We have a
  9    five-year program.  We have the lease sale stage.  We have
 10    an exploration plan stage.  And we have a development
 11    production stage.  We are at the lease sale stage.  So
 12    this is a decision the Secretary will make, whether or not
 13    to affirm the lease sale that has already happened in 2008
 14    or make some other changes concerning that lease sale.
 15              So we prepared the draft document, revised draft
 16    supplemental that addresses the issues raised by the Court
 17    and the analysis of the environmental impacts of a very
 18    large oil spill.  When we were here in November, we had
 19    just a document that was attributable to where we were
 20    going to respond to the Court.  This document has
 21    information in total from what we used to respond to the
 22    Court, as well as the very large oil spill.
 23              So this document supplements -- it's a draft
 24    supplement, and it's supplementing the final EIS that was
 25    prepared in 2007.  So in references to some of the -- in
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  1    the document you may see references to sections of the
  2    final EIS.  That was because that was already released in
  3    2007, and this is just supplementing the information
  4    that's in that document.
  5              We are now seeking substantive comments on the
  6    draft document.  So if you have information that -- and
  7    you want an opportunity to provide that information, this
  8    is the time to do it.  The public hearing and the public
  9    comment period -- we are going around the communities for
 10    the public hearing like we are doing today.  The public
 11    comment period is open until July 11th.  So we would ask
 12    you to get your comments to us by July 11th.  There is a
 13    website to go to.  We are using regulations.gov, but if
 14    you go to this website, it will take you directly to the
 15    regulations.gov where you can submit your comments, and we
 16    have instructions on the back table on how to submit
 17    comments using regulations.gov.
 18              And if you have got any questions after you take
 19    a look at that, please talk to Scott Blackburn, and he can
 20    answer questions concerning how to submit comments through
 21    regulations.gov.
 22              So what happens after these hearings?  First we
 23    will consider the comments that we received through both
 24    of the public hearings, as well as through the
 25    regulations.gov comments.  We will prepare a final
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  1    supplemental EIS.
  2              This is on a court schedule.  We are in
  3    litigation with this document, and this litigation is
  4    before Judge Beistline with the U.S. District Court with
  5    the District of Alaska.  He issued an order on May 19th
  6    saying, okay, you can do your very large oil spill
  7    analysis, but you need to have the Secretary to make the
  8    decision by October 3rd of 2011.
  9              In order for us to do that, we need to have the
 10    final EIS out at least 30 days before the Secretary can
 11    make his decision.  And again, this is a lease sale
 12    decision whether to affirm the lease sale or to modify and
 13    make changes to the lease sale; not to offer more land,
 14    but it will be within the confines of what was -- what was
 15    first offered.
 16              Once the Secretary makes his decision, both that
 17    decision and the final SEIS will be filed with the
 18    District Court.  There will be a briefing schedule
 19    established by the plaintiffs as well as the defendants,
 20    and it will go through the litigation process.  The Court
 21    will then decide whether or not the agency has met its
 22    obligations under the National Environmental Policy Act
 23    and the federal laws that we have to follow.
 24              Again, this is on the lease sale.  This is not a
 25    drilling plan.  We are not even to the stage of the
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  1    exploration on there because before even any exploration
  2    can take effect in this area is, one, the Secretary has to
  3    determine one way or the other that there is going to
  4    remain leases out there; and also the District Court has
  5    to decide whether or not we fulfilled our obligations
  6    under NEPA.  And then even that, the Court would have to
  7    allow exploration because right now the Court does not
  8    allow exploration or anything of activities like that on
  9    the lease.
 10              And then there is further NEPA review.  So even
 11    after we go through this and it just -- there is a lot of
 12    ifs.  If this, if this, if this.  And even with the
 13    exploration plan, there is additional NEPA review on it.
 14    So it's another stage process.
 15              And so that's what I wanted to say.  Thank you.
 16                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you very much.
 17    Now the fun part starts.  And since we have this many
 18    people in the audience -- we had about the same amount in
 19    Kotzebue.  And we did something to try it and it worked
 20    really, really good.  First everybody said, I don't think
 21    so, but we tried it, and by the end of the night everybody
 22    said, this is the way you have to do your meetings.
 23              We took the chairs and we put them in a circle.
 24    Everybody sat in the circle and we passed the microphone
 25    around.  And you could either pass, pass it to the next
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  1    person, and that person could say something or pass.  And
  2    we have kept going around till everybody agreed I've said
  3    all I needed to say and I'm just going to pass.  And so
  4    I'd kind of like to try that here.  Would anybody be
  5    really opposed if we just moved our chairs a little bit
  6    and we could see each other's faces while we talk?  Thank
  7    you.  I see George shaking his head yes.  So let's make
  8    the circle up here so our court reporter can see our faces
  9    while we talk.  Thank you.  This will take about three
 10    minutes.
 11               (Off the record.)
 12                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Okay, Friends.  Let's
 13    take our seats.  I know we have a nice meeting in the
 14    back.  James, come on up.  I think we may have to make our
 15    circle closer.
 16                    MR. GEORGE EDWARDSON:  People will come
 17    in.
 18                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Okay.  Good.  Okay.  We
 19    are going to start in 30 seconds.  Now, usually the best
 20    way to start is to start with someone in authority.  And
 21    so if it's all right, I'd like to go to a new friend of
 22    mine to see if she would like to start it off.  And
 23    Doreen, you are free to pass and pass the microphone to
 24    your right or you can speak now or speak later.  It's up
 25    to you.  The mike is yours if you want it.
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  1                    MS. DOREEN LAMPE:  My name is Doreen
  2    Lampe.  I live in Barrow all my life.  I am married.  I
  3    have three kids and a couple of grandchildren.  I'm
  4    concerned about this draft supplemental EIS because our
  5    tribal members in Point Hope had to go the length to sue
  6    the government to get their voices and their concerns
  7    heard.  And we had a nice little briefing this afternoon
  8    with the ICAS board of directors from our villages,
  9    Nuiqsut, Point Lay, and Point Hope where it was called on
 10    such short notice.
 11              But my main concern is the -- the reason we had
 12    to sue, and it seemed like the government has had a blind
 13    ear to our concerns.  And even though it's not in our best
 14    interest to sue the federal government, we had to listen
 15    to our tribal members in Point Hope.  And there was a bad
 16    year for them when they didn't catch any whales.  And they
 17    were screaming and hollering that the seismic activity
 18    that was taking place in the Chukchi Sea was the main
 19    reason that they were not catching whales in Point Hope.
 20              And we were not being acknowledged.  We were not
 21    being addressed or respected.  So we had to join our
 22    tribal sister government in Point Hope, one of our village
 23    tribal governments under ICAS.  We had to join them in
 24    this lawsuit in Lease Sale 193.  And from our discussions
 25    this afternoon, I'm not sure that this draft supplemental
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  1    EIS will answer the concerns that -- that our primary
  2    community members of Point Hope, Native Village of Point
  3    Hope have sued for is because of the hardship of the
  4    access to their hunting and harvesting of our natural
  5    resources.
  6              And in briefly just looking at the table of
  7    contents today, first time I seen this draft supplemental
  8    EIS today, of all the days when we are having a meeting
  9    tonight, and I'm asked to comment on it in this very short
 10    notice.  And the biggest concern that I feel why we joined
 11    -- why ICAS joined the Native Village of Point Hope's
 12    lawsuit is because of the trouble, the trouble that
 13    hunters have in accessing subsistence resources and trying
 14    to get the attention of the government when big oil is
 15    right there blasting away seismic air guns and scaring all
 16    the game away for miles around when this is the only one
 17    chance to harvest those natural resources.
 18              So I'm very skeptical about this draft EIS,
 19    supplemental EIS.  I didn't see any real teeth in assuring
 20    hunters that they will mitigate the impacts from all four
 21    stages of your programs, or five stages now, including the
 22    five-year program.
 23              So I'm very concerned about how difficult our
 24    future hunters are going to have so much red tape and so
 25    much traffic from oil industry, so much interference that
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  1    our ice cellars might not get filled up.  We might not
  2    have seal oil one year.
  3              But I thank you for taking the opportunity to
  4    sit at our tables with us and discuss your draft
  5    supplemental EIS this afternoon.  And I hope that we can
  6    work with you, that you can provide better access to our
  7    hunters, better mitigation efforts for the hardships that
  8    a hunter goes through when trying to provide food on the
  9    table.  That's my biggest concern for this offshore
 10    drilling on Lease Sale 193 and why we had to go the length
 11    to sue the federal government to get our concerns
 12    addressed, our voices heard.
 13              And I hope with this new Administration that we
 14    can work with the Obama Administration, the federal
 15    cabinet members.  And thank you for coming up here.
 16                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you, Doreen.
 17    Next.  Sir, you are welcome to pass or --
 18                    MS. EMMA POKON:  Emma Pokon with the North
 19    Slope Borough.  I haven't cleared any comments with the
 20    mayor's office, so I'm speaking on my own part, I guess.
 21    I just wanted to, I guess, first acknowledge that your
 22    meeting process seems to have improved since the last time
 23    you were here with the Lease Sale 193 EIS.  There wasn't
 24    much in the way of information other than what was shared
 25    verbally for people who attended the meeting.  So I want
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  1    to say thank you for bringing maps and some visuals to
  2    help communicate with people who are coming to learn about
  3    the work that you are doing.
  4              And I also want -- was hoping that Sharon, you
  5    could clarify quickly.  In your presentation you had said
  6    that there would be additional NEPA processes for the next
  7    stages of the Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act process,
  8    and you specifically referred to the exploration plan.
  9              In the past, BOEMRE, MMS, the selected NEPA
 10    procedure was an environmental assessment followed by a
 11    finding of no significant impact.  And also the public
 12    comment period is somewhat limited in part because of the
 13    30-day time limit in OCSLA.  So I was hoping, given that
 14    you mentioned that in your presentation, that you could
 15    follow up on that and lay out maybe the differences that
 16    BOEMRE sees in the input process for right now versus the
 17    exploration plan stage.
 18                    MS. SHARON WARREN:  Okay.  Is that fine?
 19    I'll take the time now.  Yes.  At the lease sale stage, we
 20    do an environmental impact statement.  And the purpose of
 21    that environmental impact statement is that we do tier, as
 22    far as the National Environmental Policy Act says, that we
 23    can use that document in the later process.
 24              So with an exploration plan, if we do get an
 25    exploration plan, the NEPA that we use to start out with
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  1    is an environmental assessment.  That's what we do first.
  2    And at that point in time we determine whether or not, in
  3    that NEPA review of the environmental assessment, is there
  4    any significant effects that we have not already addressed
  5    in the environmental impact statement.
  6              If we have addressed them in the environmental
  7    impact statement, then what we do is what they call a
  8    finding of no new significant impacts because they have
  9    been addressed in the bigger environmental document.  So
 10    if we had -- if we find that there are significant effects
 11    that we did not address, then what we would do is -- then
 12    we would go to an environmental impact statement on the
 13    exploration.
 14              So it's a tiered process with NEPA because NEPA
 15    you do the lowest -- not the lowest, but you do an
 16    environmental assessment, and that assesses whether or not
 17    you had -- if there is a need to do an environmental
 18    impact statement.  And like Emma said, when we deem an
 19    exploration plan submitted -- so a company submits their
 20    exploration plan.  We look at it internally, make sure
 21    they have all the information that's required by the
 22    regulations, and then we deem it submitted.
 23              Once that's deemed submitted, there is a very
 24    short public time frame that we send it out because the
 25    law requires us to either approve it or disapprove it
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  1    within 30 days.  So we have a real short time frame to
  2    address that exploration plan.  So that is why the public
  3    comment period is -- it's usually, you know, a short
  4    period of time.
  5              We do put out a notice to prepare environmental
  6    assessment with the exploration plan because the
  7    exploration plan goes out to stakeholders to review.  We
  8    do do a notice of preparation of environmental assessment.
  9    That's the opportunity for individuals and stakeholders to
 10    come and provide comments to us.  We do not have the
 11    environmental assessment out for public review.  So the
 12    time for the public to get their concerns addressed is
 13    when we issue that notice of -- a notice to prepare an
 14    environmental assessment.  That's the cue to provide us
 15    your concerns so that they can be considered when we do
 16    the environmental assessment.  Does that answer that.
 17                    MS. EMMA POKON:  So there is a possibility
 18    at the exploration plan stage that if the agency finds
 19    that there were potential impacts that weren't considered
 20    at the lease sale stage, that there would be a full EIS
 21    rather than just an EA.  How would that work into the
 22    30-day time limit?
 23                    MS. SHARON WARREN:  Good question.  We
 24    haven't -- I haven't been there where we had faced that
 25    where all the -- and it's just not impacts.  It has to be
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  1    significant impacts.  So I haven't -- I don't have that
  2    experience on how that would be figured in, so I can't
  3    answer that, Emma.
  4                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  We have to work with the
  5    attorneys on that.
  6                    MS. SHARON WARREN:  Attorneys and
  7    everything else on how to work that into the bigger
  8    picture.
  9                    MS. EMMA POKON:  And I guess another
 10    follow-up question is, I guess, if you are tiering from
 11    the lease sale EIS, when you are looking at the
 12    exploration plans, does that make, then, people's thoughts
 13    or comments about possible exploration plans relevant at
 14    the lease sale stage because of the tiering process?
 15                    MS. SHARON WARREN:  We do look at the
 16    scenarios that we have in the final EIS.  I mean, we do
 17    look at what the -- how many explorations, what the
 18    resource and development would be in the area.  So yeah,
 19    so if people have comments -- not only would we take them
 20    at that point in time, but we would also take them at the
 21    exploration time.
 22              But the approval of the exploration plan is
 23    dependent on the environmental review, both, you know,
 24    if -- whether or not it's addressed in the EIS that we did
 25    prior to it, and then in the document that we are doing
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  1    specifically for the exploration plan.  Because the lease
  2    sale EIS is very broad.  It doesn't have specifics of
  3    where somebody is going to drill.  So when we get an
  4    exploration plan, that's where we have specific -- where
  5    they are actually going to go out and drill, where the
  6    well is going to be.  So there is additional information
  7    there for us to do our NEPA on it we don't have at the
  8    lease sale stage.
  9              So it's taking -- it's going from a very large
 10    program, like from the five-year to the lease sale to the
 11    exploration plan.  So you are getting finite down to where
 12    you are actually talking about.
 13                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Let's go back here.
 14                    MR. ELI NUKIAPIGAK:  Hello.  I'm Eli.  I'm
 15    a whaling captain from Nuiqsut.  I just got through
 16    hosting a whaling feed for my people in the Village of
 17    Nuiqsut.  I'm on the other side in the Beaufort Sea from
 18    the Chukchi just around the corner from us.  It's all the
 19    same Arctic Ocean to me.  Whether it's the Beaufort or
 20    Chukchi, it's all Arctic Ocean to me.
 21              That's the people of the whole North Slope's
 22    garden.  That's where we hunt and gather food in a short
 23    period of time, especially in the summertime when
 24    migration of all different marine mammals that come to our
 25    area.  Some might be lucky to get some, some won't because
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  1    the climate change is right now.  They're talking about
  2    climate change right now.  It's already started.  Our
  3    river, Colville River, is now two weeks ahead of time.
  4    That's how changing in our river now in Nuiqsut.
  5              The first (Inupiaq) come around, start to come
  6    at least one or two weeks earlier.  That's the changing of
  7    the migrations, the animals and the land and sea that we
  8    depend on.
  9              What kind of assurance are you giving me as a
 10    subsistence hunter if that full-blown exploration and
 11    full-blown barges that will come to our garden and to all
 12    the marine mammals that we depend on from one coast all
 13    the way up to Canadian border?  What kind of federal
 14    assurance are you going to give me if something of mass
 15    destruction happens like just happened in Gulf of Mexico?
 16    What kind of assurance are you going to give me if the
 17    marine mammals or the food chain die-off happen?  What
 18    will happen that you --
 19              The traditional knowledge of our Elders are
 20    passing away real fast, and yet there is no -- the
 21    scientific of the federal government and the Inupiat
 22    scientists need to work together to address the need of
 23    what -- most and do it right and compromise to help one
 24    another so we will have our food on our table once we
 25    start, because I have experience in the Beaufort Sea
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  1    Native ice.  We lost three boats, and I was one of the
  2    boats that was lost because of boom project.  Shell, they
  3    do the same thing.  Twenty years ago, it's the same thing.
  4    Now he's back there doing it -- what will happen now?
  5    What kind of assurance does Shell have for our people if
  6    something like mass destruction happens.
  7              Thank you.
  8                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you.
  9                    MR. GEORGE EDWARDSON:  My name is George
 10    Edwardson.  I'm one of the councilmen for Inupiat
 11    Community of the Arctic Slope.  And to continue where Eli
 12    just left, when an animal, bearded seal, polar bear,
 13    whale, beluga, when Point Hope misses it, then it
 14    continues up to the east and Point Lay has a chance to go
 15    after the same animals.  And if they miss it, it continues
 16    over.  Wainwright then has a chance to attempt to catch
 17    that -- harvest that for their family.  And it continues
 18    right on into Canada.
 19              This is the migration routes of the seals we
 20    hunt, walrus, the whales, polar bear.  These are the
 21    animals we depend on.
 22              And when you look at the Chukchi, you have to
 23    look at it from this perspective.  You mentioned VLOS,
 24    very large oil spill.  Okay.  Let's look at a very large
 25    oil spill.
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  1              Before we do that, let's look at what happens to
  2    oil when it hits the Arctic Ocean.  We had a sample of
  3    that in the mid 1940s when one of the Liberty ships
  4    building the DEW lines ran aground and was about to be
  5    destroyed by the waves and the only way they saved that
  6    Liberty ship at Lonely was to off-load its fuel, its
  7    bunker oil.  And then it killed the whole Admiralty Bay,
  8    the lagoons, you know, going to the west from Lonely.  It
  9    killed the whole ecosystem right there.
 10              And then when the storm subsided, the oil that
 11    was up in the high grounds, 50 years later a storm of the
 12    same caliber hit again, and that bunker oil started
 13    killing again.  See, the problem with oil in the Arctic
 14    Ocean is the Arctic Ocean is cold, very cold in
 15    temperature.  The light ends of the crude oil does not go
 16    into vapor like it does in the Gulf of Mexico; the light
 17    ends will, you know, disappear.  In the Arctic they don't.
 18              And just to show you how effective that cold is,
 19    cold weather is, driftwood that's been sitting on the
 20    beaches for over 100 years, the outside might be rotting,
 21    but when you cut the wood inside, oil -- the sap actually
 22    starts to flow again.  That's how well the cold preserves
 23    oil, whether it be tree sap or crude oil.  And that's, you
 24    know, that kind of danger we have to watch.
 25              And when you look at the Arctic Circle -- you
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  1    see my son-in-law right there with his mike, he's the
  2    North Pole, and all the way around is the way the currents
  3    flow.  And then a piece of ice sitting here in front of me
  4    will go all the way around and come back at me in ten
  5    years later and another ten years it will come back again
  6    if it doesn't flow south between down in the north sea
  7    flowing south.  That piece of ice don't go in that
  8    direction.  It continues in a circle.  It keeps coming
  9    back to me every ten years.
 10              Now, if you put a pollutant inside the water,
 11    and a very large one, there it is.  It's going all the way
 12    around in a circle.  It comes back at me every ten years.
 13    And you saw what happened 50 years later with bunker oil.
 14              And looking at that VOL, when you put it in
 15    between Siberia and Alaska, in summertime the currents
 16    flow north.  In springtime -- in springtime that's when
 17    the salmon fingerlings hit the ocean and the currents take
 18    them up in the north.  And looking at a map Oceania had
 19    made of the temperature gradients up to 168 miles from the
 20    shore going north from Alaska and from Siberia and over
 21    160 miles past Wrangell Island north of Siberia, the
 22    temperature in this whole area was ideal temperatures for
 23    the fingerlings to be in.
 24              And those of us that played in that ocean out
 25    there in our younger days when we get over 100 miles out,
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  1    we will run into schools of salmon; sometimes salmon,
  2    sometimes other fish, more than one species of salmon in
  3    one big school.  And I learned the dimensions from the --
  4    from the Naval Arctic Research Laboratories' aerial photos
  5    of these schools of fish.  There was one school of fish
  6    eight miles wide and 28 miles long, and these were all
  7    juvenile salmon.
  8              Just to show you how thick that school is, one
  9    of my uncles one time drove his boat into it and could
 10    only get about one-fourth of the way in, nine miles out
 11    straight out in the ocean in the middle of summer, he
 12    stepped out of his boat into the ocean, and he never went
 13    halfway up to his knees walking on top of a school of
 14    fish.
 15              This is that fish that is in the Arctic that
 16    goes to the Arctic when the currents in the -- when the
 17    Bering Sea froze north in summer.  This is the fingerlings
 18    that went there.  And when they mature, they flow south,
 19    start to go back into their rivers where they originated
 20    from.
 21              A few years back, the Yukon River did not get
 22    its fish.  And that was the same summer, that same spring
 23    that the seismic was done in the Chukchi.  And the salmon
 24    that was supposed to have been going to the rivers south
 25    of the Arctic Circle scattered all across the North Slope
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  1    and started going into our rivers up here that normally do
  2    not get the large masses of salmon.  They all were -- the
  3    migration of the fish had been changed by the seismic.
  4              And just to show you how powerful that seismic
  5    was, when they were doing the seismic in the Chukchi in
  6    the open water meetings in Anchorage, we learned that
  7    seismic being done in Banks Island in Canada had to shut
  8    down because the background noise from the Chukchi was so
  9    loud they could not do their seismic, do their readings in
 10    Canada.  That's over 400 miles.  What is it doing going
 11    straight out in the ocean or further to the west?
 12              These have to be considered.  These have never
 13    been looked at.  But that salmon, when it does go into the
 14    ocean, the currents do take it up north, and they come up
 15    north with their food.  And then when belugas start
 16    migrating, when the seals start migrating, polar bears,
 17    this -- that big school mass is their food.  And this
 18    usually goes from Peard Bay 50 miles to the west of us to
 19    over 160 miles past Wrangell Island up to 200 miles wide.
 20              The temperature says this is where that salmon
 21    stock is.  That's their nursery right in the middle of
 22    what you what you are calling the Chukchi lease sale area.
 23              Now, that mass of school, that big mass of
 24    salmon in end of the '70s and the early part of the '80s,
 25    there was an international organization conducted in
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  1    Seward, Alaska.  They called it the Bering Sea Synthesis.
  2    And in that synthesis, there were 13 nations that dealt
  3    with the Arctic Ocean.  And they were explaining, you
  4    know, what happens and what happens in the ocean and these
  5    schools of fish and the currents that occurred.  Right
  6    there they showed the Bering Sea as one-third of the
  7    world's fish stock.
  8              Let's take a look at all the fish on the whole
  9    planet earth and give it a factor of one.  Okay.  Just
 10    because it's fish, we will call it one.  And then when you
 11    look at -- start looking at these school masses, the
 12    Bering Sea, you are looking at one-third of the world's
 13    stock right there.  Then you start looking at the world,
 14    start looking around.  We end up with the Pacific fire
 15    rim.  The population has gotten so big they have eaten
 16    that fish stock up.  That fish is not -- can't barely
 17    reproduce itself.  That's another third of the world's
 18    fish.
 19              And then let's start looking at the planet some
 20    more, and then over there in the North Sea, there is
 21    another third of the world's fish.  That one right there,
 22    about three years ago I went to Norway for an
 23    international organization on the Arctic Ocean and found
 24    out there was an agreement between Russia and Norway.
 25              When one country fished in the North Sea, the
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  1    other country did not fish because they understood if they
  2    both -- if both countries fished, they would destroy that
  3    third of the world's fish.  So today when Norway fishes
  4    one area in the North Sea, Russians do not fish.  The
  5    following year the Russians go out.  That's the only way
  6    they can preserve the next third of the world's fish.
  7              Okay.  Now, we are looking at all the world's
  8    fish:  North Sea, the Bering Sea, and the Pacific Rim.
  9    Two-thirds of them are damaged.  One-third is dead.  And
 10    in -- in the North Sea, the salmon is no longer
 11    harvestable because it's been overfished.  But the bottom
 12    fish are being negotiated on by these two big major
 13    countries.  Now, the last third of the world's fish is the
 14    salmon and its nursery is the Chukchi.  Your
 15    responsibility is to make sure not just the lease sales,
 16    but what the ground -- what the ocean feeds people.
 17              We are looking at the last third of the world's
 18    fish.  Are you going to let it be destroyed so a couple of
 19    companies can profit?  I mean, this is something you have
 20    to seriously look at when you look at the Arctic Ocean.
 21              I could talk all night, but I'll give somebody a
 22    chance to say something.  And everything I gave you has
 23    come in -- I've learned from the United States through the
 24    Navel Arctic Research Studies or international
 25    organizations, you know, conferences conducted.  The
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  1    numbers I'm talking about are the United States' and other
  2    major nations' numbers.  And all I'm doing is reminding
  3    you of them.
  4              And my problem is I've lived here, and the
  5    ocean, the animals in the ocean, and my relatives that
  6    live up here, we have a very serious problem, and we --
  7    that is, we cannot live up here without the food from our
  8    ocean.  We are stuck with that food.  You can't bring me
  9    beef and then make me live here and be healthy.  I can't.
 10    It will not happen.  I need that fat from that animal that
 11    lives in the ocean.  So this --
 12              I need your help.  We all need your help.  So
 13    together we can protect the last third of the world's
 14    fish.  And it's not oil that's going to feed us.  It might
 15    make us travel faster or a little bit longer, but it's not
 16    going to keep us alive.  And when you are looking at the
 17    last third of the world's fish, which also feeds, you
 18    know, the seals I eat, the belugas, the bears, the animals
 19    I named, that's what I need.  I need their fat.  And they
 20    get their fat from the salmon fingerlings.
 21              And two years ago, NOAA had done some studies on
 22    the coast, and they found our coast filled with salmon
 23    fingerlings, the fish I was saying that migrated north
 24    following the currents.  I mean, you are looking at this
 25    information.  It's not something new.  It's something we
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  1    have all been watching throughout our whole history as a
  2    people.
  3              There is very few of us up here that live up
  4    here that depend on this up here.  We want to stay longer.
  5    We need our kids to live here after us.  They have to be
  6    here.  And the only way they can do it is to make you, the
  7    government, understand.  We know legally you can't go
  8    selling something that don't belong to you.
  9              At the UN, we have also come to understand when
 10    the United States says they are going to do something in
 11    the Arctic, they always remind the world we are under
 12    their custodial care.  You are taking care of us,
 13    therefore, you can talk about the ocean.  The United
 14    States has not signed the law of the high seas.
 15    Technically speaking, the Arctic Ocean is not yours, it's
 16    mine, the people that live here.  And I am not ready to
 17    have my home destroyed.
 18                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you, George.
 19    James.
 20                    MR. JAMES PATKOTAK:  Thank you.  My name
 21    is James Patkotak.  I grew up here in Barrow, Alaska.  I
 22    learned how to hunt from the ocean.  Like George said,
 23    that's our garden out there, and I learned at a very young
 24    age hunting oogruk, seal and the whale out there.  Now
 25    oil industry comes up here and decides to look for oil out
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  1    in the ocean.  Why don't the oil industries stay on land.
  2              Here is one concern that had been brought out by
  3    the Minerals Management Service before BOEMRE came -- came
  4    to be.  I remember hearing a concern by one of the -- one
  5    of our leaders way back then.  In case of a very large oil
  6    spill, will the people be provided with food, White Man
  7    food?  Will we -- will we be provided with necessary food
  8    for our table, our children.
  9              Now, there are about 10,000 Inupiats on the
 10    North Slope alone, maybe more.  Now, will the federal
 11    government be able to provide us with food each and every
 12    day because we won't be able to eat muktuk, eat the seal
 13    we like, the oogruk?  They are nourishing to our bodies,
 14    very nourishing.  I myself, even after I have a hamburger
 15    and French fries, I'm still yearning to eat some more
 16    because it doesn't fill me up.  The White Man food don't
 17    fill me up as well as our Inupiat food does.  So that's
 18    been my concern, and also it is a concern of many people
 19    on the Slope.
 20              Now, will that -- is that -- the EIS -- the EIS,
 21    does that -- is it still in there, that concern that has
 22    been brought out a while back when this used to be MMS?
 23    I'm wondering about that.  Look into that, and if you are
 24    going to do the supplemental EIS, check it out.  Make sure
 25    it will still stand.  That's all I have.  Thank you.
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  1                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you, James.  Now,
  2    I'm going to walk around here and pass the microphone back
  3    to Doreen, and she can start the cycle again.  Doreen, you
  4    can pass it on if you choose, or add to what you have
  5    already said.  Make sure everybody has a chance.
  6                    MS. DOREEN LAMPE:  Thank you, Jim.  Doreen
  7    Lampe, for the record.  I'm glad to see that there is
  8    finally a provision regarding a scenario for a very large
  9    oil spill.  Every time there is a presentation given in
 10    the past, the presentation usually ends with we don't plan
 11    for the event of a very large oil spill because we plan on
 12    prevention.  Prevention of an oil spill is our plan.  And
 13    that was such a sorry statement if I ever heard one by an
 14    oil company.  And I'm very glad to see that the federal
 15    government has learned something from the BP Gulf of
 16    Mexico oil spill.
 17              I don't know how many of you are on Facebook,
 18    but I just got technologically challenged with Facebook,
 19    and I read a comment on a Facebook that said if there was
 20    a very large oil spill in the Chukchi Sea, our housing
 21    situation up here is so sorry, so bad for our own people,
 22    how are we going to house 30,000 employees that are needed
 23    to come up here to clean up the oil spill?  That's how
 24    sorry our housing is in the Arctic.  We don't have no
 25    trees.
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  1              So I'm glad to see that the federal government
  2    finally, after 30 years, implemented a scenario in the EIS
  3    for a very large oil spill.  And I hope that it's taken
  4    into consideration very seriously because we have been
  5    trying to say over and over and over the oil companies
  6    cannot clean up a very large oil spill in the Arctic.
  7                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you, Doreen.
  8                    MS. LEANDRA DE SOUSA:  I have a question.
  9    Can you hear me?  Leandra, North Slope Borough, Department
 10    of Wildlife Management.  But I'm speaking on behalf of
 11    myself.  And I have a question about the very large oil
 12    spill.  And what -- so what happens?  A lot of the
 13    conclusions confirm that it would be huge negative impacts
 14    to the environment and to the Inupiat people if there is a
 15    very large oil spill, so that's out.  That's going to go
 16    back to the courts.  What's the judge's decision on that?
 17    Is there a scenario?
 18                    MS. SHARON WARREN:  It will go -- this
 19    document will be used by the Secretary of the Interior to
 20    make his decision so, you know, I don't know what the
 21    decision will be of the Secretary of the Interior.  But he
 22    will have all the information before him.  And that's why
 23    we want your concerns and your positions on there so that
 24    we can articulate that in our document to the Secretary so
 25    he has all the information before him before he makes his
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  1    decision.
  2                    MR. BEN GREENE:  All right.  I will talk.
  3    My name is Ben Greene.  I work for the North Slope Borough
  4    Planning Department, but like my cohorts here, I have not
  5    vetted anything through the mayor's office, so I will be
  6    speaking as a private citizen.  I'm going to follow up on
  7    some dialogue that Emma had.  And I really appreciate the
  8    answers to the questions and the questions that have to do
  9    with significant thresholds for NEPA analysis, when to
 10    perform an EIS versus an EA.
 11              And this question might sound familiar because
 12    it's the same question I asked last time that you were up
 13    here in Barrow.  And it has to do with, was it the March
 14    2010 GAO report having to do with significant thresholds
 15    and MMS' -- the agency once known as MMS -- implementation
 16    of NEPA.  MMS responded to that GAO report policy to come
 17    up with a guidance document.  I think it was originally
 18    due December 2010.  And of course, in the meantime, the
 19    Deepwater Horizon occurred.
 20              Jim, I think when you were up, you stated at the
 21    time that that guidance document talking about NEPA
 22    thresholds, talking about significant thresholds was
 23    imminent.  Is it still imminent?
 24                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  I'm not up to speed on
 25    it right this second, but my understanding is that it's
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  1    still moving forward.  There are a lot of people working
  2    on it every day to make sure it lives up to what is
  3    expected.  You know, it's something we are taking very,
  4    very seriously.  As I say, I haven't seen the latest
  5    report on it, internal report, that is; but I know people
  6    are working diligently to make it happen and to get it on
  7    the Web.  Does anyone know anything?
  8              I'm sorry.  We can always get back with you, but
  9    we didn't come prepared to answer that question, other
 10    than the fact that I have heard people talk about it and
 11    people were pushing on it as hard as they can.
 12                    MR. BEN GREENE:  Okay.  Good.  Thank you
 13    very much.  I appreciate the update.
 14                    MR. GEORGE EDWARDSON:  Hi again.  George
 15    Edwardson.  What I didn't do is tell you about my
 16    education and where I have worked in the past.  1968 I
 17    captained the very first cleanup boat that ever came to
 18    the State of Alaska.  I had to change the system so it
 19    would work to pick up the oil in the water.  And it only
 20    picked up the heavy ends that floated to the top.  The
 21    light ends, like the gasoline and the diesel and the crude
 22    oil and the natural gases from the cold weather, that
 23    don't go -- evaporate up in the air, that remained in
 24    solution, but the cleanup boat I had captained was for Pan
 25    American Petroleum in the Cook Inlet in 1968.
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  1              In my college education, I'm a geologist.  I'm a
  2    mining and petroleum technician, and I'm also a certified
  3    gas field operator with over 17 years of running a gas
  4    field and having worked at Prudhoe Bay from the beginning
  5    during the exploration.  So I do know the industry and
  6    what it does and how it operates.
  7              And when you look at my education, it's more
  8    than most in the oil industry.  I took that education to
  9    find a way to try to find a way to protect my home.  And I
 10    had worked for the -- our corporation, made an engineering
 11    firm for them, and was in the process of going after the
 12    offshore development.  Then I asked the board, if it's not
 13    safe, what do I do?  They told me, if it's not safe, find
 14    a way to stop it and we will be right behind you.  And
 15    this is 1977.
 16              And now we are in 2011, and the knowledge the
 17    industry has and the direction they are going has not
 18    changed one bit.
 19              They claim they study, but where is it?  We
 20    don't see it.  I haven't seen it.  Like I said, I have the
 21    degrees from the universities that says I'm an oil man.
 22    And when you look at VOL, very large oil spill, we all
 23    have a slight understanding of the Arctic gyro, how the
 24    Arctic Ocean goes around in a circle.
 25              One year I came up on one of the barrier
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  1    islands, and there was a couple of people studying the
  2    birds that were living on the island in summertime.  They
  3    had a drift card, and it was from a university in the
  4    northerneastern end of Australia.  He showed me the drift
  5    card he picked up from the barrier islands.  That's less
  6    than 30 miles to the east of Barrow.  And then he asked me
  7    how did this get there.  I just happened to have a copy of
  8    National Geographic on the ocean's currents, and I showed
  9    him how it traveled.
 10              It was south of the south -- South America, went
 11    on the west side of Africa, went north, west side of
 12    Europe north, and then it got in in the North Sea and then
 13    made the trip all the way around until it got to the
 14    barrier island where it landed.  And that drift card had a
 15    four-year date on it.
 16              And the Gulf of Mexico, we all worry about that.
 17    I'm expecting to see that oil to the east of Barrow in not
 18    too far in the future.  The way that drift card was
 19    traveling tells me.
 20              And like I said, our Arctic Ocean is cold, so
 21    the diesel and the gasoline don't evaporate out of it.  So
 22    it comes back to me every ten years.  And then there is
 23    that big nursery between Siberia and Alaska.  Every time
 24    it comes around, it's going to hit that.  And that's the
 25    world's fisheries everybody better be worried about.  My
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  1    worries are the whales and the seals.  The salmon is your
  2    food.  I hope we all understand each other.
  3                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you, George.
  4    James.
  5                    MR. JAMES PATKOTAK:  What's -- what's
  6    the -- what are the Feds going to do once the oil come up
  7    to -- come up to the Arctic that does spill down in the
  8    Gulf of Mexico?  Who is going to clean it up once it gets
  9    up here?  Once there is ice out on our ocean, what are the
 10    Feds going to do?  Do you have a plan?  Does the Feds have
 11    a plan for that?  I'm starting to wonder now.
 12              Now, once the lease sales happen and the oil
 13    industry goes and buy a spot where they are going to
 14    drill, now, will the oil industry keep their word in
 15    hiring locals to be out there drilling with them or are
 16    they going to say the heck with them, the Natives, saying
 17    we are going to drill.  We don't care what they say.  I
 18    mean, what -- that's the -- that's a question that often
 19    people ask, you know.  What's going to happen?  You know,
 20    that's a big question.  Thank you.
 21                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Good questions.  Mike,
 22    if you could walk over to this side of the room.  Again,
 23    this is a technique we tried in Kotzebue, and we just kept
 24    going around until everyone was comfortable that they all
 25    had their say.  We don't want anybody to leave the room
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  1    and feel that they got missed or left out.  George.
  2                    MR. GEORGE EDWARDSON:  I told them I could
  3    talk all night if you were willing to listen to me.
  4                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  And we have got lots of
  5    coffee and goodies.
  6                    MR. GEORGE EDWARDSON:  Okay.  We are
  7    talking oil and gas.  We are talking about the Arctic.
  8    And you have seen the gyro of the ocean.  You see what oil
  9    does when it hits, you know, the cold water.  The light
 10    ends do not evaporate like they do in the Gulf.  That's
 11    understood.
 12              Now, another aspect, we have not touched all the
 13    geological and information, biological data you have
 14    collected, you know, since the lease sale are now
 15    obsolete.  You can't use those anymore because of today's
 16    term everybody is using global warming.  The Arctic Ocean
 17    had been under a sheet of ice for the last 28- to 32,000
 18    years.  That ecosystem had stabilized itself living in the
 19    cold water.
 20              Now the ice is almost all gone and that
 21    family -- that family, that ecosystem now is going through
 22    a cultural shock.  I call it a cultural shock because the
 23    ice is no longer there covering it.  And they had -- the
 24    microorganisms that live in the ocean have adapted to the
 25    cold.
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  1              Now the heat is hitting them, and on top of it
  2    we have this seismic noise, we have this drilling noise.
  3    Seismic that when they send off a seismic boom, the ships
  4    are falling apart in between their seismic work.  They are
  5    rewelding the ships over and over.
  6              And I'm listening to this from the people that
  7    work on the ships.  Our marine mammal observers come and
  8    tell me when they get off from the boats that in between
  9    the seismic works, the welders are busy keeping the ship
 10    together.
 11              Now, this is supposed to be a harmless boom.
 12    And when steel can come apart from the seismic, there is
 13    something drastic going on in there someone is not
 14    bringing out.  And the government is not willing to stick
 15    its nose in there to see if it's really for real, even
 16    though the other agencies bring out the point that when
 17    the seismic boom is set off in the Chukchi, Banks Island
 18    in Canada 400 miles to the east cannot do their seismic
 19    work because of the background noise.
 20              Now, what's happening to all the animals in
 21    between?  If I shoot a Steller's eider or one of those
 22    endangered birds, I'd go to jail for ten years right now.
 23    You will not hesitate to lock me up, the Feds won't.  What
 24    happens to the industry when they destroy whole flocks of
 25    them like that?  I mean, there is some heavy-duty
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  1    discrimination going onto me as a subsistence hunter
  2    versus, you know, the industry who can make a few dollars
  3    for the State and the federal government just because they
  4    are willing to pay the State and Feds some money.  It's
  5    okay to do that kind of damage?
  6              The snow geese that used to be in the barrier
  7    islands when Prudhoe Bay first started to be developed
  8    disappeared from Alaska.  In 2000 I was in Alberta in Fort
  9    McMurray checking out a gas field operating school over
 10    there, and while I was there, the Canadian, you know,
 11    wildlife was trying to figure out where all these snow
 12    geese came from, and they had already destroyed the
 13    summering place of the snow geese, the Canada snow geese
 14    because the population had exploded.  Did anybody get
 15    fined for that?  Not a single individual or company.
 16              And the snow goose is a very shy animal, and it
 17    don't like to stay around people and noise.
 18                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Again, we are going to
 19    continue to go around until somebody does not take the
 20    microphone.  Making sure everybody gets a fair shake.
 21    James is not going to disappoint me.
 22                    MR. JAMES PATKOTAK:  I feel this is a very
 23    important gathering for our people.  This is our lives
 24    that the oil industry -- it's our livelihood.  You know,
 25    it's very important that we express our -- express our
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  1    feelings for our Inupiat people.
  2              And I've heard so much negative stuff come out
  3    of our local people here regarding the oil industry when
  4    they are working out in Prudhoe Bay.  When they are out in
  5    the ocean, they got these negative reports back to us when
  6    we gather in our own little circles now and then.  People
  7    talk about the oil industry, how the Inupiats are being
  8    treated by the oil industry.
  9              Now, hopefully, with the industry out in our
 10    garden, hopefully our local people get trained to be
 11    captains of these drilling ships to keep their ears and
 12    eyes out for our local people.  Be top dogs in our -- in
 13    the oil industry -- one great day, huh?  I hope our
 14    Inupiat people get to that point and get even more
 15    serious, more serious than we are now.
 16              With that, I'm going to close.  Thank you.
 17                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you, James.
 18    Anybody else wishes to speak?
 19                    MR. GEORGE EDWARDSON:  Let's finish off.
 20    Okay.  Let me finish it off.
 21                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Okay.  George.
 22                    MR. GEORGE EDWARDSON:  When Trans-Alaska
 23    Pipeline was in the process of being built and the EIS was
 24    conducted and in that EIS the U.S. federal government
 25    guaranteed one major spill in its transportation system,
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  1    and it came about 20 years after it had been flowing.  And
  2    that was the Exxon Valdez.  Now, we were guaranteed that
  3    spill when the pipeline was in the process of being built.
  4    That was a guarantee given and, sure enough, the federal
  5    government kept their promise.  They had Exxon Valdez.
  6              And then when they done -- in the '80s when they
  7    first attempted to do their offshore drilling up here in
  8    the Chukchi when the first EIS came, we were guaranteed
  9    one and one-third major oil spill.  Exxon Valdez said you
 10    keep your word.  Now you guarantee me a one-and-one-third
 11    major spill.  You have killed the ocean with a one-third
 12    spill.  Your whole major spill had guaranteed that it
 13    can't stand back up again.
 14              Now, this is what I'm looking at when I look at
 15    the United States and its promises and its EIS.  You give
 16    us an EIS right here, which we saw for the first time
 17    today, and we are supposed to be sitting here commenting
 18    on that.  And when you look at us throughout the whole
 19    North Slope, I don't think there is even two handfuls of
 20    people that can read those books and understand what it's
 21    saying because we are a subsistence people.
 22              What are we going to do?  Do we have to secede
 23    or what in order to stay alive?  We are Americans, just
 24    like you are.  I have a right to live like the way I want
 25    to live, and my parents, going on back, they tell us we
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  1    have lived here on this piece of land -- this is the
  2    seventh Ice Age we are coming out of, according to the old
  3    stories we have.  Is this going to be my last ice age?
  4    What gives?
  5                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you, George.
  6                    MR. JAMES PATKOTAK:  One more thing.  I
  7    wonder if -- I wonder how the oil industry would think and
  8    I wonder how the White Man would think if we decide to
  9    give them an EIS.  I mean, I'll give you an environmental
 10    impact statement because you are coming up to our land
 11    here.  I'm -- we are going to require you to fill out an
 12    EIS for us.  I wonder how it would turn out.  That's all.
 13                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you, James.
 14    Anyone else?  I may have to close the meeting a tiny bit
 15    early.
 16                    MR. GEORGE EDWARDSON:  I think we got the
 17    message through, didn't we?
 18                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  George, I think you got
 19    the message through.  Thank you.  If there are no -- any
 20    other -- aha.  We were going to close, but if we have
 21    another person who would like to speak --
 22                    MR. GEORGE EDWARDSON:  Yes, we would love
 23    to speak.
 24                    MS. QAIYAAN OPIE:  Sorry.  I was going to
 25    drop by and see if anybody was still here.
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  1                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  We are still here.
  2    There is time to make a comment, if you would like.
  3                    MS. QAIYAAN OPIE:  Okay.  Sure.
  4                    MR. GEORGE EDWARDSON:  Just say it from
  5    the heart and let them have it.
  6                    MS. QAIYAAN OPIE:  Okay.  Sure.
  7                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  You can have a seat.
  8    Have a seat and get comfortable.
  9                    MS. QAIYAAN OPIE:  I'd prefer to stand.
 10    Thank you.  So I'm Qaiyaan Opie.  I am the natural
 11    resources director for ICAS.  This is my one-year-old
 12    daughter.  Couldn't find a sitter.  Was just stopping by
 13    here to make sure if anyone was here.  I thought it might
 14    have been over, but I'm glad I caught the tail end of it.
 15              I know we met earlier today, and I got quite
 16    a -- quite a bit, a lot of information regarding the Lease
 17    Sale 193.  And I did want to comment that since I have
 18    been working for ICAS, which has been since about the tail
 19    end of November, just last year, so for about six months
 20    now, I was really pleased and very refreshed to see the
 21    outlay of the presentation.
 22              And as I stated earlier with the first question
 23    on the board being what are we here for, is a great step
 24    in taking that level of communication to these public open
 25    meetings to a different level where people do feel more
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  1    comfortable knowing that they are a part of the comments
  2    being made and knowing exactly what the presentation
  3    encompasses in that sense.  So I really appreciate that.
  4    Thank you.
  5              I also did want to comment that I know BOEMRE at
  6    this point is kind of going above and beyond what the
  7    judge mandates in this sense in going beyond to take the
  8    extra effort to come and have the community and our
  9    agencies involved.  So thank you very much.
 10              And we do have some comments, and this is on
 11    behalf of ICAS here.  And I'll just kind of read verbatim
 12    here since I don't really have much to say personally at
 13    this moment.  I didn't quite catch the full conversation
 14    here.
 15              So first of all, we do thank you for updating
 16    the previous supplemental EIS from last fall.  While the
 17    EIS is much improved, ICAS still does have many concerns
 18    about the analysis and whether the lease sale should move
 19    forward.
 20              Our first point here is the baseline information
 21    and that ICAS, it's been pretty well known that we, as
 22    well as a lot of agencies, have long advocated that the
 23    government must have baseline information about the area
 24    of OCS before authorizing work there.  The EIS and the
 25    recent USGS report both demonstrate that critical
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  1    information is missing.  And we ask that the government
  2    ensure it has more information about the Chukchi and the
  3    important natural resources before deciding where to sell
  4    offshore oil and gas leases in this area.
  5              Number two regarding oil spill, we appreciate
  6    the updated information on a very large oil spill, VLOS --
  7    adding to the list of acronyms that I'm becoming
  8    accustomed to -- that is included in the EIS.  This
  9    analysis shows the very far reaching and devastating
 10    impact of a spill in the Chukchi, but does not answer our
 11    questions, which are:  Are the oil and gas companies
 12    capable of cleaning up a spill in Arctic waters with ice,
 13    hurricane force winds, darkness, and other challenging
 14    conditions?  Should they be allowed to explore if they
 15    have not shown that they are capable of a cleanup.
 16              The next question:  Will oil and gas companies
 17    have to be able to drill same season relief wells?  Also,
 18    what will the response time be for such a spill with the
 19    nearest Coast Guard office over a thousand miles away?
 20    And will the Coast Guard have ice breakers and other
 21    vessels to be able to assist in cleaning up a spill?  And
 22    what will the oil and gas companies and the government do
 23    if subsistence resources are not available for Chukchi
 24    villages who cannot afford to live off of store-bought
 25    foods.
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  1              Lastly, here is climate change.  Comparing the
  2    impacts to our climate from the lease sale to a worldwide
  3    baseline is not appropriate when our communities are
  4    already being impacted by climate change.  Our ice cellars
  5    here are rapidly melting like they haven't before, and our
  6    sea ice is changing.  I can very comfortably say
  7    dramatically because I recently just turned 30 and I
  8    myself consider that old, but to my community and my
  9    mentors it's fairly young.  But I know that in my life
 10    span I have been able to see this happen before my eyes.
 11    So it is very real and very here and happening very
 12    rapidly.
 13              Also we must change our subsistence activities
 14    to respond to this climate change and you must address the
 15    impacts of climate change here and not just compared to
 16    the rest of the world.  And also cumulative impacts -- the
 17    analysis of cumulative impacts must be expanded.  The
 18    definitions of past, present, and foreseeable impacts need
 19    to be expanded.  The geographic range considered needs to
 20    be broader for migratory species like the bowhead whale.
 21              Significant thresholds.  How the environmental
 22    impact statement defines significant impacts to different
 23    resources is unlawful.  You are requiring substantial
 24    violations of federal law before an impact is considered
 25    to be significant.  These definitions need to be rewritten
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  1    so that significant impacts are recognized before federal
  2    law is broken.
  3              And more alternatives and a hard look at the
  4    impacts are required.  We appreciate the inclusion of
  5    additional qualification in the EIS on bowhead whales,
  6    very large oil spills, and natural gas development.  This
  7    information has not changed the outcome.  This information
  8    has not been used to develop a reasonable range of
  9    alternatives.  This information has not been given a hard
 10    look in the analysis.  And actual analysis of a reasonable
 11    range of alternatives and a hard look at the new
 12    information is necessary before leases are sold.
 13              And these are some cumulative points that ICAS
 14    wanted to make.  So I wanted to present that.  And I'm
 15    sitting here wondering, oh, no, what if somebody was here
 16    and already and did that.  Have they?
 17                    MR. GEORGE EDWARDSON:  You did good.
 18                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  No, that's fine.  Thank
 19    you.
 20                    MS. QAIYAAN OPIE:  Okay.  Yeah, so thank
 21    you very much.
 22                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you very much.
 23    You were going to grab, say something.  Anyone else would
 24    like to say --
 25                    MR. GEORGE EDWARDSON:  One last time on
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  1    the Coast Guard.  She brought out the Coast Guard.  I'm
  2    glad she did.  We have two super icebreakers that the
  3    United States has, and it's only two in the Arctic.  And
  4    if you have ever watched that TV show The Deadliest Catch,
  5    the Coast Guard is working to its maximum where it's --
  6    where it takes care of our fishermen down south on the
  7    south of where we live.
  8              And every time winter begins, the first thing
  9    the Coast Guard -- the first things to leave are the Coast
 10    Guard, and we don't see them until spring.  This has been
 11    the habit of the U.S. Coast Guard.  This is not to
 12    bad-mouth them.  Those are very fine people there.  You
 13    can't ask for better people than the ones that are in
 14    there.  They leave because they cannot deal with the ice.
 15    The United States' so-called super icebreakers cannot
 16    handle the ice in winter.  They leave.  And what have you
 17    to replace and allow the industry to stay in winter when
 18    the Coast Guard can't even -- don't even have the manpower
 19    to stay?
 20              And another thing I forgot to mention earlier,
 21    we have to deal with the environmental impact statement.
 22    We have to deal with the federal government.  And our
 23    dollars we receive are to do social service dollars, and
 24    we cannot use those monies for such work as, you know, to
 25    deal with you when you come.  You need to put -- you are
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  1    taking money away from our social services funds, putting
  2    us in violation with our contract with the United States
  3    in order to attempt to protect our environment.
  4              So you, as an agency, better find some dollars
  5    for our Native villages and our regional governments so we
  6    can deal with such issues as these EISs.  Your EIS, first
  7    time we seen it today we are commenting on it.  We haven't
  8    even had time to read the first page.
  9              Now, is that how we do environmental impact
 10    statements in the U.S. now?
 11                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you, George.
 12                    MR. MIKE HALLER:  Other comments?
 13                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Anyone else?  Going
 14    once, going twice --
 15                    MS. RACHEL EDWARDSON:  Could you do an
 16    introduction, have everybody introduce themselves?
 17                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  That would be an
 18    excellent idea.  That would be great.  My name is Jim
 19    Kendall.  I'm the Regional Director for the regional
 20    office of the Bureau of Ocean Energy Management,
 21    Regulation and Enforcement of the Department of Interior.
 22                    MR. MICHAEL ROUTHIER:  My name is Mike
 23    Routhier.  I also work in the Alaska Region for BOEMRE,
 24    and I work as an EIS coordinator, so I help put together
 25    these documents.
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  1                    MS. SHARON WARREN:  I am Sharon Warren.
  2    I'm the program analysis officer in the Alaska Region, and
  3    on this project I'm the project manager for the SEIS for
  4    the Alaska Region of BOEMRE.
  5                    MR. CRAIG BLANCHARD:  My name is Craig
  6    Blanchard.  I work for Shell.  I'm a SIMOPS coordinator
  7    and community liaison here in Barrow.
  8                    MR. JOHN MAKETA:  My name is John Maketa.
  9    I'm a contractor for Shell.  I'm a logistics consultant,
 10    and by trade I'm a marine engineer, so I have -- I told
 11    George I did five years in the Coast Guard up here and I
 12    worked on the SIDS rig, the SDC.  I was a barge master and
 13    an engineer, and I worked for Crowley at Caco.  So I kind
 14    of spent about 20 years up here kicking around.  I'm based
 15    here in Barrow for Shell, and I can answer a lot of these
 16    questions if anybody wants to stop in the office on
 17    logistics or local hire issues, too.
 18                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you.  Gentleman in
 19    the back there.
 20                    MR. HAL SALZMAN:  Hal Salzman, Rutgers
 21    University, just observing.
 22                    MS. EMMA POKON:  Emma Pokon from the North
 23    Slope Borough Law Department.
 24                    MR. BOB MERCIER:  Bob Mercier, North Slope
 25    Borough search and rescue pilot.
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  1                    MR. SCOTT BLACKBURN:  I'm Scott Blackburn,
  2    and I'm with the Alaska Region of BOEMRE, as well.  I'm a
  3    technical editor and writer.
  4                    MS. QAIYAAN OPIE:  Qaiyaan Opie, ICAS,
  5    Inupiat Community of the Arctic Slope, National Resources
  6    Director.
  7                    MR. GEORGE EDWARDSON:  Again, my name is
  8    George Edwardson.  I'm one of the councilmen for Inupiat
  9    Community of the Arctic Slope.
 10                    MR. MIKE HALLER:  I'm Michael Haller.  I'm
 11    the community liaison for the Bureau of Ocean Energy
 12    Management, Regulation and Enforcement for the Alaska
 13    Region.
 14                    MR. JAMES PATKOTAK:  I'm James Patkotak.
 15    I worked for ICAS as a natural resource director myself.
 16    Currently I am -- I work for KBRW radio station.  I'm a
 17    DJ.
 18                    UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:  I recognize your
 19    voice.
 20                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  And with that, if there
 21    are no other comments, I would officially like to close
 22    this meeting on the public hearing for the revised
 23    supplemental EIS.  I want to thank you all for coming out.
 24    I know there is a whale celebration tomorrow.  And I'm
 25    really pleased we had some folks here because I know it's
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  1    a really important celebration tomorrow.
  2              Thank you all for coming, and your input has
  3    been invaluable.  And have a good evening.
  4               (Proceedings adjourned at 8:50 p.m.)
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 1                      P-R-O-C-E-E-D-I-N-G-S
 2                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  It's 20 after, so we are
 3    going to start the meeting now in just a minute.  Before I
 4    make the introductions and go into any details, I want to
 5    ask someone to give a blessing in just a minute here.
 6    President Doreen, can I ask you to give a blessing before
 7    we start the meeting please?
 8               (Blessing offered by Doreen Lampe.)
 9                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you very, very
10    much.  Good evening and thank you for taking time out of
11    your busy day to join us.  My name is Jim Kendall.  I'm
12    the Regional Director of the Alaska Regional Office of the
13    Bureau of Ocean Energy Management, Regulation and
14    Enforcement.  I know that's a long line there, but we just
15    go by BOEMRE.
16              Now, one thing I noticed at some of our other
17    meetings is, as we got into the meeting, someone asked who
18    are you, where are you from, just what are you.  Well, we
19    are a federal government agency.  We're part of the
20    Department of Interior.  We are not an oil company.  We
21    are not a nongovernmental organization.  Our job is to
22    manage the energy and mineral resources of the Outer
23    Continental Shelf.  We pull the information together and
24    we pass it on to the decisionmaker, in this case the
25    Secretary of the Interior.
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 1              Now, what we are doing tonight is holding public
 2    hearings on the Revised Draft Supplemental Environmental
 3    Impact sale for Lease Sale 193.  Now, that's mouthful.
 4              We are doing this meeting a little bit
 5    different.  What we are going to do is after I introduce
 6    the team here, I'm going to ask them to go through a
 7    series of flip charts so that we all start from the same
 8    knowledge base.  Okay?  So this is a little bit different.
 9    We are going to provide a lot more information at the
10    beginning so that when we get into public comment,
11    everybody has an idea of really why we are here.
12              Now, starting with introductions, at the front
13    table here I've got Sharon Warren.  Sharon is the project
14    manager for the supplemental EIS.  Next to her is Mike
15    Routhier.  Mike Routhier is the coordinator of the EIS.
16    He takes all the parts and pieces and puts it together.
17              Now, as it's being put together, we have got to
18    make sure it flows and everybody understands it and all
19    the definitions are there.  That falls on the back of
20    Scott Blackburn in the back there.  Raise your hand,
21    Scott.  Scott is not only a technical expert in what we
22    do; he is also a technical editor.  So he tries to make
23    the document written in a way that people can understand
24    it.
25              We also have back there Michael Haller.  Michael
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 1    Haller is our community liaison.  He helps us work with
 2    the communities, like here in Barrow, to get your input.
 3    We also have tonight with us James.  James is a
 4    translator.  If anybody feels something needs to be
 5    translated, James has agreed to help us out.  All right.
 6              Now, with that -- oh, I also have to introduce
 7    Mary Vavrik.  Mary Vavrik is our court reporter.  Again,
 8    everything that takes place at this meeting is very
 9    important.  Okay.  Our job is to put together the
10    information that the Secretary and his team, the
11    decisionmaker, will make.  So we put the information
12    together.  We send it up top.  Mary is instrumental to
13    make sure everything you say is entered.  So please, when
14    you speak, speak loud enough so it can be heard.  State
15    your name so we can get that for the record.  And if you
16    happen to have anything -- any written comments, Mary will
17    be happy to accept it.
18              Now, with that, we are going to go to a brief
19    introduction of why we're here.  Again, this is a little
20    bit different from the way we usually do things.  Okay.
21              Now, I'll give you a warning.  After the little
22    briefing is done, to maximize public input and so that
23    everybody can hear, we are going to move the chairs so
24    everybody sits in a circle.  And then we are going to go
25    around the room with the mike as long as it takes until
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 1    everybody feels they have had good input.  If we leave
 2    here tomorrow morning and someone didn't speak their
 3    piece, we failed.  It's very important that if you have
 4    something to say, we hear it, whether it's at the
 5    beginning or at the end.  It just has to be said.  Okay?
 6              With that, I'm going to give the microphone over
 7    to Sharon.  And Sharon, could you walk us through what we
 8    all need to know before we start getting to work.
 9                    MS. SHARON WARREN:  Thank you, and
10    welcome.  Can you hear me?  Here we are.  Like Jim said,
11    we wanted to go through and let you know why we're here.
12    And we have got some posters to explain why we're here and
13    what we would like from all of you on this document.
14              Why we're here today, we get -- we need your
15    comments on the Revised Draft Supplemental Environmental
16    Impact Statement for sale 193.  The documents are back
17    there on the table.  We have documents as well as we have
18    CDs of the documents.  So if you haven't received one and
19    you would like one, please take one this evening.
20              What was Lease Sale 193?  Lease Sale 193, first
21    of all, we had done an environmental impact statement and
22    published it as final in 2007.  In 2008 we had a lease
23    sale.  And at that lease sale, we had six companies bid
24    on -- to explore for oil and gas.  We offered 29.3 million
25    acres, and there was 487 leases issued for about 2.8
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 1    million acres.
 2              Over here on this map is the area of the sale.
 3    And this was the sale area that was out here in red.  This
 4    is what we offered.  There is some alternatives that
 5    were -- there are some alternatives, and you will find
 6    that out in the supplemental EIS, that we offered off the
 7    coast and there is an alternative -- this alternative is
 8    Alternative 3.
 9              It was not -- the decision was made not to
10    select that alternative by the Secretary, and so that's
11    why you will see leases in this area here [indicating].
12    This alternative is on the table on this -- in this
13    document for the decision for the Secretary.  He can
14    either decide to affirm the entire sale area or he can
15    select this alternative and even with the leases in it.
16    And we will explain what kind of happens with that.
17              But this is the entire sale area that was
18    offered.  And you can see the blocks that were leased by
19    the six companies.
20              Then what happened?  Days before the lease
21    sale -- the lease sale was offered on February 6, 2008,
22    but before that time, the plaintiffs sued to validate the
23    lease sale.  They alleged that the EIS did not adequately
24    assess the environmental impacts.
25    A    In that litigation -- usually in litigation sometimes
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 1    plaintiffs will ask for an injunction to stop the sale.
 2    That was not asked for.  So the sale was not stopped.  It
 3    continued on.  And that's the reason why we have -- we
 4    have this lease sale is because the Court did not prevent
 5    us from holding it.
 6              Then in July 2010, the District Court for the
 7    District of Alaska ruled that most of the EIS was
 8    satisfactory, but there were three issues the agency
 9    needed to address.  And those issues were the Court said
10    the agency failed to analyze the environmental impacts of
11    natural gas development, despite industry interest and
12    specific lease incentives for such development.
13              In our notice of sale, we had a lease incentive
14    that if they purchased a lease for oil, then there was an
15    incentive for them to also produce the natural gas.
16    However, we didn't analyze that in the environmental
17    impact statement that was released in 2007.  So the judge
18    said go back and analyze that because you offered
19    something that you didn't analyze in the environmental
20    impact statement.
21              The judge also said that the agency failed to
22    determine whether missing information identified by the
23    agency was relevant or essential under the federal
24    regulations and, in addition to that, failed to determine
25    whether the cost of obtaining the missing information was
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 1    exorbitant or means of doing so was unknown.  The judge is
 2    saying that we didn't follow the regulations that were
 3    there for us to follow.  So he said go back and do it.
 4              So we went back and we followed the Court's
 5    order.  We drafted a supplemental environmental impact
 6    statement to address the three concerns.  Many of you may
 7    have attended the public hearing we had in November here
 8    on that document.  And so we were addressing the Court
 9    concerns with that document.  And we got comments on the
10    draft SEIS.  The comment period included public hearings
11    in Kotzebue, Point Hope, Point Lay, Wainwright, Barrow and
12    Anchorage, as well as a series of government-to-government
13    meetings at the affected communities.
14                    MR. MICHAEL ROUTHIER:  So the next
15    question is, was the draft SEIS finalized after that.  And
16    the answer is actually no.  In this situation, we put out
17    the draft document.  We held the public meetings like we
18    are doing for this document tonight, and solicited public
19    comments.  We received over 150,000 public comments.
20              Many of those requested that the agency consider
21    the environmental impacts of a very large oil spill.  This
22    was occurring on the heels of the Deepwater Horizon event.
23    A very large oil spill was on everyone's mind, for obvious
24    reasons.  So we, as an agency, reviewed the comments and
25    considered our options and decided that the best thing
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 1    that we could do is to analyze a very large oil spill
 2    scenario.
 3              And so that we do it correctly, we decided to
 4    put it into an EIS form and add it to the draft SEIS,
 5    which we already had.
 6              So I mentioned a few times now a very large oil
 7    spill or VLOS or V-L-O-S.  And that begs the question,
 8    what is it?  Well, like it says up here, it's a very large
 9    oil spill.  And basically it's a tool for us to analyze
10    and understand all the potential environmental effects
11    that could happen in the event that something goes
12    incredibly wrong and there is catastrophic oil spill.
13              It's a scenario.  It's purely hypothetical.
14    It's an extreme case.  Basically, in developing this
15    scenario, our geologists who have the subject matter
16    expertise in these issues, were instructed to basically
17    consider or tell us what would be the largest possible
18    flow rate from any reservoir known in the Chukchi Sea.
19              So they looked at basically any sort of variable
20    that would go into determining how fast the oil will come
21    out or how big would the oil spill be.  They maximized all
22    those variables, and we got a very large number.  But that
23    could be good because it helps us understand all the
24    possible environmental effects, and it accomplishes the
25    main goal here, and that is informing the decisionmaker.
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 1              It is important to understand that the very
 2    large oil spill is purely hypothetical, obviously.  And
 3    it's also different than another concept that you are
 4    likely to hear in the context of our agency's work, that
 5    term being worst-case discharge.  I'm not sure everyone
 6    here has ever heard that term.  But that term comes from
 7    our regulations.  It's a term specifically within our
 8    regulations, and it's a calculation that's required
 9    whenever an oil company submits an expiration plan or
10    proposes to actually drill a well.
11              Now, that's not happening right now.  Right now
12    we are at the lease sale stage.  If some or all of the
13    lease sale is reaffirmed, then we could possibly go to the
14    next phase which would be an exploration plan phase.  We
15    are not there yet.  But if we get to that phase, within
16    the exploration plan from the oil company they would do a
17    worst-case discharge, which basically calculates how big
18    an oil spill could be, but it also takes into account a
19    lot of additional information that would be known at that
20    time.
21              And by additional information, I'm talking about
22    a specific location, specific type of well using specific
23    technology, having specific responses that would be on
24    hand.  So it's a much more detailed calculation.
25              And basically our agency would then review that
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 1    calculation as well as the rest of the exploration plan
 2    that could potentially be submitted.  We review that and
 3    make sure that it contains everything it needs to contain.
 4    It does the analysis properly.  We do that review before
 5    deciding on whether to approve anything.
 6                    MS. SHARON WARREN:  So again, what input
 7    does BOEMRE need?  Again, this is in the lease sale stage.
 8    There are four stages in the OCS process.  We have a
 9    five-year program.  We have the lease sale stage.  We have
10    an exploration plan stage.  And we have a development
11    production stage.  We are at the lease sale stage.  So
12    this is a decision the Secretary will make, whether or not
13    to affirm the lease sale that has already happened in 2008
14    or make some other changes concerning that lease sale.
15              So we prepared the draft document, revised draft
16    supplemental that addresses the issues raised by the Court
17    and the analysis of the environmental impacts of a very
18    large oil spill.  When we were here in November, we had
19    just a document that was attributable to where we were
20    going to respond to the Court.  This document has
21    information in total from what we used to respond to the
22    Court, as well as the very large oil spill.
23              So this document supplements -- it's a draft
24    supplement, and it's supplementing the final EIS that was
25    prepared in 2007.  So in references to some of the -- in
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 1    the document you may see references to sections of the
 2    final EIS.  That was because that was already released in
 3    2007, and this is just supplementing the information
 4    that's in that document.
 5              We are now seeking substantive comments on the
 6    draft document.  So if you have information that -- and
 7    you want an opportunity to provide that information, this
 8    is the time to do it.  The public hearing and the public
 9    comment period -- we are going around the communities for
10    the public hearing like we are doing today.  The public
11    comment period is open until July 11th.  So we would ask
12    you to get your comments to us by July 11th.  There is a
13    website to go to.  We are using regulations.gov, but if
14    you go to this website, it will take you directly to the
15    regulations.gov where you can submit your comments, and we
16    have instructions on the back table on how to submit
17    comments using regulations.gov.
18              And if you have got any questions after you take
19    a look at that, please talk to Scott Blackburn, and he can
20    answer questions concerning how to submit comments through
21    regulations.gov.
22              So what happens after these hearings?  First we
23    will consider the comments that we received through both
24    of the public hearings, as well as through the
25    regulations.gov comments.  We will prepare a final
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 1    supplemental EIS.
 2              This is on a court schedule.  We are in
 3    litigation with this document, and this litigation is
 4    before Judge Beistline with the U.S. District Court with
 5    the District of Alaska.  He issued an order on May 19th
 6    saying, okay, you can do your very large oil spill
 7    analysis, but you need to have the Secretary to make the
 8    decision by October 3rd of 2011.
 9              In order for us to do that, we need to have the
10    final EIS out at least 30 days before the Secretary can
11    make his decision.  And again, this is a lease sale
12    decision whether to affirm the lease sale or to modify and
13    make changes to the lease sale; not to offer more land,
14    but it will be within the confines of what was -- what was
15    first offered.
16              Once the Secretary makes his decision, both that
17    decision and the final SEIS will be filed with the
18    District Court.  There will be a briefing schedule
19    established by the plaintiffs as well as the defendants,
20    and it will go through the litigation process.  The Court
21    will then decide whether or not the agency has met its
22    obligations under the National Environmental Policy Act
23    and the federal laws that we have to follow.
24              Again, this is on the lease sale.  This is not a
25    drilling plan.  We are not even to the stage of the
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 1    exploration on there because before even any exploration
 2    can take effect in this area is, one, the Secretary has to
 3    determine one way or the other that there is going to
 4    remain leases out there; and also the District Court has
 5    to decide whether or not we fulfilled our obligations
 6    under NEPA.  And then even that, the Court would have to
 7    allow exploration because right now the Court does not
 8    allow exploration or anything of activities like that on
 9    the lease.
10              And then there is further NEPA review.  So even
11    after we go through this and it just -- there is a lot of
12    ifs.  If this, if this, if this.  And even with the
13    exploration plan, there is additional NEPA review on it.
14    So it's another stage process.
15              And so that's what I wanted to say.  Thank you.
16                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you very much.
17    Now the fun part starts.  And since we have this many
18    people in the audience -- we had about the same amount in
19    Kotzebue.  And we did something to try it and it worked
20    really, really good.  First everybody said, I don't think
21    so, but we tried it, and by the end of the night everybody
22    said, this is the way you have to do your meetings.
23              We took the chairs and we put them in a circle.
24    Everybody sat in the circle and we passed the microphone
25    around.  And you could either pass, pass it to the next
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 1    person, and that person could say something or pass.  And
 2    we have kept going around till everybody agreed I've said
 3    all I needed to say and I'm just going to pass.  And so
 4    I'd kind of like to try that here.  Would anybody be
 5    really opposed if we just moved our chairs a little bit
 6    and we could see each other's faces while we talk?  Thank
 7    you.  I see George shaking his head yes.  So let's make
 8    the circle up here so our court reporter can see our faces
 9    while we talk.  Thank you.  This will take about three
10    minutes.
11               (Off the record.)
12                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Okay, Friends.  Let's
13    take our seats.  I know we have a nice meeting in the
14    back.  James, come on up.  I think we may have to make our
15    circle closer.
16                    MR. GEORGE EDWARDSON:  People will come
17    in.
18                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Okay.  Good.  Okay.  We
19    are going to start in 30 seconds.  Now, usually the best
20    way to start is to start with someone in authority.  And
21    so if it's all right, I'd like to go to a new friend of
22    mine to see if she would like to start it off.  And
23    Doreen, you are free to pass and pass the microphone to
24    your right or you can speak now or speak later.  It's up
25    to you.  The mike is yours if you want it.
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 1                    MS. DOREEN LAMPE:  My name is Doreen
 2    Lampe.  I live in Barrow all my life.  I am married.  I
 3    have three kids and a couple of grandchildren.  I'm
 4    concerned about this draft supplemental EIS because our
 5    tribal members in Point Hope had to go the length to sue
 6    the government to get their voices and their concerns
 7    heard.  And we had a nice little briefing this afternoon
 8    with the ICAS board of directors from our villages,
 9    Nuiqsut, Point Lay, and Point Hope where it was called on
10    such short notice.
11              But my main concern is the -- the reason we had
12    to sue, and it seemed like the government has had a blind
13    ear to our concerns.  And even though it's not in our best
14    interest to sue the federal government, we had to listen
15    to our tribal members in Point Hope.  And there was a bad
16    year for them when they didn't catch any whales.  And they
17    were screaming and hollering that the seismic activity
18    that was taking place in the Chukchi Sea was the main
19    reason that they were not catching whales in Point Hope.
20              And we were not being acknowledged.  We were not
21    being addressed or respected.  So we had to join our
22    tribal sister government in Point Hope, one of our village
23    tribal governments under ICAS.  We had to join them in
24    this lawsuit in Lease Sale 193.  And from our discussions
25    this afternoon, I'm not sure that this draft supplemental
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 1    EIS will answer the concerns that -- that our primary
 2    community members of Point Hope, Native Village of Point
 3    Hope have sued for is because of the hardship of the
 4    access to their hunting and harvesting of our natural
 5    resources.
 6              And in briefly just looking at the table of
 7    contents today, first time I seen this draft supplemental
 8    EIS today, of all the days when we are having a meeting
 9    tonight, and I'm asked to comment on it in this very short
10    notice.  And the biggest concern that I feel why we joined
11    -- why ICAS joined the Native Village of Point Hope's
12    lawsuit is because of the trouble, the trouble that
13    hunters have in accessing subsistence resources and trying
14    to get the attention of the government when big oil is
15    right there blasting away seismic air guns and scaring all
16    the game away for miles around when this is the only one
17    chance to harvest those natural resources.
18              So I'm very skeptical about this draft EIS,
19    supplemental EIS.  I didn't see any real teeth in assuring
20    hunters that they will mitigate the impacts from all four
21    stages of your programs, or five stages now, including the
22    five-year program.
23              So I'm very concerned about how difficult our
24    future hunters are going to have so much red tape and so
25    much traffic from oil industry, so much interference that
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 1    our ice cellars might not get filled up.  We might not
 2    have seal oil one year.
 3              But I thank you for taking the opportunity to
 4    sit at our tables with us and discuss your draft
 5    supplemental EIS this afternoon.  And I hope that we can
 6    work with you, that you can provide better access to our
 7    hunters, better mitigation efforts for the hardships that
 8    a hunter goes through when trying to provide food on the
 9    table.  That's my biggest concern for this offshore
10    drilling on Lease Sale 193 and why we had to go the length
11    to sue the federal government to get our concerns
12    addressed, our voices heard.
13              And I hope with this new Administration that we
14    can work with the Obama Administration, the federal
15    cabinet members.  And thank you for coming up here.
16                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you, Doreen.
17    Next.  Sir, you are welcome to pass or --
18                    MS. EMMA POKON:  Emma Pokon with the North
19    Slope Borough.  I haven't cleared any comments with the
20    mayor's office, so I'm speaking on my own part, I guess.
21    I just wanted to, I guess, first acknowledge that your
22    meeting process seems to have improved since the last time
23    you were here with the Lease Sale 193 EIS.  There wasn't
24    much in the way of information other than what was shared
25    verbally for people who attended the meeting.  So I want
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 1    to say thank you for bringing maps and some visuals to
 2    help communicate with people who are coming to learn about
 3    the work that you are doing.
 4              And I also want -- was hoping that Sharon, you
 5    could clarify quickly.  In your presentation you had said
 6    that there would be additional NEPA processes for the next
 7    stages of the Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act process,
 8    and you specifically referred to the exploration plan.
 9              In the past, BOEMRE, MMS, the selected NEPA
10    procedure was an environmental assessment followed by a
11    finding of no significant impact.  And also the public
12    comment period is somewhat limited in part because of the
13    30-day time limit in OCSLA.  So I was hoping, given that
14    you mentioned that in your presentation, that you could
15    follow up on that and lay out maybe the differences that
16    BOEMRE sees in the input process for right now versus the
17    exploration plan stage.
18                    MS. SHARON WARREN:  Okay.  Is that fine?
19    I'll take the time now.  Yes.  At the lease sale stage, we
20    do an environmental impact statement.  And the purpose of
21    that environmental impact statement is that we do tier, as
22    far as the National Environmental Policy Act says, that we
23    can use that document in the later process.
24              So with an exploration plan, if we do get an
25    exploration plan, the NEPA that we use to start out with
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 1    is an environmental assessment.  That's what we do first.
 2    And at that point in time we determine whether or not, in
 3    that NEPA review of the environmental assessment, is there
 4    any significant effects that we have not already addressed
 5    in the environmental impact statement.
 6              If we have addressed them in the environmental
 7    impact statement, then what we do is what they call a
 8    finding of no new significant impacts because they have
 9    been addressed in the bigger environmental document.  So
10    if we had -- if we find that there are significant effects
11    that we did not address, then what we would do is -- then
12    we would go to an environmental impact statement on the
13    exploration.
14              So it's a tiered process with NEPA because NEPA
15    you do the lowest -- not the lowest, but you do an
16    environmental assessment, and that assesses whether or not
17    you had -- if there is a need to do an environmental
18    impact statement.  And like Emma said, when we deem an
19    exploration plan submitted -- so a company submits their
20    exploration plan.  We look at it internally, make sure
21    they have all the information that's required by the
22    regulations, and then we deem it submitted.
23              Once that's deemed submitted, there is a very
24    short public time frame that we send it out because the
25    law requires us to either approve it or disapprove it
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 1    within 30 days.  So we have a real short time frame to
 2    address that exploration plan.  So that is why the public
 3    comment period is -- it's usually, you know, a short
 4    period of time.
 5              We do put out a notice to prepare environmental
 6    assessment with the exploration plan because the
 7    exploration plan goes out to stakeholders to review.  We
 8    do do a notice of preparation of environmental assessment.
 9    That's the opportunity for individuals and stakeholders to
10    come and provide comments to us.  We do not have the
11    environmental assessment out for public review.  So the
12    time for the public to get their concerns addressed is
13    when we issue that notice of -- a notice to prepare an
14    environmental assessment.  That's the cue to provide us
15    your concerns so that they can be considered when we do
16    the environmental assessment.  Does that answer that.
17                    MS. EMMA POKON:  So there is a possibility
18    at the exploration plan stage that if the agency finds
19    that there were potential impacts that weren't considered
20    at the lease sale stage, that there would be a full EIS
21    rather than just an EA.  How would that work into the
22    30-day time limit?
23                    MS. SHARON WARREN:  Good question.  We
24    haven't -- I haven't been there where we had faced that
25    where all the -- and it's just not impacts.  It has to be
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 1    significant impacts.  So I haven't -- I don't have that
 2    experience on how that would be figured in, so I can't
 3    answer that, Emma.
 4                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  We have to work with the
 5    attorneys on that.
 6                    MS. SHARON WARREN:  Attorneys and
 7    everything else on how to work that into the bigger
 8    picture.
 9                    MS. EMMA POKON:  And I guess another
10    follow-up question is, I guess, if you are tiering from
11    the lease sale EIS, when you are looking at the
12    exploration plans, does that make, then, people's thoughts
13    or comments about possible exploration plans relevant at
14    the lease sale stage because of the tiering process?
15                    MS. SHARON WARREN:  We do look at the
16    scenarios that we have in the final EIS.  I mean, we do
17    look at what the -- how many explorations, what the
18    resource and development would be in the area.  So yeah,
19    so if people have comments -- not only would we take them
20    at that point in time, but we would also take them at the
21    exploration time.
22              But the approval of the exploration plan is
23    dependent on the environmental review, both, you know,
24    if -- whether or not it's addressed in the EIS that we did
25    prior to it, and then in the document that we are doing
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 1    specifically for the exploration plan.  Because the lease
 2    sale EIS is very broad.  It doesn't have specifics of
 3    where somebody is going to drill.  So when we get an
 4    exploration plan, that's where we have specific -- where
 5    they are actually going to go out and drill, where the
 6    well is going to be.  So there is additional information
 7    there for us to do our NEPA on it we don't have at the
 8    lease sale stage.
 9              So it's taking -- it's going from a very large
10    program, like from the five-year to the lease sale to the
11    exploration plan.  So you are getting finite down to where
12    you are actually talking about.
13                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Let's go back here.
14                    MR. ELI NUKIAPIGAK:  Hello.  I'm Eli.  I'm
15    a whaling captain from Nuiqsut.  I just got through
16    hosting a whaling feed for my people in the Village of
17    Nuiqsut.  I'm on the other side in the Beaufort Sea from
18    the Chukchi just around the corner from us.  It's all the
19    same Arctic Ocean to me.  Whether it's the Beaufort or
20    Chukchi, it's all Arctic Ocean to me.
21              That's the people of the whole North Slope's
22    garden.  That's where we hunt and gather food in a short
23    period of time, especially in the summertime when
24    migration of all different marine mammals that come to our
25    area.  Some might be lucky to get some, some won't because
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 1    the climate change is right now.  They're talking about
 2    climate change right now.  It's already started.  Our
 3    river, Colville River, is now two weeks ahead of time.
 4    That's how changing in our river now in Nuiqsut.
 5              The first (Inupiaq) come around, start to come
 6    at least one or two weeks earlier.  That's the changing of
 7    the migrations, the animals and the land and sea that we
 8    depend on.
 9              What kind of assurance are you giving me as a
10    subsistence hunter if that full-blown exploration and
11    full-blown barges that will come to our garden and to all
12    the marine mammals that we depend on from one coast all
13    the way up to Canadian border?  What kind of federal
14    assurance are you going to give me if something of mass
15    destruction happens like just happened in Gulf of Mexico?
16    What kind of assurance are you going to give me if the
17    marine mammals or the food chain die-off happen?  What
18    will happen that you --
19              The traditional knowledge of our Elders are
20    passing away real fast, and yet there is no -- the
21    scientific of the federal government and the Inupiat
22    scientists need to work together to address the need of
23    what -- most and do it right and compromise to help one
24    another so we will have our food on our table once we
25    start, because I have experience in the Beaufort Sea
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 1    Native ice.  We lost three boats, and I was one of the
 2    boats that was lost because of boom project.  Shell, they
 3    do the same thing.  Twenty years ago, it's the same thing.
 4    Now he's back there doing it -- what will happen now?
 5    What kind of assurance does Shell have for our people if
 6    something like mass destruction happens.
 7              Thank you.
 8                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you.
 9                    MR. GEORGE EDWARDSON:  My name is George
10    Edwardson.  I'm one of the councilmen for Inupiat
11    Community of the Arctic Slope.  And to continue where Eli
12    just left, when an animal, bearded seal, polar bear,
13    whale, beluga, when Point Hope misses it, then it
14    continues up to the east and Point Lay has a chance to go
15    after the same animals.  And if they miss it, it continues
16    over.  Wainwright then has a chance to attempt to catch
17    that -- harvest that for their family.  And it continues
18    right on into Canada.
19              This is the migration routes of the seals we
20    hunt, walrus, the whales, polar bear.  These are the
21    animals we depend on.
22              And when you look at the Chukchi, you have to
23    look at it from this perspective.  You mentioned VLOS,
24    very large oil spill.  Okay.  Let's look at a very large
25    oil spill.
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 1              Before we do that, let's look at what happens to
 2    oil when it hits the Arctic Ocean.  We had a sample of
 3    that in the mid 1940s when one of the Liberty ships
 4    building the DEW lines ran aground and was about to be
 5    destroyed by the waves and the only way they saved that
 6    Liberty ship at Lonely was to off-load its fuel, its
 7    bunker oil.  And then it killed the whole Admiralty Bay,
 8    the lagoons, you know, going to the west from Lonely.  It
 9    killed the whole ecosystem right there.
10              And then when the storm subsided, the oil that
11    was up in the high grounds, 50 years later a storm of the
12    same caliber hit again, and that bunker oil started
13    killing again.  See, the problem with oil in the Arctic
14    Ocean is the Arctic Ocean is cold, very cold in
15    temperature.  The light ends of the crude oil does not go
16    into vapor like it does in the Gulf of Mexico; the light
17    ends will, you know, disappear.  In the Arctic they don't.
18              And just to show you how effective that cold is,
19    cold weather is, driftwood that's been sitting on the
20    beaches for over 100 years, the outside might be rotting,
21    but when you cut the wood inside, oil -- the sap actually
22    starts to flow again.  That's how well the cold preserves
23    oil, whether it be tree sap or crude oil.  And that's, you
24    know, that kind of danger we have to watch.
25              And when you look at the Arctic Circle -- you
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 1    see my son-in-law right there with his mike, he's the
 2    North Pole, and all the way around is the way the currents
 3    flow.  And then a piece of ice sitting here in front of me
 4    will go all the way around and come back at me in ten
 5    years later and another ten years it will come back again
 6    if it doesn't flow south between down in the north sea
 7    flowing south.  That piece of ice don't go in that
 8    direction.  It continues in a circle.  It keeps coming
 9    back to me every ten years.
10              Now, if you put a pollutant inside the water,
11    and a very large one, there it is.  It's going all the way
12    around in a circle.  It comes back at me every ten years.
13    And you saw what happened 50 years later with bunker oil.
14              And looking at that VOL, when you put it in
15    between Siberia and Alaska, in summertime the currents
16    flow north.  In springtime -- in springtime that's when
17    the salmon fingerlings hit the ocean and the currents take
18    them up in the north.  And looking at a map Oceania had
19    made of the temperature gradients up to 168 miles from the
20    shore going north from Alaska and from Siberia and over
21    160 miles past Wrangell Island north of Siberia, the
22    temperature in this whole area was ideal temperatures for
23    the fingerlings to be in.
24              And those of us that played in that ocean out
25    there in our younger days when we get over 100 miles out,
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 1    we will run into schools of salmon; sometimes salmon,
 2    sometimes other fish, more than one species of salmon in
 3    one big school.  And I learned the dimensions from the --
 4    from the Naval Arctic Research Laboratories' aerial photos
 5    of these schools of fish.  There was one school of fish
 6    eight miles wide and 28 miles long, and these were all
 7    juvenile salmon.
 8              Just to show you how thick that school is, one
 9    of my uncles one time drove his boat into it and could
10    only get about one-fourth of the way in, nine miles out
11    straight out in the ocean in the middle of summer, he
12    stepped out of his boat into the ocean, and he never went
13    halfway up to his knees walking on top of a school of
14    fish.
15              This is that fish that is in the Arctic that
16    goes to the Arctic when the currents in the -- when the
17    Bering Sea froze north in summer.  This is the fingerlings
18    that went there.  And when they mature, they flow south,
19    start to go back into their rivers where they originated
20    from.
21              A few years back, the Yukon River did not get
22    its fish.  And that was the same summer, that same spring
23    that the seismic was done in the Chukchi.  And the salmon
24    that was supposed to have been going to the rivers south
25    of the Arctic Circle scattered all across the North Slope
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 1    and started going into our rivers up here that normally do
 2    not get the large masses of salmon.  They all were -- the
 3    migration of the fish had been changed by the seismic.
 4              And just to show you how powerful that seismic
 5    was, when they were doing the seismic in the Chukchi in
 6    the open water meetings in Anchorage, we learned that
 7    seismic being done in Banks Island in Canada had to shut
 8    down because the background noise from the Chukchi was so
 9    loud they could not do their seismic, do their readings in
10    Canada.  That's over 400 miles.  What is it doing going
11    straight out in the ocean or further to the west?
12              These have to be considered.  These have never
13    been looked at.  But that salmon, when it does go into the
14    ocean, the currents do take it up north, and they come up
15    north with their food.  And then when belugas start
16    migrating, when the seals start migrating, polar bears,
17    this -- that big school mass is their food.  And this
18    usually goes from Peard Bay 50 miles to the west of us to
19    over 160 miles past Wrangell Island up to 200 miles wide.
20              The temperature says this is where that salmon
21    stock is.  That's their nursery right in the middle of
22    what you what you are calling the Chukchi lease sale area.
23              Now, that mass of school, that big mass of
24    salmon in end of the '70s and the early part of the '80s,
25    there was an international organization conducted in
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 1    Seward, Alaska.  They called it the Bering Sea Synthesis.
 2    And in that synthesis, there were 13 nations that dealt
 3    with the Arctic Ocean.  And they were explaining, you
 4    know, what happens and what happens in the ocean and these
 5    schools of fish and the currents that occurred.  Right
 6    there they showed the Bering Sea as one-third of the
 7    world's fish stock.
 8              Let's take a look at all the fish on the whole
 9    planet earth and give it a factor of one.  Okay.  Just
10    because it's fish, we will call it one.  And then when you
11    look at -- start looking at these school masses, the
12    Bering Sea, you are looking at one-third of the world's
13    stock right there.  Then you start looking at the world,
14    start looking around.  We end up with the Pacific fire
15    rim.  The population has gotten so big they have eaten
16    that fish stock up.  That fish is not -- can't barely
17    reproduce itself.  That's another third of the world's
18    fish.
19              And then let's start looking at the planet some
20    more, and then over there in the North Sea, there is
21    another third of the world's fish.  That one right there,
22    about three years ago I went to Norway for an
23    international organization on the Arctic Ocean and found
24    out there was an agreement between Russia and Norway.
25              When one country fished in the North Sea, the
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 1    other country did not fish because they understood if they
 2    both -- if both countries fished, they would destroy that
 3    third of the world's fish.  So today when Norway fishes
 4    one area in the North Sea, Russians do not fish.  The
 5    following year the Russians go out.  That's the only way
 6    they can preserve the next third of the world's fish.
 7              Okay.  Now, we are looking at all the world's
 8    fish:  North Sea, the Bering Sea, and the Pacific Rim.
 9    Two-thirds of them are damaged.  One-third is dead.  And
10    in -- in the North Sea, the salmon is no longer
11    harvestable because it's been overfished.  But the bottom
12    fish are being negotiated on by these two big major
13    countries.  Now, the last third of the world's fish is the
14    salmon and its nursery is the Chukchi.  Your
15    responsibility is to make sure not just the lease sales,
16    but what the ground -- what the ocean feeds people.
17              We are looking at the last third of the world's
18    fish.  Are you going to let it be destroyed so a couple of
19    companies can profit?  I mean, this is something you have
20    to seriously look at when you look at the Arctic Ocean.
21              I could talk all night, but I'll give somebody a
22    chance to say something.  And everything I gave you has
23    come in -- I've learned from the United States through the
24    Navel Arctic Research Studies or international
25    organizations, you know, conferences conducted.  The
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 1    numbers I'm talking about are the United States' and other
 2    major nations' numbers.  And all I'm doing is reminding
 3    you of them.
 4              And my problem is I've lived here, and the
 5    ocean, the animals in the ocean, and my relatives that
 6    live up here, we have a very serious problem, and we --
 7    that is, we cannot live up here without the food from our
 8    ocean.  We are stuck with that food.  You can't bring me
 9    beef and then make me live here and be healthy.  I can't.
10    It will not happen.  I need that fat from that animal that
11    lives in the ocean.  So this --
12              I need your help.  We all need your help.  So
13    together we can protect the last third of the world's
14    fish.  And it's not oil that's going to feed us.  It might
15    make us travel faster or a little bit longer, but it's not
16    going to keep us alive.  And when you are looking at the
17    last third of the world's fish, which also feeds, you
18    know, the seals I eat, the belugas, the bears, the animals
19    I named, that's what I need.  I need their fat.  And they
20    get their fat from the salmon fingerlings.
21              And two years ago, NOAA had done some studies on
22    the coast, and they found our coast filled with salmon
23    fingerlings, the fish I was saying that migrated north
24    following the currents.  I mean, you are looking at this
25    information.  It's not something new.  It's something we
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 1    have all been watching throughout our whole history as a
 2    people.
 3              There is very few of us up here that live up
 4    here that depend on this up here.  We want to stay longer.
 5    We need our kids to live here after us.  They have to be
 6    here.  And the only way they can do it is to make you, the
 7    government, understand.  We know legally you can't go
 8    selling something that don't belong to you.
 9              At the UN, we have also come to understand when
10    the United States says they are going to do something in
11    the Arctic, they always remind the world we are under
12    their custodial care.  You are taking care of us,
13    therefore, you can talk about the ocean.  The United
14    States has not signed the law of the high seas.
15    Technically speaking, the Arctic Ocean is not yours, it's
16    mine, the people that live here.  And I am not ready to
17    have my home destroyed.
18                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you, George.
19    James.
20                    MR. JAMES PATKOTAK:  Thank you.  My name
21    is James Patkotak.  I grew up here in Barrow, Alaska.  I
22    learned how to hunt from the ocean.  Like George said,
23    that's our garden out there, and I learned at a very young
24    age hunting oogruk, seal and the whale out there.  Now
25    oil industry comes up here and decides to look for oil out
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 1    in the ocean.  Why don't the oil industries stay on land.
 2              Here is one concern that had been brought out by
 3    the Minerals Management Service before BOEMRE came -- came
 4    to be.  I remember hearing a concern by one of the -- one
 5    of our leaders way back then.  In case of a very large oil
 6    spill, will the people be provided with food, White Man
 7    food?  Will we -- will we be provided with necessary food
 8    for our table, our children.
 9              Now, there are about 10,000 Inupiats on the
10    North Slope alone, maybe more.  Now, will the federal
11    government be able to provide us with food each and every
12    day because we won't be able to eat muktuk, eat the seal
13    we like, the oogruk?  They are nourishing to our bodies,
14    very nourishing.  I myself, even after I have a hamburger
15    and French fries, I'm still yearning to eat some more
16    because it doesn't fill me up.  The White Man food don't
17    fill me up as well as our Inupiat food does.  So that's
18    been my concern, and also it is a concern of many people
19    on the Slope.
20              Now, will that -- is that -- the EIS -- the EIS,
21    does that -- is it still in there, that concern that has
22    been brought out a while back when this used to be MMS?
23    I'm wondering about that.  Look into that, and if you are
24    going to do the supplemental EIS, check it out.  Make sure
25    it will still stand.  That's all I have.  Thank you.
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 1                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you, James.  Now,
 2    I'm going to walk around here and pass the microphone back
 3    to Doreen, and she can start the cycle again.  Doreen, you
 4    can pass it on if you choose, or add to what you have
 5    already said.  Make sure everybody has a chance.
 6                    MS. DOREEN LAMPE:  Thank you, Jim.  Doreen
 7    Lampe, for the record.  I'm glad to see that there is
 8    finally a provision regarding a scenario for a very large
 9    oil spill.  Every time there is a presentation given in
10    the past, the presentation usually ends with we don't plan
11    for the event of a very large oil spill because we plan on
12    prevention.  Prevention of an oil spill is our plan.  And
13    that was such a sorry statement if I ever heard one by an
14    oil company.  And I'm very glad to see that the federal
15    government has learned something from the BP Gulf of
16    Mexico oil spill.
17              I don't know how many of you are on Facebook,
18    but I just got technologically challenged with Facebook,
19    and I read a comment on a Facebook that said if there was
20    a very large oil spill in the Chukchi Sea, our housing
21    situation up here is so sorry, so bad for our own people,
22    how are we going to house 30,000 employees that are needed
23    to come up here to clean up the oil spill?  That's how
24    sorry our housing is in the Arctic.  We don't have no
25    trees.
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 1              So I'm glad to see that the federal government
 2    finally, after 30 years, implemented a scenario in the EIS
 3    for a very large oil spill.  And I hope that it's taken
 4    into consideration very seriously because we have been
 5    trying to say over and over and over the oil companies
 6    cannot clean up a very large oil spill in the Arctic.
 7                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you, Doreen.
 8                    MS. LEANDRA DE SOUSA:  I have a question.
 9    Can you hear me?  Leandra, North Slope Borough, Department
10    of Wildlife Management.  But I'm speaking on behalf of
11    myself.  And I have a question about the very large oil
12    spill.  And what -- so what happens?  A lot of the
13    conclusions confirm that it would be huge negative impacts
14    to the environment and to the Inupiat people if there is a
15    very large oil spill, so that's out.  That's going to go
16    back to the courts.  What's the judge's decision on that?
17    Is there a scenario?
18                    MS. SHARON WARREN:  It will go -- this
19    document will be used by the Secretary of the Interior to
20    make his decision so, you know, I don't know what the
21    decision will be of the Secretary of the Interior.  But he
22    will have all the information before him.  And that's why
23    we want your concerns and your positions on there so that
24    we can articulate that in our document to the Secretary so
25    he has all the information before him before he makes his
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 1    decision.
 2                    MR. BEN GREENE:  All right.  I will talk.
 3    My name is Ben Greene.  I work for the North Slope Borough
 4    Planning Department, but like my cohorts here, I have not
 5    vetted anything through the mayor's office, so I will be
 6    speaking as a private citizen.  I'm going to follow up on
 7    some dialogue that Emma had.  And I really appreciate the
 8    answers to the questions and the questions that have to do
 9    with significant thresholds for NEPA analysis, when to
10    perform an EIS versus an EA.
11              And this question might sound familiar because
12    it's the same question I asked last time that you were up
13    here in Barrow.  And it has to do with, was it the March
14    2010 GAO report having to do with significant thresholds
15    and MMS' -- the agency once known as MMS -- implementation
16    of NEPA.  MMS responded to that GAO report policy to come
17    up with a guidance document.  I think it was originally
18    due December 2010.  And of course, in the meantime, the
19    Deepwater Horizon occurred.
20              Jim, I think when you were up, you stated at the
21    time that that guidance document talking about NEPA
22    thresholds, talking about significant thresholds was
23    imminent.  Is it still imminent?
24                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  I'm not up to speed on
25    it right this second, but my understanding is that it's
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 1    still moving forward.  There are a lot of people working
 2    on it every day to make sure it lives up to what is
 3    expected.  You know, it's something we are taking very,
 4    very seriously.  As I say, I haven't seen the latest
 5    report on it, internal report, that is; but I know people
 6    are working diligently to make it happen and to get it on
 7    the Web.  Does anyone know anything?
 8              I'm sorry.  We can always get back with you, but
 9    we didn't come prepared to answer that question, other
10    than the fact that I have heard people talk about it and
11    people were pushing on it as hard as they can.
12                    MR. BEN GREENE:  Okay.  Good.  Thank you
13    very much.  I appreciate the update.
14                    MR. GEORGE EDWARDSON:  Hi again.  George
15    Edwardson.  What I didn't do is tell you about my
16    education and where I have worked in the past.  1968 I
17    captained the very first cleanup boat that ever came to
18    the State of Alaska.  I had to change the system so it
19    would work to pick up the oil in the water.  And it only
20    picked up the heavy ends that floated to the top.  The
21    light ends, like the gasoline and the diesel and the crude
22    oil and the natural gases from the cold weather, that
23    don't go -- evaporate up in the air, that remained in
24    solution, but the cleanup boat I had captained was for Pan
25    American Petroleum in the Cook Inlet in 1968.
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 1              In my college education, I'm a geologist.  I'm a
 2    mining and petroleum technician, and I'm also a certified
 3    gas field operator with over 17 years of running a gas
 4    field and having worked at Prudhoe Bay from the beginning
 5    during the exploration.  So I do know the industry and
 6    what it does and how it operates.
 7              And when you look at my education, it's more
 8    than most in the oil industry.  I took that education to
 9    find a way to try to find a way to protect my home.  And I
10    had worked for the -- our corporation, made an engineering
11    firm for them, and was in the process of going after the
12    offshore development.  Then I asked the board, if it's not
13    safe, what do I do?  They told me, if it's not safe, find
14    a way to stop it and we will be right behind you.  And
15    this is 1977.
16              And now we are in 2011, and the knowledge the
17    industry has and the direction they are going has not
18    changed one bit.
19              They claim they study, but where is it?  We
20    don't see it.  I haven't seen it.  Like I said, I have the
21    degrees from the universities that says I'm an oil man.
22    And when you look at VOL, very large oil spill, we all
23    have a slight understanding of the Arctic gyro, how the
24    Arctic Ocean goes around in a circle.
25              One year I came up on one of the barrier
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 1    islands, and there was a couple of people studying the
 2    birds that were living on the island in summertime.  They
 3    had a drift card, and it was from a university in the
 4    northerneastern end of Australia.  He showed me the drift
 5    card he picked up from the barrier islands.  That's less
 6    than 30 miles to the east of Barrow.  And then he asked me
 7    how did this get there.  I just happened to have a copy of
 8    National Geographic on the ocean's currents, and I showed
 9    him how it traveled.
10              It was south of the south -- South America, went
11    on the west side of Africa, went north, west side of
12    Europe north, and then it got in in the North Sea and then
13    made the trip all the way around until it got to the
14    barrier island where it landed.  And that drift card had a
15    four-year date on it.
16              And the Gulf of Mexico, we all worry about that.
17    I'm expecting to see that oil to the east of Barrow in not
18    too far in the future.  The way that drift card was
19    traveling tells me.
20              And like I said, our Arctic Ocean is cold, so
21    the diesel and the gasoline don't evaporate out of it.  So
22    it comes back to me every ten years.  And then there is
23    that big nursery between Siberia and Alaska.  Every time
24    it comes around, it's going to hit that.  And that's the
25    world's fisheries everybody better be worried about.  My
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 1    worries are the whales and the seals.  The salmon is your
 2    food.  I hope we all understand each other.
 3                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you, George.
 4    James.
 5                    MR. JAMES PATKOTAK:  What's -- what's
 6    the -- what are the Feds going to do once the oil come up
 7    to -- come up to the Arctic that does spill down in the
 8    Gulf of Mexico?  Who is going to clean it up once it gets
 9    up here?  Once there is ice out on our ocean, what are the
10    Feds going to do?  Do you have a plan?  Does the Feds have
11    a plan for that?  I'm starting to wonder now.
12              Now, once the lease sales happen and the oil
13    industry goes and buy a spot where they are going to
14    drill, now, will the oil industry keep their word in
15    hiring locals to be out there drilling with them or are
16    they going to say the heck with them, the Natives, saying
17    we are going to drill.  We don't care what they say.  I
18    mean, what -- that's the -- that's a question that often
19    people ask, you know.  What's going to happen?  You know,
20    that's a big question.  Thank you.
21                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Good questions.  Mike,
22    if you could walk over to this side of the room.  Again,
23    this is a technique we tried in Kotzebue, and we just kept
24    going around until everyone was comfortable that they all
25    had their say.  We don't want anybody to leave the room
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 1    and feel that they got missed or left out.  George.
 2                    MR. GEORGE EDWARDSON:  I told them I could
 3    talk all night if you were willing to listen to me.
 4                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  And we have got lots of
 5    coffee and goodies.
 6                    MR. GEORGE EDWARDSON:  Okay.  We are
 7    talking oil and gas.  We are talking about the Arctic.
 8    And you have seen the gyro of the ocean.  You see what oil
 9    does when it hits, you know, the cold water.  The light
10    ends do not evaporate like they do in the Gulf.  That's
11    understood.
12              Now, another aspect, we have not touched all the
13    geological and information, biological data you have
14    collected, you know, since the lease sale are now
15    obsolete.  You can't use those anymore because of today's
16    term everybody is using global warming.  The Arctic Ocean
17    had been under a sheet of ice for the last 28- to 32,000
18    years.  That ecosystem had stabilized itself living in the
19    cold water.
20              Now the ice is almost all gone and that
21    family -- that family, that ecosystem now is going through
22    a cultural shock.  I call it a cultural shock because the
23    ice is no longer there covering it.  And they had -- the
24    microorganisms that live in the ocean have adapted to the
25    cold.
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 1              Now the heat is hitting them, and on top of it
 2    we have this seismic noise, we have this drilling noise.
 3    Seismic that when they send off a seismic boom, the ships
 4    are falling apart in between their seismic work.  They are
 5    rewelding the ships over and over.
 6              And I'm listening to this from the people that
 7    work on the ships.  Our marine mammal observers come and
 8    tell me when they get off from the boats that in between
 9    the seismic works, the welders are busy keeping the ship
10    together.
11              Now, this is supposed to be a harmless boom.
12    And when steel can come apart from the seismic, there is
13    something drastic going on in there someone is not
14    bringing out.  And the government is not willing to stick
15    its nose in there to see if it's really for real, even
16    though the other agencies bring out the point that when
17    the seismic boom is set off in the Chukchi, Banks Island
18    in Canada 400 miles to the east cannot do their seismic
19    work because of the background noise.
20              Now, what's happening to all the animals in
21    between?  If I shoot a Steller's eider or one of those
22    endangered birds, I'd go to jail for ten years right now.
23    You will not hesitate to lock me up, the Feds won't.  What
24    happens to the industry when they destroy whole flocks of
25    them like that?  I mean, there is some heavy-duty
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 1    discrimination going onto me as a subsistence hunter
 2    versus, you know, the industry who can make a few dollars
 3    for the State and the federal government just because they
 4    are willing to pay the State and Feds some money.  It's
 5    okay to do that kind of damage?
 6              The snow geese that used to be in the barrier
 7    islands when Prudhoe Bay first started to be developed
 8    disappeared from Alaska.  In 2000 I was in Alberta in Fort
 9    McMurray checking out a gas field operating school over
10    there, and while I was there, the Canadian, you know,
11    wildlife was trying to figure out where all these snow
12    geese came from, and they had already destroyed the
13    summering place of the snow geese, the Canada snow geese
14    because the population had exploded.  Did anybody get
15    fined for that?  Not a single individual or company.
16              And the snow goose is a very shy animal, and it
17    don't like to stay around people and noise.
18                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Again, we are going to
19    continue to go around until somebody does not take the
20    microphone.  Making sure everybody gets a fair shake.
21    James is not going to disappoint me.
22                    MR. JAMES PATKOTAK:  I feel this is a very
23    important gathering for our people.  This is our lives
24    that the oil industry -- it's our livelihood.  You know,
25    it's very important that we express our -- express our
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 1    feelings for our Inupiat people.
 2              And I've heard so much negative stuff come out
 3    of our local people here regarding the oil industry when
 4    they are working out in Prudhoe Bay.  When they are out in
 5    the ocean, they got these negative reports back to us when
 6    we gather in our own little circles now and then.  People
 7    talk about the oil industry, how the Inupiats are being
 8    treated by the oil industry.
 9              Now, hopefully, with the industry out in our
10    garden, hopefully our local people get trained to be
11    captains of these drilling ships to keep their ears and
12    eyes out for our local people.  Be top dogs in our -- in
13    the oil industry -- one great day, huh?  I hope our
14    Inupiat people get to that point and get even more
15    serious, more serious than we are now.
16              With that, I'm going to close.  Thank you.
17                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you, James.
18    Anybody else wishes to speak?
19                    MR. GEORGE EDWARDSON:  Let's finish off.
20    Okay.  Let me finish it off.
21                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Okay.  George.
22                    MR. GEORGE EDWARDSON:  When Trans-Alaska
23    Pipeline was in the process of being built and the EIS was
24    conducted and in that EIS the U.S. federal government
25    guaranteed one major spill in its transportation system,
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 1    and it came about 20 years after it had been flowing.  And
 2    that was the Exxon Valdez.  Now, we were guaranteed that
 3    spill when the pipeline was in the process of being built.
 4    That was a guarantee given and, sure enough, the federal
 5    government kept their promise.  They had Exxon Valdez.
 6              And then when they done -- in the '80s when they
 7    first attempted to do their offshore drilling up here in
 8    the Chukchi when the first EIS came, we were guaranteed
 9    one and one-third major oil spill.  Exxon Valdez said you
10    keep your word.  Now you guarantee me a one-and-one-third
11    major spill.  You have killed the ocean with a one-third
12    spill.  Your whole major spill had guaranteed that it
13    can't stand back up again.
14              Now, this is what I'm looking at when I look at
15    the United States and its promises and its EIS.  You give
16    us an EIS right here, which we saw for the first time
17    today, and we are supposed to be sitting here commenting
18    on that.  And when you look at us throughout the whole
19    North Slope, I don't think there is even two handfuls of
20    people that can read those books and understand what it's
21    saying because we are a subsistence people.
22              What are we going to do?  Do we have to secede
23    or what in order to stay alive?  We are Americans, just
24    like you are.  I have a right to live like the way I want
25    to live, and my parents, going on back, they tell us we
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 1    have lived here on this piece of land -- this is the
 2    seventh Ice Age we are coming out of, according to the old
 3    stories we have.  Is this going to be my last ice age?
 4    What gives?
 5                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you, George.
 6                    MR. JAMES PATKOTAK:  One more thing.  I
 7    wonder if -- I wonder how the oil industry would think and
 8    I wonder how the White Man would think if we decide to
 9    give them an EIS.  I mean, I'll give you an environmental
10    impact statement because you are coming up to our land
11    here.  I'm -- we are going to require you to fill out an
12    EIS for us.  I wonder how it would turn out.  That's all.
13                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you, James.
14    Anyone else?  I may have to close the meeting a tiny bit
15    early.
16                    MR. GEORGE EDWARDSON:  I think we got the
17    message through, didn't we?
18                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  George, I think you got
19    the message through.  Thank you.  If there are no -- any
20    other -- aha.  We were going to close, but if we have
21    another person who would like to speak --
22                    MR. GEORGE EDWARDSON:  Yes, we would love
23    to speak.
24                    MS. QAIYAAN OPIE:  Sorry.  I was going to
25    drop by and see if anybody was still here.
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 1                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  We are still here.
 2    There is time to make a comment, if you would like.
 3                    MS. QAIYAAN OPIE:  Okay.  Sure.
 4                    MR. GEORGE EDWARDSON:  Just say it from
 5    the heart and let them have it.
 6                    MS. QAIYAAN OPIE:  Okay.  Sure.
 7                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  You can have a seat.
 8    Have a seat and get comfortable.
 9                    MS. QAIYAAN OPIE:  I'd prefer to stand.
10    Thank you.  So I'm Qaiyaan Opie.  I am the natural
11    resources director for ICAS.  This is my one-year-old
12    daughter.  Couldn't find a sitter.  Was just stopping by
13    here to make sure if anyone was here.  I thought it might
14    have been over, but I'm glad I caught the tail end of it.
15              I know we met earlier today, and I got quite
16    a -- quite a bit, a lot of information regarding the Lease
17    Sale 193.  And I did want to comment that since I have
18    been working for ICAS, which has been since about the tail
19    end of November, just last year, so for about six months
20    now, I was really pleased and very refreshed to see the
21    outlay of the presentation.
22              And as I stated earlier with the first question
23    on the board being what are we here for, is a great step
24    in taking that level of communication to these public open
25    meetings to a different level where people do feel more
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 1    comfortable knowing that they are a part of the comments
 2    being made and knowing exactly what the presentation
 3    encompasses in that sense.  So I really appreciate that.
 4    Thank you.
 5              I also did want to comment that I know BOEMRE at
 6    this point is kind of going above and beyond what the
 7    judge mandates in this sense in going beyond to take the
 8    extra effort to come and have the community and our
 9    agencies involved.  So thank you very much.
10              And we do have some comments, and this is on
11    behalf of ICAS here.  And I'll just kind of read verbatim
12    here since I don't really have much to say personally at
13    this moment.  I didn't quite catch the full conversation
14    here.
15              So first of all, we do thank you for updating
16    the previous supplemental EIS from last fall.  While the
17    EIS is much improved, ICAS still does have many concerns
18    about the analysis and whether the lease sale should move
19    forward.
20              Our first point here is the baseline information
21    and that ICAS, it's been pretty well known that we, as
22    well as a lot of agencies, have long advocated that the
23    government must have baseline information about the area
24    of OCS before authorizing work there.  The EIS and the
25    recent USGS report both demonstrate that critical
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 1    information is missing.  And we ask that the government
 2    ensure it has more information about the Chukchi and the
 3    important natural resources before deciding where to sell
 4    offshore oil and gas leases in this area.
 5              Number two regarding oil spill, we appreciate
 6    the updated information on a very large oil spill, VLOS --
 7    adding to the list of acronyms that I'm becoming
 8    accustomed to -- that is included in the EIS.  This
 9    analysis shows the very far reaching and devastating
10    impact of a spill in the Chukchi, but does not answer our
11    questions, which are:  Are the oil and gas companies
12    capable of cleaning up a spill in Arctic waters with ice,
13    hurricane force winds, darkness, and other challenging
14    conditions?  Should they be allowed to explore if they
15    have not shown that they are capable of a cleanup.
16              The next question:  Will oil and gas companies
17    have to be able to drill same season relief wells?  Also,
18    what will the response time be for such a spill with the
19    nearest Coast Guard office over a thousand miles away?
20    And will the Coast Guard have ice breakers and other
21    vessels to be able to assist in cleaning up a spill?  And
22    what will the oil and gas companies and the government do
23    if subsistence resources are not available for Chukchi
24    villages who cannot afford to live off of store-bought
25    foods.
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 1              Lastly, here is climate change.  Comparing the
 2    impacts to our climate from the lease sale to a worldwide
 3    baseline is not appropriate when our communities are
 4    already being impacted by climate change.  Our ice cellars
 5    here are rapidly melting like they haven't before, and our
 6    sea ice is changing.  I can very comfortably say
 7    dramatically because I recently just turned 30 and I
 8    myself consider that old, but to my community and my
 9    mentors it's fairly young.  But I know that in my life
10    span I have been able to see this happen before my eyes.
11    So it is very real and very here and happening very
12    rapidly.
13              Also we must change our subsistence activities
14    to respond to this climate change and you must address the
15    impacts of climate change here and not just compared to
16    the rest of the world.  And also cumulative impacts -- the
17    analysis of cumulative impacts must be expanded.  The
18    definitions of past, present, and foreseeable impacts need
19    to be expanded.  The geographic range considered needs to
20    be broader for migratory species like the bowhead whale.
21              Significant thresholds.  How the environmental
22    impact statement defines significant impacts to different
23    resources is unlawful.  You are requiring substantial
24    violations of federal law before an impact is considered
25    to be significant.  These definitions need to be rewritten
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 1    so that significant impacts are recognized before federal
 2    law is broken.
 3              And more alternatives and a hard look at the
 4    impacts are required.  We appreciate the inclusion of
 5    additional qualification in the EIS on bowhead whales,
 6    very large oil spills, and natural gas development.  This
 7    information has not changed the outcome.  This information
 8    has not been used to develop a reasonable range of
 9    alternatives.  This information has not been given a hard
10    look in the analysis.  And actual analysis of a reasonable
11    range of alternatives and a hard look at the new
12    information is necessary before leases are sold.
13              And these are some cumulative points that ICAS
14    wanted to make.  So I wanted to present that.  And I'm
15    sitting here wondering, oh, no, what if somebody was here
16    and already and did that.  Have they?
17                    MR. GEORGE EDWARDSON:  You did good.
18                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  No, that's fine.  Thank
19    you.
20                    MS. QAIYAAN OPIE:  Okay.  Yeah, so thank
21    you very much.
22                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you very much.
23    You were going to grab, say something.  Anyone else would
24    like to say --
25                    MR. GEORGE EDWARDSON:  One last time on
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 1    the Coast Guard.  She brought out the Coast Guard.  I'm
 2    glad she did.  We have two super icebreakers that the
 3    United States has, and it's only two in the Arctic.  And
 4    if you have ever watched that TV show The Deadliest Catch,
 5    the Coast Guard is working to its maximum where it's --
 6    where it takes care of our fishermen down south on the
 7    south of where we live.
 8              And every time winter begins, the first thing
 9    the Coast Guard -- the first things to leave are the Coast
10    Guard, and we don't see them until spring.  This has been
11    the habit of the U.S. Coast Guard.  This is not to
12    bad-mouth them.  Those are very fine people there.  You
13    can't ask for better people than the ones that are in
14    there.  They leave because they cannot deal with the ice.
15    The United States' so-called super icebreakers cannot
16    handle the ice in winter.  They leave.  And what have you
17    to replace and allow the industry to stay in winter when
18    the Coast Guard can't even -- don't even have the manpower
19    to stay?
20              And another thing I forgot to mention earlier,
21    we have to deal with the environmental impact statement.
22    We have to deal with the federal government.  And our
23    dollars we receive are to do social service dollars, and
24    we cannot use those monies for such work as, you know, to
25    deal with you when you come.  You need to put -- you are
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 1    taking money away from our social services funds, putting
 2    us in violation with our contract with the United States
 3    in order to attempt to protect our environment.
 4              So you, as an agency, better find some dollars
 5    for our Native villages and our regional governments so we
 6    can deal with such issues as these EISs.  Your EIS, first
 7    time we seen it today we are commenting on it.  We haven't
 8    even had time to read the first page.
 9              Now, is that how we do environmental impact
10    statements in the U.S. now?
11                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you, George.
12                    MR. MIKE HALLER:  Other comments?
13                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Anyone else?  Going
14    once, going twice --
15                    MS. RACHEL EDWARDSON:  Could you do an
16    introduction, have everybody introduce themselves?
17                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  That would be an
18    excellent idea.  That would be great.  My name is Jim
19    Kendall.  I'm the Regional Director for the regional
20    office of the Bureau of Ocean Energy Management,
21    Regulation and Enforcement of the Department of Interior.
22                    MR. MICHAEL ROUTHIER:  My name is Mike
23    Routhier.  I also work in the Alaska Region for BOEMRE,
24    and I work as an EIS coordinator, so I help put together
25    these documents.
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 1                    MS. SHARON WARREN:  I am Sharon Warren.
 2    I'm the program analysis officer in the Alaska Region, and
 3    on this project I'm the project manager for the SEIS for
 4    the Alaska Region of BOEMRE.
 5                    MR. CRAIG BLANCHARD:  My name is Craig
 6    Blanchard.  I work for Shell.  I'm a SIMOPS coordinator
 7    and community liaison here in Barrow.
 8                    MR. JOHN MAKETA:  My name is John Maketa.
 9    I'm a contractor for Shell.  I'm a logistics consultant,
10    and by trade I'm a marine engineer, so I have -- I told
11    George I did five years in the Coast Guard up here and I
12    worked on the SIDS rig, the SDC.  I was a barge master and
13    an engineer, and I worked for Crowley at Caco.  So I kind
14    of spent about 20 years up here kicking around.  I'm based
15    here in Barrow for Shell, and I can answer a lot of these
16    questions if anybody wants to stop in the office on
17    logistics or local hire issues, too.
18                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you.  Gentleman in
19    the back there.
20                    MR. HAL SALZMAN:  Hal Salzman, Rutgers
21    University, just observing.
22                    MS. EMMA POKON:  Emma Pokon from the North
23    Slope Borough Law Department.
24                    MR. BOB MERCIER:  Bob Mercier, North Slope
25    Borough search and rescue pilot.
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 1                    MR. SCOTT BLACKBURN:  I'm Scott Blackburn,
 2    and I'm with the Alaska Region of BOEMRE, as well.  I'm a
 3    technical editor and writer.
 4                    MS. QAIYAAN OPIE:  Qaiyaan Opie, ICAS,
 5    Inupiat Community of the Arctic Slope, National Resources
 6    Director.
 7                    MR. GEORGE EDWARDSON:  Again, my name is
 8    George Edwardson.  I'm one of the councilmen for Inupiat
 9    Community of the Arctic Slope.
10                    MR. MIKE HALLER:  I'm Michael Haller.  I'm
11    the community liaison for the Bureau of Ocean Energy
12    Management, Regulation and Enforcement for the Alaska
13    Region.
14                    MR. JAMES PATKOTAK:  I'm James Patkotak.
15    I worked for ICAS as a natural resource director myself.
16    Currently I am -- I work for KBRW radio station.  I'm a
17    DJ.
18                    UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:  I recognize your
19    voice.
20                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  And with that, if there
21    are no other comments, I would officially like to close
22    this meeting on the public hearing for the revised
23    supplemental EIS.  I want to thank you all for coming out.
24    I know there is a whale celebration tomorrow.  And I'm
25    really pleased we had some folks here because I know it's
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 1    a really important celebration tomorrow.
 2              Thank you all for coming, and your input has
 3    been invaluable.  And have a good evening.
 4               (Proceedings adjourned at 8:50 p.m.)
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 1                      REPORTER'S CERTIFICATE
 2              I, MARY A. VAVRIK, RMR, Notary Public in and for
 3    the State of Alaska do hereby certify:
 4              That the foregoing proceedings were taken before
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